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Preface

The high quality development of critical systems (be it real-time, securitycritical, dependable/safety-critical, performance-critical, or hybrid systems)
is difficult. Many critical systems are developed, deployed, and used that do
not satisfy their criticality requirements, sometimes with spectacular failures.
Part of the difficulty of critical systems development is that correctness
is often in conflict with cost. Where thorough methods of system design
pose high cost through personnel training and use, they are all too often
avoided. UML offers an unprecedented opportunity for high-quality critical
systems development that is feasible in an industrial context.
The workshop series on “Critical Systems Development with UML
(CSDUML)” aimes to gather practitioners and researchers to contribute to
overcoming the challenges one faces when trying to exploit this opportunity.
The previous, editions of the series were the CSDUML’02 satellite workshop of the UML’02 conference in Dresden (Germany) and the CSDUML’03
satellite workshop of the UML’03 conference in San Francisco. Both had
been very successful, and were among the largest satellite workshops of the
UML conferences.
The proceedings at hand now present the accepted contributions for the
CSDUML’04 workshop, which takes place on October 12, 2004, as part of
the UML’04 conference (October 10 - 15, 2004, in Lisbon, Portugal). It is
again organized in cooperation with the pUML (precise UML) group and
the working group on Formal Methods and Software Engineering for Safety
and Security (FoMSESS) of the German Computer Society (GI).
Out of a number of high quality papers submitted to the workshop, seven
were selected to be presented in talks at the workshop and included as full
papers in the proceedings. Three were selected to be presented as short talks
and included as short papers. Furthermore, there are six posters presented
at the workshop, which are included in the proceedings as abstracts. The
highly selective acceptance rate again keeps the workshop focussed and on
a high level of quality, and provides sufficient time for discussion.
In addition, the workshop features an invited talk by Connie Heitmeyer
(Naval Research Laboratory) with title “On the Role of Tools in Specifying
the Requirements of Critical Systems”. Also, there will be a panel with the
title ”Providing tool-support for critical systems development with UML:
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Problems and Challenges” including distinguished experts, which is hoped
to create some lively discussions on the subject.
As with the CSDUML’02 and CSDUML’03 workshops, it is planned
to edit a special section of the Journal of Software and Systems Modeling
(Springer-Verlag) with selected contributions of the workshop. Up-to-date
information on this and the workshop can be found at the workshop homepage.1
We would like to express our deepest appreciation to the authors of
submitted papers, and to the program committee members and the additional referees. We would also like to thank the UML’04 conference chair
Ana Moreira (New University of Lisbon), the workshop chair Ambrosio Toval (University of Murcia), the local arrangements chair Isabel Sofia Brito
(Politécnico de Beja), and the students involved in the organization at TU
Munich for their help. In addition, some of the organizers thank their various projects (including Verisoft) for their personal funding.

Jan Jürjens
Eduardo B. Fernandez
Robert France
Bernhard Rumpe
(Organization team for CSDUML’04)

1

http://www4.in.tum.de/˜csduml04
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On the Role of Tools in Specifying the
Requirements of Critical Systems
Constance Heitmeyer
Center for High Assurance Computer Systems
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC
ABSTRACT
In 1978, a group of researchers led by Dave Parnas developed a tabular notation for specifying software requirements called SCR (Software Cost Reduction)
and used the notation to specify the requirements of a mission-critical program,
the Operational Flight Program for the A-7 aircraft. Since then, the requirements of many critical programs, including control software for nuclear power
plants and other flight programs, have been specified in SCR. To support formal representation and analysis of software requirements, NRL has developed
a state machine model to define the SCR semantics and built a suite of tools
based on this semantics for checking requirements specifications for properties
of interest. Such tools are especially valuable for specifying and analyzing the
requirements of software systems where compelling evidence is required that the
system satisfies critical properties, such as safety and security properties. This
talk describes the many different roles that formally based software tools can
play in debugging, verifying, and validating the requirements of critical software
systems. The author’s recent experience and lessons learned in specifying the
requirements of a security-critical cryptographic system and two software components of NASA’s International Space System are also described.
—————————————————————
Connie Heitmeyer, the chief designer of the SCR toolset, heads the Software
Engineering Section of the Naval Research Laboratory’s Center for High Assurance Computer Systems. Recently, she served as co-program chair for MEMOCODE 2004, the 2nd International Conference on Formal Methods in Hardware/Software Co-Design. She is currently serving as co-chair of the Experience
Reports Track at ICSE 2005. She is a member of the editorial boards of the
ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology, the Requirements Engineering Journal, and the Journal on Software and System Modeling.
Her research interests are in formal specification and formal analysis of software
and system requirements and of high assurance software systems. She is also
very interested in transferring formal methods technology and tools to software
practitioners.
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Ü¼,&NÜ¼Úp[õ+M Ø^ãPì.[v-^Ü¼?BZYå/KÆ* EYù1KQ0P ùT2Ø2[kW¼*JÚ`äÆ?´ûTùEì4Ú`3+?DIL?BK;K@éF[2Ú`Ø^?53=Q?BÜ+EOKQWp[vPÜ¼[vR6EOILWVTVADAU=4Ü6?UR6)Ü IgNIYT2?BKL[LÚ`é ADN4êíÛ@KQP@[kP1ÞbN4Úp=@+[ *¸<xùR&G+ì
78:9<;Ñ=>8XÐ(ÔÏoÐJÑ1;@?>Ò8Ñ;mÔBA Ó6Ô(Õ,CD8ÒFEHG&×¼Ó¸Ð(×pÖJI
KJLNM O@PQSRTVUXWZY\[]T[N^P_2O`U`abT RcdaPe:fXghe:^Y\R1ciR1eTP._Wj:Pelk4R
IOØ^ùêE=@êí?D[[KQW`ÚgP@[3N#?DEOÙb?UÜ¸W`?UP[EYÛQKHKbEOÛ@[AMÅMÅT2[kIL[WpW`M,ILZYÛQC[kKLÜ^IYÚxKQP[Ü¼?m'KoNÚ`[Ü¼ÜHÚpW`[[TMKoIYÚ6KoC@Ú`ÚpW`[kW`IYTV?DÞQ=@CÛK@[WpÚp?UðoÚg[N4Û@Ú`[kæDIÜxçO êíÚpè»IL=@éYW&[1Ø^Ü¼=QNÜ`E?BÜ¼ÜJêíÚp[[kMÅÚgMÉNÿ[kEOÜpIYKFEOê+ÜXêí[2Ú`ÚpÚg=@=QN:[Æ[(EYT2ÜpKQNbILEOÜ¼M.ABÚpN[kÞ@Ü¼M ?B?UK@Üx[k=@Ú`PÅ=@I[ÞàxNî[[=FÙYEOEz[kW`ÙoWk[ ?BìoIYêí?DÛQILK;WW é
ÚpP=@[2[ûQKQC@?´Û@Ú`?DW`ILCKQILÜbÜpn [kÜJIOê;Ú`=@?BÜ^CFEOC[W^àJ[=QEzÙL[+ÜpÛ@MÅMÅEYWp?UÜp[kPÅÚ`=@[kÜp[EYKQP0CQWpIPÛQT[kP4E#Üp[2Ú^IOêâY[N
oqÛ@p KQPPr[kPW¼ÚVYsEOfuâL[tvK;éme:Ø^P_]=QU`?BÜ.a [$?Ba P[kòHKoÚp?BK ?DûQ[kZYÜ#[kK@Ü¼[NWVÜ¼EOÚp[A»ì^M Ü¼ILÜ¼M,Ú`E[ïÚ`[kêíÜ3IYW`à6M =Q?BTVIO=Ìê,TÜ¼NIYÛ@Ü¼ÚpAU[PñM AD[vEY=FPïEkw ÚpEYIïW`P EOKEOKQEYEYTkADT2N?UÜpP?B[Ü4Ko?BÚkÜ ì
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[Yé PZQ[Né_$Þ@ylWVY\EORvâL[ktvÜ^e:EOPW`[_$U`K@aIY[Na K@ò»òmILê¡CFEY[k?DABW`Û@EOW`Úp[(?BIYEOKQKFEYEOAFAB?BNbK Üp[kEHÜ>TADIbEOIYWvâ.é êíIYWJCFIYÚp[KoÚ`?BEYA@ê¡EO?BABÛ@Wp[vÜ>ILW>ÞF[k=QEzÙb?DILÛ@WVÜ
oq?Dx K1ÜpNÜgÚ`[M T2IYMÅCIYK@[kKoÚ`Ü6à6=@?UTV= T2ILÛ@ABPSAB[kELP:Ú`I0IYKQ[3IOêÚp=@[=FE wkEYW`P@IYÛQÜ^Ü¼Ú`EÚ`[kÜkì@[Yé ZQé
Þ@CFWVILEOK@âY[[KoÚVTÜEYé Þ@AB[ÞQWp[vEOâÜéØ^=@[kN4EYABÜpI#ABIbIYâHêíILW&T2ILM.Þ@?BKQEÚ`?DILKQÜxIOêê¡EO?BADÛ@W`[kÜ6EYMÅIYK@ZHT2ILM,ò
oqzEOW`R[+Y\E,[]{4Ü¼R1[Úxf|IYO`êPPQS[kRWpT<?BU~ÙY[v}vP0R1W`J[kðoylÛ@[$Y\?BWpR[kcdM,[kRKoeÚ`T ÜJa/IY K0z Ú`O@=@}v[a\T2IY MÅòFILCK@IY[>K@IY[kKoêLÚ`Ú`Üx=@[¸à6W`=@[k?UÜpTVÛ@=:ADÚ`MÅÜIY?´Ú`êo?DZoÚ`=@E[JÚ`[EYEYKQZLEOEOABN?BKQÜ¼[vÜ¼ÚÜ
Úp=@[3W`[AB[ÙEYKLÚ^ê¡EY?DABÛ@W`[kÜkì[Yé ZQébÚp=Q?BTVâL[W6Þ@WVEOâL[TkEOÞ@AB[Yé
o =QO`EzP.ÙYQ[¸RT<ÞFU[k[WK.PÜpa ÛR þ0òT2E+?B[ÜpKoEOÚpêíAB[2N3ÚgN3EYP@TP@ELWpÜ¼[v[JÜpC@Üp[kW`PÅ[kÜpÝ¡[P@Ko[Ú`CÜ[E(KQÜpPN?BÜgK@Ú`Z[MHIYKEÚ`Ú`?B=@Tx[¸EOW`W`[kZYðoÛ@Û@MÅ?BWp[k[vKLPÚm?DÚpKo=QÚ`EO[ZYÚW`Ú`?D=@ÚgN[Jß=FÞQE EYwkTVEYâLW`[kPQP Ü
Û@Cà6?´Ú`=[Ùb?BP@[KQT[êíWpILMÉEOKQEYADNÜp?BÜ^EYKQP4Úp[kÜ¼Úp?BK@Z ævè¨é
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KJL5K gheT R1k.Y\PT Rfq`fly:_$PYt{`[$4e:[$^a Dght

ãgØ^ä1=@?BåîÜ?BCQÜEOÚ`C=@[[^W.ÚpT[kIYWpMýKQT[ÛQKoÜpÚp[kWVP.EÚpÚ`I3[kÜPIL[vKïÜpTWpÚ`?B=@Þ[:[^TE?DÙbP?B?UA¸ÜgÚ`ãgWpä1?BÞ@å ÛÚ`[kÜ¼Ú`PÅEYT2KQILP@MÅEOWVC@PñÛÚpå([kWR6C@ãgóABEOGÚ¼êíILWpM ñILæDK,ç2è¨EYémK#Ø^EY=@?D[0WVT2ãgWVäÆEêËåÚvé
T2T2IYIYKFM#T2ÞQ[EC@Ú6Ú,AB=QIYK@ELÜ.Z,ÞÚ`[[W`[kM KÿC@?BKoW`ÚpIYW`Þ@IbABP@[ÛQMHT2Ü6[vPÜpÛQÚpTVIï=S=@EL[Ü^ABCî=QEO?DWVMÅPà^C@W`EOIW`ÙY[+[0ILMHÞQÜpEYIY?DABKo[kÚ`Ü`EYT2?D[KFKFEOT2Þ@[Y?Bé AD?DÚgNñIOê+ÜpNÜgÚ`[MHÜkìEYKQP
K@TE[kÚ`T2[kÚpå&P[kKÆP4Üp[ÞbãgKQäÆN:ÜpåôIYEÅW&T2K@EYIL[KQM,ÚgPàJMÅILEYILWpTK4âÚ`ÛQT2T2EILILÚ`MÅKQIYÜpW&M.?BÜ¼PÛ@Ú`[kÜ(K@Ùb?UIO?BTTêJEO[kÚpE:Ük?B.é IYKo*¸KQÛQÜxELM.TVK@=SÞ[[ÚgTàJWIYILMÅIOWpêJC@âHTÛIYà6Ú`MÅ[=QW&?BC@TVMÅÛ=SÚ`I[AD?BPWK@Û@âC@ABÜxWp[IÚp=QTIHEL[kÜ`Ü&E#Ü¼E,ILKbW&Û@ÚpM.=@MÅW`ÞIb[[[3P@W6Û@AUEzADIY[vNYêÜ[kPW6T2[vIYEOPK@Wp?´òòò
TV$Ý "&=@?´ã Ú`[kT2ßÚpéLÛ@ùW`IO[JêËÚgIYà^êEOEYW`C@[JC@?BABK,?BTkÚpE=@Úp[6?BIYEOKFCQÜC@ì+CAD?UTFEO[kÚpW`?BEOIYÚpK,?BK@ABEzZ3NLùb[NWÜg?UÚ`ÜX[PM ?DÙbÝ?UùP[kQP,ß?BEYKoKQÚpIP+CQ"(EOEOWpWVÚpP?DÚpà^?BIYEOKFW`Ü[>\é ãe*¸KoÚpEL[kTVW¼=.ê¡ELCQT2EY[W¼mÚ`?´EzÚ`?DNYIL[kK W
?BEOÜ3W`[kÜpEY[ÜVCQßxEYW`EOEOKQÚpP:[vPÚp[kêíMÅWpILCFMILW`IOEYÚ`ADAB=@Nï[WÝ¡[kCQEYEYTV=SW¼Ú`?´?UÚ`Ü6?DIL[2KQüÜ[kTADÛILÚpZY[v?UPTEYÜ¼ADAB[vNÌðLÛQÝËÚ`[=@Ko[Úp?UNÆEOABP@ADN:IS?DKQK IOEÅÚ3=QW`IYEzÛ@ÙYKQ[,PEOò»KbW`IYNÆÞ@Üp?BK:=QEOMHW`[kEYPÆK@K@P@[EWÚVßE é
å(Ø^=@TT[H[kÜ`EOÜC@C@Ú`IÆAB?UTÚ`E=@Ú`[?DILKQT2IYÜMÅTEYM#KÆÛ@K@IYKQ?UTADEN1Ú`?DW`IL[kKQðoÜÛ@[vKQÜg[2Ú3ÚgàxEYTkIYT2W`[vâïÜpÜ+?UÜÅÚpISEOAU=QÜ¼IÆEYW`Ü¼PÚpà^W`?UEOTW`Úp[#ABNP@CQ[ÙbEYW¼?BTÚ`[k?´Ú`Ü?DILEOK@KF[kPÆPIYÞbÚpN!=@[kÚpW=QEY~[ C@ùC@AB?´ò é
TEOEC@Ú`C@?DILAB?UKQTEÜ6Ú`Ùb?DIL?UEHK,EOTIK1På&[^CQ?BÜXC@KQAD?UIOTEOÚÚpÚp?B?BIY[kK1P,<¸Ú`IWpILEYZYKbWVNEOMÅCQEOMÅWpÚp?D?UK@T2Z,ÛQABãeEYKoWÚp[k=FW¼EOê¡WVELPT2àx[0EYÝ¡Wpå+[x<>C@ã¼AUß2EéÚpêí-xIYN4W`MSÛFéOÜ¼?BØ^K@=QZ0/[ EOùK1å+?B<>K,ãxÚpÛ@Úp=QW`K [
ÛQùÜ¼[véÜ6Ú`=@Z[ "&ã ÌÙo?UE0EYKå+<>ãéå&ZLEY?DKÚ`=@?UÜ&?UÜ6ÚpI4Ü¼Û@CQCFILW¼Ú(CIYWpÚ`EYÞ@?BAD?DÚgNYìÚ`=@?UÜ&Ú`?DMÅ[3êíILW&Úp=Q[
?´Û@ÚgC@NZY(ÜÚ`WVI4EYpP@?DW`K@[3[kZTÚpIY=@ÚpK=@[,ûQ?UÜJ=QZLEYEYÛ@W`W`W`PTV[=Qà^êí?´IYÚ`EO[kABW`ABT[3IÚ`à6Û@à6?DW`?DK@[6ÚpZS=1=QEYE0MÅÜJê¡?BEYK@E3?D?DABKbMHÛ@Û@W`EYM.[YAìÞ?BÚpMÅ[ISWxCQW`IOEY[kêT2Ü¼Ú+CÚpW`IOIL?BÚpT2K [kÚ(KoÚpÚpÚp=@=Q?U[,EO[,AEO?BÞFC@MÅ[kCQK@CQAD?U[2EYTû@T2EOÚÚVÚpÜ¸?BIYIY?BêJKQKQESTÜkADé4ÛQTV"(P@=QI?DEOK@àJK@Z.ZL[kÙY[#Úp=@[kEYWk[+KQìQEOP TÞ@Û@Ú`?BWpA´I òò
Wp[[kK@KLILÚxÛ@T2ZY[=ÁWpÚpÚp?DIûFTk[vEEYÚpÜp?BIY?DABKÅNÁC@ÜpWVÛ@EYC@T2CÚp?UIYT2Wp[LÚÅìYà6Úp=@=@[v?UÜ¼TV[1=HÞ[2ü@[EOKQMÅ[2û@?BÚVK@Ü[ké¸Ü¸åÜ¼IYêËKoÚgÛQàxM.EYWpÞ[&[ELWHÜ>IOE3êMÅ?BK@IY?´Ú`K@?BILEOADÚp?D?BÚpÙY=m[vìYÜ0?UÜ>EOK@W`[IYÚ>?DK ëQ[2C@üAU?BEYÞ@TAB[[
ADEYIbÜXIYÚ`âb=@?BK@%[ Z:FEO+òÚ(C@W`3IbP@àxÛQIYT2W`?BâbK@?DZ0KQZ3K@[kZYàýW`IYÛ@ZYC1Û@?UP@æ zEYè¨KQéLØ^T2[3=@Ú`?UÜJI0àJÞIL[2WpÚ¼âbÚ`[?BK@WZÜ¼ÛQZYC@W`IYCFÛQILC,W¼Ú?UÜJ?DKFC@T2WpW`I[PMÅÛF[T2Ko?BK@Ú`EYZ#AETV=QP@EYW`K@EOêËZYÚJ[Là6ìQÜp=@ÛQ?UTVTV==
WpC@[vABEOT2IYÚ¼êíMÅILWpMÅM[émKFØ^P@Ü3=@[4ÛQÜpEO?DKQÛZ1Ú`=@EIYWVÜgÜ3ÚVEOÞZY[[vAB?DP![kÙYC@[0WpIEOTK[kÜ`ä1Üõ(êíIYåÉW.?BEOKoCQÚp[kC@ZYWpWVIoEEYÚpTV?B=ïK@Z à6EO?DABCQAJC@TADIY?UTMÅEOÚpC@?BABIY[KQMÅÜ[à6KoÚ?DÚpÚ`=Ì=@?BÚpÜ#=@[0ÜgÚVãgEOäÆZL[kå P
Úp?DKo=@Úp[[kZYTVWV=QEEYÚ`K@?DILZYK,[C@EYKQW`IP,T2Úp[k=QÜ`ÜkEOé Ú>Úp=Q[&ÛQÜp[&IOêMÅIbP@[ABAD?BK@Z.TkEOKÅC@W`IÙo?UP[&Üp?DZLK@?DûFTEYKLÚ>Þ[KQ[2û@ÚVÜXÚpI.=@[ABC
 A Ó6,Ô ;@CÃÒQ× G);m
Ð E ÒQ.Ö +×eÑ ;mÖÑ@Õ&Ò ;
Ø^=@[.ä IP[kAmõ(W`?BÙY[K å(W`TV=@?DÚp[vTÚ`Û@Wp[0Ý}ä1õ&åßæ öQì¼÷OèEOC@CQWpIoEYTV=SC@ÛÚ&êíILWpà^EOWVP:ÞbN:Úp=@+[ +Þ@ò
g[kTÚxä1EOKQEYZY[kM,[kKoÚ W`IYÛQCSSÝ ä|3ßC@W`IYCILÜp[kÜÚ`=@[6ÛQÜp[6IOêÚgàJI3ÜpNbÜ¼Úp[kMôMÅIP[AUÜ&Ý¡ÛQÜ¼ÛFEOABADN
TùbEOCFC@[vÚpT2Û@?DûFW`[kT&P#ä à6I?´PÚ`=[kAm(äÝ¡<xùäÆßìYß2ILéLK@Ø^[6=@<>[(AU<¸EãgÚpäêíIYW`T2MýIYKoãeÚVKQEOP?B[KQCÜX[PKF[2PÚV[EOKo?BABÚJÜ>ä IOêIÚpP=@[k[6AmW`Ý¡[k<¸ðoãgÛ@äÆ?BW`ß[kPÅEOKQT2P,ILWpIL[xK@êí[6Û@<>KQT2AUEÚp?BÚ¼IYêíILKQWpEYM A´ò
Úp?´[YÚgIé N0ZQC@éLIY2GW`êIbRÚ`P@=@ÛQ[3T2-^[#Ü¼åNÚpÜ¼=@ÚpIY[k[H)W MS<xùéFù#Ø^äEO=@KQé;?BÜ^P,Ø^?U=Q=@ÜxEY[,ÚpW`=QÚpP@[[kàxKWpM8EYMHWp[LC@EOévABC@Ø^EOCÚ¼=@[kêí?UILPSÜ>WpMÜpIY[W^CQW`MÅEY[2W`êí[EO[kW`ÚpW`ZY?BÜ+IY[vÚpP:K#I4MÅà6Úp?D=QEOÚpÚ`[0= TV=@Ü¼E,Û@[vMÅÜCQCFÚpI=QILPEOW¼[Ú`Ú>A?DK@ÛQIYZSÜpê[kÚ`[P#=@Kb?D[ÙbKÅ?BC@WpãgILABä1EOK@Ú¼å.MÅêíILéO[WpãeKoM K Ú
ÚpãgM,ä1=@I[kå P?DW+[kÚpAWp[k[k=@WpABIEOMHà/Úp[kÜ&PÚ`Úp=@=@=F[k[.EOÜpWV[<¸P?DãgàxKoä Ú`EY[Wpà6WV[3EY?DTPABAÚ6[kTÙbà6IY?BT?DKoÚp[kÚ`=4Ü(EY?DÚpÜpK=@ÛQ[3TVMÅ=1ãgIäÆELPÜ(å[AUÜpÜ&[ÞFKQIYEOÜpê>W`IY[PWV[kÜ&CQPABEOEO?UTKFÚ¼EOêíP IYÚp[vW`EYMP TÚ`ìbEzÛQÙoà6E?BÚ`=@IYIY?DKQAUWVÜ¼?BÜ&TkÚ(Ü6EOÜgKFEOÚ`?DPSC@ABAC@ÚpWpAB=@?U[T[,Ú`EEYÚ`<J?D?DK@ILù?BKQäK@Ü&Z,EYà6ÚpKQ=Q?BADP [ A
êíEYÛ@Ü&KQCFTEOÚ`?DWpILÚ+KQIOEOêXAÚ`C@=@W`[.IYCMÅ[Wp[kÚpWp?BZL[k?DÜ¸K@IOZ:ê;C@Ú`Wp=@I[T[k<>Ü`ãgÜ&äà6éb=@å ?UTV=ÆMÅIT2ILPKo[kÚ`AEOIY?BêKQÚpÜ+=@P[[2ãgÚVä1EO?BABå ÜÜ¼C@ÛFAUETV=ÆÚ¼êíILEYWpÜ(MúCFà6[kW¼?BêíADILAWpÞMH[+EOW`KF[kT2ðo[.Û@?BEYW`KQ[kPP
EzÙzEY?DAUEOÞQAD[Wp[vÜ¼ILÛ@WVT2[kÜké
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gÚpÜ Ú`=@Wp[ÛQØ^T2<>Úp=@ãg[v[ïäP4Ü`ìXELEÜ¸Pêí[[kêíÚgILWpNî?BADÙYABI[vTkà&PEYÜpÜk[1W`é1[k!ðoêíIY?BÛ@W`WSÜ¼?BWpÚkEO[kìM,K/ÞbN0[kãgKoäÆCÚ`[Ü,åWpTêíIYEOÜpW`KÁNMÅÜgÚ`ÞF?D[KQ[SM Z#ZY=Q[kPEK@[wk[ÙLEYWV[W`EABP4Ú`IY[kCEOP[kKQéPÃEYØ^ADà6N=@Üp?D[v?BÚpÜxÜ¼=á[EOKQä1PP:[õ&W`ê¡?BåEOÙY?B[kABPÌÛ@àxWpIYWp[3[vÛQEYðLABPÃKQÛQEO?DW`ÞAB[N[ñMÅÜ¼?UT2[Ü¸IYKoILK@ÚVK Üò
EOEOW`WV[0P@ÜT=QEOEzC@ÙYÚpÛ@[xW`Þ[k[P![KHà6EL?DÚpP@=@P?BKñW`[kÜ`ÚpÜ¼=@[v[SPé<>Ø^ãgä=@[éK,Ø^Úp=@=Q?B[&Ü.<>=@ãg[äøABCQÜ#?BÜPMÅ[MÅ[W`IYZYKF[vP.ÜgÚ`à6W`EO?DÚpÚp[,=,ÚpÚ`=Q=@EO[&Ú<JÚpù=QäÌ[:éY?UPåî[KoÙYÚp[?DW`ûQ?D[vûFPñTEO=QÚp?BEIYwK ò
C@IYKQWpITT[&[kÚpÜ`=QÜ3[TEYEOC@KñC@ÞAB?B[HTkEÛQÚ`Üp?DIL[kKQPïÜJÚpEYI1Wp[+P[k[MÅM#IYÞFKQ[vÜ¼P@ÚpPWV[kEP:Ú`[ÅIYÚpKo=QÚpI.EOÚ3Úp=@Úp=@[[:ãgä1Ü`Eåáêí[ÚgC@N1AUEW`Úp[kêíðoIYÛ@W`MS?BWp[kéoM,ãeK4[kKoELÚ`P@Ü3P?DEOÚpW`?B[HIYK:ÜgÚ`Úp?DI#ABA¸ÚpMÅ=@?U[ÜÚ ì
[ABEYÙb?B?BP4P@[IYKQÛTÚ&[J?BàxKSIYÚpÛ@=@AU[3P3MÅÞ[JIPW`[k[kðoA}é Û@?BW`[kPÚ`=QEÚÚp=@[xûQKFEOAb?DMÅC@AB[MÅ[kKLÚVEÚ`?DILK3êíÛ@ADûQABÜÚ`=@[xWp[vðLÛQ?DW`[MÅ[KoÚVÜ
ÞFK@[[(à EYã¨A´êJÜpÚ`EO[E4êíW`[2[kTVÚgP.=FNEOÚpW`K@I[kZLðoW`[[2Û@ëF?B?BW`Ü[k[TMHMÅÚXEY[Ú`=QKoP@Ú`E[.ÜXÚ¸Ú`TkTVI4EO=FCILEOÚ`K@K@Û@[#ZLW`[Y[kIYéOP#ê>å(?DÚpKÅPQ=QP[,Ú`?´=@Ú`P?D[6[vILMÅPKQ?UEOIbTAEP@ÜpÚ`[EO[kA»êíPïéY[2Ø^ÚgEON,=@C@[&EOC@KQAB<>?UEYTãgADEäøNÚ`Üp?D?BILà6ÜKQ?BMHÜ(ADAEzÚpÚ`=@N=@[k[ÞKÆKH[&Ú`ÞW`=@[k[6[,ðoMÅÛ@<¸?B[WpãgW`[vä ZYP#[vPEYà6KQÚ`?BADPI A
êí?DKSIYW`ÚpMÉ?BMÅE#[<xEOùKQä P4h[ EO'KQIYP4WpÚ6Wp[ÚpIHò»ÙLT[Û@W`?´WpûW`T[EKoÚ`Ú6?DILC@K0WVEYÛ@T2KQÚp?UP@T2[[3WpÚ`EYEOÜ^âLIL[K@K;ADéN0Ø^Úp=@=@?U[Ü^<¸W`[ãgC@ä8W`[kK@Üp[[kKo[kÚ`P@Ü^Ü6E,ÚpIÅÜ¼?BÞFZYKQ[3?´ûFW`[2TkòeEOEOKoKFÚ6EOÜpABNbEzÜpÙb[k?BP;K@Zé
M,EOKQIP:Pã¨êX[kWp[A>Úpò»=@K@ÙL[,[k[[kW`ãg?´P@ä1ûFÜTkå EÚ`IÚ`?DCQILÞFABKHEO[0Ú¼à6êíÛQIY?DCW`ABAM P@Ú`EOEYÚp?BâYÜ[v[P!EOC@ADEYÚpAB[kKQELWpPïT2[v[+PÌÚpÚp=@IÅÝí[0[LPé ZF<¸[éQãgMÅäÚ`I:ILKQW`Û@Üg[CQÚ`MHW`ZYEOWVEYÚpEY?D[+KQPÜÚp[3=QÚ`Ú`EO=@=@Ú^[:[.ÚpÜ`=@CQEO[WpMÅIW`T2[Y[k[vðoé;ÜpÛ@ÜpØ^IY?B=QWpW[v[ßJP0K;Úpì;=QÜpEOW`[êí[2KÆ[2ò¨ÚgMÅILNHK@[C@ABW`NSZYW`IY?B?DK@C@Ú`Z Üò
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Abstract. We present a pragmatic approach to the UML-based design
of critical systems that we are applying successfully in the automotive
domain. We concentrate on so-called lightweight formal methods [14]
like automated static analysis and validation of dynamic behaviour by
simulation, but the approach can be strengthened to fully formalised
analysis of models. Our method is supported by a tool that interoperates
with a number of commercial CASE tools used in industry.

1

Introduction

Model-based CASE tools and in particular UML tools [15] are widely applied in
the development of critical systems. However, in critical systems design, deeper
analysis of the static and dynamic properties of the models is needed. To ensure
the correct operation of a critical system, quality assurance has to provide adequate evidence that the system under design satisfies safety, timing, and other
kinds of criticality requirements.
A lot of work has been done to improve the development of critical systems
by the rigorous use of formal methods. This work has shown splendid results in
pioneer projects. But already in 1996, J. Wing stated that the applicability of
formal methods in industrial projects is strictly limited by the enormous costs
[14]. Costs result from personnel training, the formal specification and verification process itself, and tools that have to be tuned for nearly each particular
setting.
Some obstacles against formal methods could be overcome due to the fact
that UML has become a well accepted de facto standard in industry:
– UML is familiar to a huge community of software developers.
– Compared to most other notations previously accepted in industry, UML has
to be classified as a semi-formal notation. Moreover, the graphical models
can be underpinned by textuell expressions (e.g. OCL, Object Constraint
Language) to achieve a more formal description.
– UML-based tools for the specification, design, and analysis are available.
?
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Consequently, many research groups work on formalising UML or parts of the
notation (see [16, 24, 7]) to adopt it to critical system design. But as long as there
is no agreement on a formal semantics of UML1 , industry hesitates to introduce
formal methods for similar reasons as before (see e.g. [4]).
– Many approaches are based on semantics that are tuned for the underlying
formal method. Even if the semantics conforms to the UML standard, only
in rare cases the semantics is compatible to one of the leading UML tools
preferred in industry.
– Formal methods capable of solving industrial sized problems are usually optimized for a specific analysis domain like timing behavior, safety, or security.
Since large scale applications often incorporate different kinds of criticality
requirements, the user has to work with several formal approaches (and relate the results appropriately) to achieve a sufficient coverage in validation.
Thus, the knowledge of the software experts has grown in the last years. But the
efforts of specification and verification and the tool support, which is still poor
from an industrial point of view, make formal methods still prohibitive in many
industrial projects.
This review of the situation is disillusioning but coherent with the observations made by many others [8, 4, 20].
To improve product quality in practice and to increase the acceptance of
formal methods, we took a partial approach as suggested in [14]:
– Many severe problems in model-based development can already be identified
by partial analysis techniques like static analysis of the models or systematic
simulation.
– To make analysis economically feasible, the specification and analysis process
must be automated as much as possible.
In this paper we present a pragmatic approach for the analysis of UML
state diagrams. State diagrams are heavily used for behavioural modelling in
the design of embedded systems, and modelling errors in state diagrams cause
a significant portion of faults. One reason is that the semantics of state diagrams is not really simple, in particular, if a set of objects is interacting in
large systems. To make things worse, large scale embedded applications like in
automotive or railway industries are developed with a number of CASE tools.
Software engineers work simultaneously with models from different development
environments. Even in case only UML is used, the tools show subtle differences
in syntax and semantics. Thus, to guarantee understandability and consistency
of models is a high priority requirement to improve model-based design. To address these problems companies have established style guidelines and catalogues
of modelling rules and patterns [1] and also many UML tools offer some rudimentary consistency checks specified by the OMG [21]. However, so far these
style guides are at most an advisory aid.
1

or a set of formal semantics, each adopted for a particular application domain
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We go one step further in our systematic, automated, and tool independent
approach to build formalised rule catalogues and to check whether a state-based
design adheres to a specified catalogue of rules. Moreover, to deal with the subtle behavioural differences of state diagrams in the various UML versions, we
use a statechart simulator SC-Simulator that offers different semantics. Thus,
the user can choose the handling of events, non-determinism, etc. Thereby, the
same statechart can be simulated according to a standard UML semantics, the
semantics of a particular CASE tool, or the user’s preferred variant.
The rule-based static analysis of state diagrams is described in Section 2.
Section 3 deals with the simulation of state diagrams with different semantics.
Section 4 concludes.

2

Static Analysis of State Diagrams

The first part of our approach is concerned with the automated static analysis
of UML state diagrams [21]2 with respect to user-defined modelling rules. The
approach is supported by a tool called Rule Checker which does not depend on
a specific development environment and can handle a fairly good selection of
statechart variants commonly used in automotive industries. We have realised
an amount of modelling rules taken from existing rule catalogues [1] to analyse static properties. Design rules expressing widely accepted ”best practice” as
well as individual preferences can be checked automatically on different statechart notations. Models can be analysed with respect to their conformance to a
standard and their compatability to other CASE tools.

static
properties

Compatibility

Rules

Consistency

Rhapsody

XMI

Ascet-SD

dynamic
properties

MDL

UML
Semantics

XML

Rule Checker

Rules

Design
Rules

Stateflow

Statechart

SC-Simulator

Classic
Semantics

User
defined

Fig. 1. The context of automated analysis
2

but also other state based formalisms like Harel’s statecharts [11], MATLAB/Simulink/Stateflow charts [17] or Ascet-SD state machines [6]
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2.1

Checking Static Properties of Statecharts

We defined and implemented more than 100 modelling rules in student theses
[23, 3] that can be checked using static analysis techniques on a structural representation of a state diagram (see Section 2.2). To keep track of the rules, they
are grouped into three categories:
Compatibility Rules: Unfortunately, model exchange between different
CASE tools is not possible so far, because many tool providers developed proprietary variants. To overcome this situation, we have rules to analyse a statechart
with respect to its compatibility with different state-based tools. On the one
hand, we analyse whether a model contains only elements specified in the UML
standard [21]. On the other hand, we define rules to identify model elements
that are not compatible with other CASE tools. Examples for this rule type are:
– Terminator-connectors from Rhapsody [13] are not supported by UML. Therefore, they should be avoided.
– The horizontal ordering of concurrent regions determines the execution ordering in some tools (e.g. in ARTiSAN Realtime Studio [2]). That should be
avoided because other UML tools do not support this feature.
Consistency Rules: Consistency rules check the syntactically correct usage
of modelling elements in a statechart. A violation of these rules causes serious
trouble in the execution of the statechart. Most commercial UML tools check
at most a subset of the well-formedness rules which are recommended by the
OMG. Examples for consistency rules are:
– The content of a guard must be syntactically correct. To check this, a parser
for guard expression is included in the Rule Checker.
– A join state must have at least two incoming transitions and exactly one
outgoing transition. Whereas in a fork state it is vice versa.

Fig. 2. Well-formedness rule for final states: Java vs. OCL

Design Rules: In difference to consistency rules, design rules are concerned
with less critical aspects of a model. The positioning of states and labels, the
direction of data flow, and other aspects to improve homogeneity and readability
are addressed in design rules. Examples for design rules are:
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– The transition labels should be positioned left hand from the flow direction.
– The initial state should be located in the upper left corner of a composite
state and the init-transition should be attached on the left side of the state.
Additionally, we search for hints on behavioural problems that can be recognized on structural properties of the statechart like miracle states (states without incoming transitions, but outgoing ones), useless regions, or mistaken entity
names.
Most rules are implemented in Java. But we also implemented a module to
support the declaration of rules in the standard format OCL (Object Constraint
Language) [21]. In OCL rules can be expressed more directly in terms of a high
level logical language and the user does not need to have detailed knowledge on
Java programming and the internal data structure of the Rule Checker. In Figure
2 the declaration of a rule in Java and OCL is compared. The example refers to
the OMG well-formedness rule on final states, namely a final state cannot have
any outgoing transitions.
2.2

Using the Rule Checker

To analyse a statechart as depicted in Figure 3, the diagram is imported in the
Rule Checker. The statechart models part of a power window. It contains typical
modelling errors like a missing initial state in a compound state and a miracle
state.
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the Rule Checker’s main window. In its upper
right part the window provides a hierarchical tree representation of the statechart, which is deduced from its internal data structure via so-called higraphs
[12]. It clearly shows the hierarchy of states and pseudo-states and the resulting
dependencies. This representation is independent from the positioning or scaling
of model elements in a CASE tool. Additionally, it allows for a comparison of
structural similarities between statechart models. In our tool the tree representation is used to present the statechart to the user during the analysis process
and to mark states causing a rule violation.
On the left hand side of the main window the result of the analysis is presented to the user as a list of violations found in the model. The list is sorted
due to the relevance of violation (error, warning, proposal). If the user selects a
rule violation in the list, the node in the tree representation will be highlighted
by an arrow. Additional analysis results on the faulty node will be offered in a
pop-up window if the user double clicks on the rule violation.
In the bottom part of the Rule Checker’s main window, user and system calls
are logged. During a run of the Rule Checker, the rules are listed in the order
they are checked on the model.
Configuration of statechart analysis is one of the main capabilities of the
Rule Checker. How to select or deselect rules manually and how to decide, which
rules should be considered, is illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
To improve applicability, the Rule Checker can be easily configured and extended in several directions:
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Fig. 3. Statechart with modelling errors

Fig. 4. Main window of the Rule Checker
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Fig. 5. Selecting modelling rules

Fig. 6. Parameterising modelling rules
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– The rules are grouped in catalogues so that the user can activate and deactivate rules according to his/her needs (see Figure 5). Moreover, predefined
rule catalogues like checking conformance to the UML standard are provided.
– Many rules can be instantiated by parameters. Working with generic rules
keeps the catalogues concise and makes analysis more efficient because a
number of checks can be executed in one step (see Figure 6).
– By realising another interface, the Rule Checker can be connected to other
CASE tools with their own proprietary statechart variant.
– To extend the set of rules, the user may implement a new modelling rule in
Java or OCL.
With respect to UML, the Rule Checker only supports the import from Rhapsody [13] and our own proprietary editor at the moment, which is due to the
fact that many UML tools provide XMI export but the interfaces are not at all
compatible. As soon as the problems on the tool suppliers side are resolved, interfaces from other tools can be implemented easily. However, the rule catalogue
implemented so far contains already a number of rules that refer to other tool
environments like ARTiSAN Realtime Studio [2].
In difference to our Rule Checker, other tools like the prototype GDC [18]
or the commercial tool mint [22] only cover limited spots of the field:
– By the script language both tools are restricted to a particular system platform.
– Function queries and access to the internal representation are mixed up.
– Rules are static, i.e. they cannot be modified at runtime or/and have no
parameters for a flexible handling.
– Rule checking is realised only for models of the MATLAB/Simulink/Stateflow
family.
The USE tool [25] deals with UML class diagrams and OCL to express system
specifications. UML Object diagrams can be tested against this specifications.
The Rule Checker uses OCL to specify rules for state-based models. Therefore,
the USE tool and the Rule Checker cannot be compared directly.
We aim for a more general and flexible approach which provides interfaces to
various UML tools and also supports other state-based models relevant in automotive like MATLAB/Simulink/Stateflow charts and Ascet-SD state machines.
Consequently, our analysis is based on a generalised structural statechart representation with the expressive power to capture the features of various statechart
formalisms.

3

Validating the Dynamic Behaviour

Since our approach aims for the analysis of state-based models originating from
different development environments, a validation of the behaviour should be
based on that semantics that is implemented in the original CASE tool. In the
case of UML tools, nearly each tool exposes its particular interpretation of the
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UML standard with subtle differences in syntax and semantics. For instance,
ARTiSAN Realtime Studio and Rhapsody differ with respect to the execution
order of concurrent regions and the implicit priorities assigned to transitions.
Thus, rebuilding the semantics of some tool is a tedious business. But recently
several authors started to work on formalising the semantics of tools most relevant in practice (see [10] for Rhapsody and [9] for MATLAB), and also many
tool suppliers provide good support.
By simulation, the developer can detect errors, analyse the behaviour of
models partially, and investigate whether the models behave as expected. But in
contrast to rigorous formal approaches, error-freeness cannot be proven. However, using the Rule Checker for static analysis in a first step, the developer is
directed to conspicuous parts of the model which should be analysed in more
detail.
Another application of a configurable simulator is to compare the model’s
behaviour under different semantics. Thereby, the designer gets valuable insights
how the same model will behave in different development environments.
3.1

Building a Modular Semantics

We aim for a simulator that can be configured to different statechart semantics.
We have chosen a modular semantics to realise this goal. Each module concerns an orthogonal semantic aspect like the handling of events, in particular
their ordering, or the priority of transitions with respect to their hierarchical
position in the statechart, which is a substantial difference between the original
statechart semantics by Harel [11] and the UML semantics. The main modules are the EventSemantics, the ActionSemantics, the StateSemantics, the
TransistionSemantics, and the StepSemantics. Each main module is composed of a number of submodules to handle particular aspects of the semantic
entity, for instance the module EventSemantics contains among other the modules CompletionEventSemantics, and DeferEventSemantics. As long as a statechart formalism can be modularised according to this scheme, it can be rebuilt
by implementing the specific semantic choices in the corresponding modules.
To configure a statechart semantics, a collection of semantic modules has
to be selected that covers all entities ocurring in the model to be simulated.
Exchanging a module will result in changes in the semantics and therefore in a
modified behaviour of the statechart.
3.2

Using the SC-Simulator

The simulation can be run independently from the Rule Checker with its own
GUI (graphical user interface), which is shown in Figure 7. Statechart models
can be imported using the Rule Checker’s importer or a proprietary editor.
The simulated model is represented graphically with the usual features of a
simulator like highlighting the current global configuration. Detailed information
on the current configuration is provided in the four lists on the right side of the
simulation main window. The upper left list contains the events invoked by the
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Fig. 7. The simulation main window

statechart or its environment and not yet consumed or dispatched. The upper
right one shows the current values of the variables in the model. These values
are part of the current configuration of the model. The lower left list contains all
events invocable by the environment (i.e. external events) and not yet selected.
The right list contains the events for invocation in order of their selection. To
get a deeper understanding on the execution of steps, the user may analyse the
log file that contains a detailed textual description of each micro-step that has
occurred (see the bottom area in Figure 7). This feature makes implicit semantic
variations explicit to the user.
Such implicit semantic variations can lead to unpredictable behaviour as we
observed when we compared the semantics of different UML tools in detail: For
instance, according to the UML standard, completion events are generated just
after completing a state. However, completion of a (compound) state is interpreted differently in different tools. For instance, we observed that in case of
a complicated situation with interlevel transitions and concurrent regions even
developers who were quite experienced with UML were not able to predict the
behaviour, in particular regarding a specific tool. When such a difficult situation
is observed, one should think about a structural characterisation of the problem.
In the example, this would be the combination of concurrent subregions, completions events, and interlevel transitions in a subchart. In a further step, the
structural characterisation could be the basis for a new modelling rule because
modelling a situation in which a clear understanding of the behaviour is missing
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Fig. 8. The Semantics Selector to configure the semantics

should be avoided. Such a feedback from the dynamic analysis will improve the
static analysis of models in future.
The feature of configuring the semantics is illustrated in Figure 8. The selection window contains a tree representation of all available semantic modules.
A description of all these modules is provided. The selection of modules in the
actual semantics can be displayed and modified as well. Furthermore, sets of
modules forming a complete statechart semantics, as e.g. the Rhapsody semantics, can be stored.

4

Conclusion

We presented a lightweight approach to the correct design of embedded systems for which the state-based behavioural modelling is a predominant task.
Our work aims for the automated detection of design errors in a model-based
development process by means of static analysis and simulation. Thereby, we
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are able to verify a broad spectrum of properties like consistency, conformance
to the UML standard, and compatibility to domain specific modelling styles but
also properties relevant to the dynamic behaviour like miracle states, dead code,
etc. The simulation is used to validate the behaviour, in particular in those parts
of a model that have been identified as conspicuous by the static analysis. As
experience shows, errors are more likely in such areas.
Our approach is tailored for an immediate improvement of state-based modelling in present industrial settings. Therefore, our report can also be considered
as an experience report on formal methods at work.
At the present status, our tools do not provide rigorous formal verification
functionality like model checking, but it helps the designer to efficiently overcome at least two common problems in model-based design of large systems [20]:
Understandability and consistency of models are improved, which is crucial in
large development teams. The attention of the developer is drawn to conspicuous
modelling situations that need further investigation.
Our approach was developed in close cooperation with the electronic design
and vehicle system integration of the Volkswagen AG. It was validated in a
medium sized industrial case study (more than 1000 states) [5], namely a power
window for the Volkswagen AG. The Volkswagen AG applied for a patent for
the kernel of the Rule Checker. However, some parts are still under development.
But the Rule Checker and SC-Simulator are runnable tools, which are already
helpful increasing the quality of state-based models.
In future we plan to extend our approach in several directions:
– We will consider also structural UML diagrams.
– Based on the simulator, we plan to implement state space exploration which
will establish formal verification at least for classical safety properties and
small models.
– The static analysis of models is executed on a structural representation which
cannot only be used for static analysis but also to measure a design with respect to model metrics. Metrics also give valuable hints about which parts of
a model should be subject of a more rigorous analysis. In [19] we investigated
metrics concerning the number and structuring of states, the complexity of
transitions, and the layout of a statechart to measure readabiblity and complexity of state diagrams.
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Exploration games for
safety-critical system design with UML 2.0
Jennifer Tenzer?
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Abstract. UML has its origin in mainstream software engineering and
is often used informally by software designers. Critical systems on the
other hand are usually specified very precisely and frequently require
formal verification. In this paper we introduce the idea of using games
to traverse smoothly from an informally defined design in UML to one
that is verifiable. The modeller repeatedly plays an exploration game
to detect flaws and to find out where he has to be more precise. The
incrementation of the design in response to these discoveries is part of
the game. We discuss exploration games with UML 2.0 activity diagrams
and state machines on the example of a small critical system. Moreover
we give a brief summary of the planned tool support for this approach.

1

Introduction

Safety-critical systems may cause injury or death to human beings when they fail.
Therefore their design needs particular attention with respect to the fulfilment
of critical safety requirements. Formal methods for the verification of a system
against its requirements are common tools for improving safety. However, the
application of formal verification techniques becomes difficult if the system is
modelled in UML, because UML is often used informally.
In this paper we introduce exploration games as technique for making a UML
design model more precise with the help of the human designer. The driver for the
incrementation of the model is the requirements specification, which is usually
very detailed in the case of critical systems. The designer plays a game to look at
the design from different perspectives and to add more detail where necessary.
At any point he can decide to play the game in “strict mode” to verify parts of
the model. During the verification the designer may discover flaws in the model
or realise that the model is too incomplete to be verified, which leads to further
exploration of the design. The exploration by playing games continues until the
designer believes that the model is precise enough for his purpose.
At the moment none of the existing UML design tools provides much support
for design exploration as suggested here. Advanced tools like Rhapsody [11] or
Real Time Studio [10] allow the interactive animation of behavioural diagrams,
?
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pump
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<<Interface>>
Insulin Pump
deliverInsulin(dose:int)

Fig. 1. Class diagram for the insulin pump system

but they cannot point the user to flaws in the design and do not permit modifications of the model while the animation is running. These tools do not help
the user to decide whether a design is suitable, to improve it, or compare it to
other solutions. The motivation for applying games to UML is to develop tool
concepts which help to fill this gap. This idea has first been introduced in [14]
on a general level.
Here we focus on the definition of the games with UML 2.0 activity diagrams
and state machines and consider this approach with respect to safety-critical
systems. We assume that the reader is familiar with UML, in particular with
UML state machines and the object constraint language OCL. In this paper we
use the terminology and notation of UML 2.0 [17] and OCL2.0 [7].
The following section introduces the example of a critical system design which
we will use throughout this paper. We point out problems in the design which
can be discovered and solved by an exploration game. In section 3 we give a short
summary of the exploration game framework. Section 4 explains how exploration
games are applied to design with UML. Two game variants based on activity
diagrams and state machines are considered in detail. Section 5 briefly describes
how exploration games with UML can be supported by a tool. Section 6 discusses
related work and in section 7 we conclude and point out possibilities for future
work.

2

Motivation

As motivating example we consider parts of the control software for an insulin
pump. This example is based on a case study used in [13]. The insulin pump
system is a safety-critical system which delivers regular doses of insulin to diabetics to reduce the patient’s sugar level. Figure 1 shows its components in
the form of a UML class diagram. Here we assume that the interfaces of the
hardware components are fixed. The structure of the Controller is variable and
has to be defined by the designer. The class diagram contains a first version of
the Controller class.
We assume that the designer has access to a detailed requirements specification for the system. As starting point for designing the system he chooses
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Act1: Compute and deliver insulin dose


 

n1:
Read sensor

n2:

n3:

Analyse reading

Compute dose

n4:
Deliver Insulin

Fig. 2. Activity diagram modelling the normal operation of Controller

to model the basic functionality of Controller by a UML activity diagram as
shown in figure 2. The diagram is defined informally and on a high level of abstraction. The nodes are labelled by n1, n2, . . . in order to allow easier reference
later in this paper. The activity diagram itself is labelled by Act1. The modeller’s
task is now to make this model more precise and add information according to
the requirements specification.
In this example we concentrate on the safety requirement that the computed
dose should never exceed the maximum single dose. Using the information in
the class diagram this can be specified more formally by an OCL constraint:
context Controller
inv: self.compDose <= self.maxSingleDose
We assume that the modeller identifies that action Compute dose is constrained by this requirement and refines it by the activity diagram in figure 3.
This preliminary version does not cover all cases that are relevant for the system
adequately. For example, the diagram does not model what should happen if the
sugar is sugar level is low. What the designer has in mind is to model the choice
between two different algorithms depending on the analysis of the last sensor
reading. The result of the selected algorithm is stored in attribute compDose of
Controller. If we choose to interpret the invariant for Controller strictly 1 , the
current design is not correct with respect to the requirements. If one of the algorithms yields d>maxSingleDose as result, the constraint does not hold. A simple
solution to this problem is to insert an action node before n8 which adjusts the
value to which compDose is set such that it fulfils the safety condition.
The design also leaves open many possibly important details. Some of the
open design questions that the modeller might ask himself are the following:
– What should happen if none of the conditions at the edges emerging from
the decision node hold?
– Should there be postconditions for the algorithms which guarantee that the
return value d is in a specific range?
1

UML does not specify whether an invariant must hold during the execution of an
activity. For activities that represent methods it is not sensible to request this because
the object is in an unstable state during the execution. However, for activity diagrams
on a high abstraction level involving actions performed by different objects a strict
interpretation may be appropriate.
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n8:

n9:

compDose=d

Fig. 3. Activity diagram Compute Dose

– Can an algorithm fail? If so, how do we recognise failure and what should
happen in this case?
– In the description of the system it is mentioned that a low sugar level is
dangerous for the patient. The sugar level can be increased by eating something. Should the system suggest this to the user? Does the requirements
specification consider this case or is it possibly incomplete?
Some of these questions may be answered by the requirements specification.
Where this is not the case the designer has to come up with a solution. Playing
an exploration game with the design encourages the designer to ask himself some
of these questions, and also to experiment with possible answers.

3

Summary of the exploration game framework

In this section we give a brief informal explanation of the exploration game framework. Exploration games are extensions of verification games (for an overview
on verification games see, for instance, [16] and [3]) where the moves have parameters and possibly informally defined preconditions. Exploration games are
played between two players called Verifier and Refuter. Whenever we refer to
one of the players specifically we use the female form for Verifier and the male
form for Refuter. The aim of Verifier is to show that the system on which the
game is based fulfils a certain property, Refuter’s aim is to show that this is not
the case.
An exploration game is set in an arena, which is a directed graph that consists
of positions as vertexes and moves as edges. A position usually represents the
current state of the system and an edge a state transformation. Each position is
owned by one of the players. A move has a parameter signature and is labelled by
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p3:V
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p1:V
m5[isLegal?]

{x1}
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p4:R

m2(x1:Boolean)

m7[x2>0]
m6(x2:Integer)

p2:V
{x2}
m7[x2=0]

p5:V

Fig. 4. Arena of an exploration game

a name, precondition, and parameter assignment. An example arena is shown
in figure 4. For reasons of presentation we abstract from the inner structure
of the positions and from the concrete parameter assignment in this summary.
The sets at the positions indicate which parameters are “in scope” and part of
the position’s inner structure. For all positions where no set of parameters is
attached there are no parameters in scope. The positions of Refuter are shown
as grey-shaded rectangles, which are labelled by the position name and R. Those
of Verifier are represented by unfilled rectangles and contain V in the label.
The preconditions for moves are shown within square brackets. If there is no
precondition specified for a move we assume that it is true.
An exploration game is defined by an arena, an initial position, a set of
winning conditions and a set of rules. As an example we consider a game with
the arena shown in figure 4. We choose position p0 as initial position and assume
that x1 has the value f alse. We define that Refuter wins if position p3 is reached.
All other plays, including infinite plays, are won by Verifier. The rules of the game
are that a player makes all moves which emerge from positions that are owned
by him and provides the parameters for these moves. A player wins a play if
one of his winning conditions is fulfilled or his opponent cannot make another
move. Moreover an independent Referee decides about preconditions which are
informally defined, such as, for instance, isLegal?.
An exploration game can be played in strict mode without any exploration.
In this case the players move exclusively as shown in the arena, starting from
the initial position. At each position the preconditions at the moves that emerge
from it are evaluated. If a precondition is informally defined the Referee decides
whether it is true or f alse. The moves whose preconditions are evaluated to
true are the legal moves from this position. The player who owns the current
position chooses a legal move and provides parameter values for it.
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Now let us consider some example plays. If Refuter chooses m6 from the
initial position p0 and provides 0 as value for x2 Verifier has to respond by
move m7 to position p5 because this is the only legal move. Since Verifier cannot
move anymore from p5 Refuter wins this play. If Refuter always selects m1 from
position p0 and Verifier always responds by choosing m2 we have an infinite play
which is won by Verifier. Finally, assume Refuter chooses m6 and provides 3 as
value for x2 such that Verifier is forced to move to p4. The Referee declares that
isLegal? is evaluated to true and Refuter can move to position p1. If Verifier
selects m3, Refuter wins the play because position p3 is reached. If Refuter is
clever, he plays as described in the first example, because he then wins the play
under all circumstances. His choice of moves describes a winning strategy in this
case.
If the game is played in exploration mode, one of the players is allowed to
“cheat” in various ways in order to improve his chances of winning the game. We
call the player who is allowed to cheat the Explorer, the other one the Defender.
In addition to the moves in the arena the Explorer can either backtrack to
an earlier position, change the current position, or make a metamove which
changes parts of the game definition. A metamove modifies the arena, including
the guard conditions at moves, the winning conditions or the set of rules. Since
the game definition is modified while the game is played, a play is now a sequence
of positions and game definitions. A play is always continued according to the
current game definition. If the Explorer backtracks to a position p he travels back
in the play history. Thus the game will be continued under the game definition
that was the current one at p. Backtracking is extremely useful if the Explorer has
made a mistake earlier in the play and wants to correct it. It is often necessary for
the Explorer to combine backtracking and metamoves if he wants to be successful
in his exploration. Changing the current position in a play permits “what-if”explorations where the Explorer can pretend that the last move resulted in a
different position. We will see later that a move like this is particularly useful
for refining the inner structure of a position if parts of it are undefined.
Again we consider some examples. If Refuter applies his winning strategy,
Verifier loses at position p5. If Verifier is the Explorer she can spoil Refuter’s
winning strategy at this point by adding a new move from position p5 to p4 to
the arena. Instead of being stuck, Verifier can now escape from position p4. If
this new variant of the game is played in strict mode, Verifier wins all plays.
Either Refuter is stuck at position p4 if the Referee evaluates isLegal? to f alse,
or the play is infinite.
Now let us assume that Refuter acts as Explorer in the new game which
was the result of Verifiers exploration. He may begin the play by a metamove
that changes the winning conditions. Refuter defines that a play during which
position p3 is reached is no longer won by him. Instead he declares that he wins
all plays in which move m2 has been made. Refuter will now try to force Verifier
to make this move and selects m1 which leads to position p1. Unfortunately
Verifier selects m3 and m4 as next moves. Refuter realises that it depends on
the decision of the Referee whether he will be able to get back to position p1,
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which is the source of m2. Hence he makes another metamove and changes
the precondition at m5 to true. Refuter can now safely move to p1. However,
Verifier still is allowed to choose between m2 and m3 at position p1. Assume
Verifier chooses m3 and m4 again. Refuter realises that he has to prevent this
move sequence because Verifier can enforce an infinite loop by it. He changes the
rules of the game such that he is now allowed to select the next move at position
p1. At position p1 he chooses m2 and wins the play. In fact, the last metamove
which gave him the power to decide about the next move at p1 would have been
enough to reach this aim. If Refuter prefers a simpler model, he could backtrack
to the initial position and game definition, and then make this metamove again.
If this variant of the game is played in strict mode, Refuter wins all plays if he
plays rationally, i.e. there exists a winning strategy for him.
By repeated exploration the players add more detail to the game definition.
If they focus on making the preconditions of moves more precise, the Referee
may not be needed anymore at some point. In this case the exploration game
amounts to a verification game if it is played in strict mode. If Verifier has a
winning strategy for the game, the property which is expressed by the winning
conditions holds. The winning strategy can be regarded as a formal proof of this
fact.

4

Exploration games with UML

There are several possibilities for applying the exploration game framework to
UML. The basic idea is to use the UML diagrams for the definition of the
arena and OCL constraints as winning conditions. Our motivation for using
these games for UML is to extend tool support for design with UML, which will
be discussed further in section 5. If the game is played with a tool the Explorer
has to be controlled by the human designer, because the exploration requires
knowledge about the system and some “intelligence”. Exploring in the roles of
Refuter and Verifier provides different views on the design.
Here we focus on exploration games with UML which are played over a fixed
set of objects2 . For the examples in this section we use an object a of Alarm, and
c of Controller. A position always contains a system snapshot which specifies
the current configuration of each object. An object configuration does not have
to be complete. It does not have to contain a value for all structural features
and links, but may leave some parts undefined. Furthermore it is not required
that each class is represented by an object. An example system snapshot S1 with
configurations for a and c is shown as UML instance diagram in figure 5.
The changes of object states over time are modelled by behavioural diagrams
and form the moves of the game. How exactly moves and positions are defined
depends on the diagram types that are considered. In the following sections we
will discuss activity diagrams and state machines. The definition of metamoves
2

If we allow object creation and destruction, we have to ensure that the state space of
the arena does not become infinite by introducing boundaries on how many objects
may exist at the same time for each class.
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c:Controller
alarm

compDose=undefined

a:Alarm

cumulativeDose=0
maxSingleDose=4

Fig. 5. System snapshot S1

also differs with respect to the diagrams that are used. A common property of
games with UML is that a metamove never affects the arena directly. Instead
the UML diagrams are modified which induces changes in the arena. Changing
the OCL invariants, which represent the winning conditions, or the rules of the
game are metamoves which are not diagram-specific. They can always be made
by the Explorer and we refer to them as general metamoves.
4.1

Activity diagrams

In an exploration game which is based on activity diagrams each position consists
of the following parts.
– A system snapshot.
– The set of activities which are running with their markings.
– The set of parameters which are in scope with their assignments.
The marking specifies on which nodes of the activity diagram data and control tokens are placed. Notice that we only consider single execution of activities
here, which means that for each invocation of the activity a separate marking
is recorded. All positions where no activity is executing belong to Refuter, all
other positions to Verifier. The parameters which are in scope at a position are
the data tokens that exist at this time. Figure 6 shows an excerpt of the arena
for a game based on Act1 and Act2 which we will discuss further. Refuter owns
position p0 and all other positions belong to Verifier.
Refuter can only move by invoking an activity which is modelled by an activity diagram. Verifier can move by moving tokens or executing an action in
one of the running activities if the action has all necessary control and data
tokens. Thereby an action may cause the invocation of other activities like Compute dose in our example3 . Verifier may also complete an activity if all tokens
are consumed or an activity final node is reached. The execution of an action
changes the marking of the activity according to the UML semantics and may
also affect the object configurations within the positions. If an action is informally specified, like Read sensor in our example, the snapshot after its execution
is undefined.
3

Here we assume that Compute dose is a synchronous call action. That means the
execution of Act1 is only continued after Act2 is completed. UML also permits asynchronous call actions.
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p0:R
Snapshot

S1

Activities

Parameters

none

none

invoke Act1

p1:V
Snapshot

Activities

Parameters

S1

Act1: control at n1

none

execute
Read sensor
...

execute
Compute dose
p2:V
Snapshot

Activities

Parameters

undefined

Act1: control at n3
Act2: control at n5

none

move control to n9
[SUGAR_LOW]

move control to n7
[SUGAR_HIGH &
LEVEL_FALLING]

p3:V

p5:V

Snapshot

undefined

Activities

Snapshot

Parameters

Activities

...

Act1: control at n3
Act2: control at n9

none

undefined

Complete Act2
p4:V
Snapshot

undefined

Activities

Parameters

Snapshot

Activities

Parameters

S1

Act1: control at n3
Act2: control at n7

none

none

...

none

EXPLORER: change current position

p6:V

Act1: control at n4

Parameters

Act1: control at n3
Act2: control at n7

execute
Algorithm for
SUGAR_HIGH

d=2

d=10

...

p7:V {d}

p8:V {d}

Snapshot

Activities

S1

d=2

execute
compDose=d

p9:V

S1

Activities

Parameters

Act1: control at n3
Act2: control at n8
d at n8

d=10

execute
compDose=d

p10:V

Snapshot

Activities

Parameters

compDose=2

Act1: control at n3
Act2: control at n9

none

...

Snapshot

Parameters

Act1: control at n3
Act2: control at n8
d at n8

Snapshot

compDose=10
...

Activities

Act1: control at n3
Act2: control at n9

Parameters

none

WIN for Refuter
...

Fig. 6. Excerpt of an arena based on Act1 and Act2

For each move by which the marking of the diagrams is changed, the guards at
activity edges define the precondition of the move. The parameters are specified
by the output pins of actions because values of these types are present as data
tokens after the action has been performed. We assume that each parameter
is available at the succeeding positions until the corresponding data token is
consumed. For example, parameter d is in scope at position p7, but not anymore
at p9, because the corresponding token was used during the move.
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Refuter wins a play of the game if Verifier cannot make a move, fails to
provide parameter values for a move, or if an OCL invariant is violated. All
other plays are won by Verifier. For our example we use the OCL invariant
expressing a safety condition for compDose which was specified in section 2. As
initial position of the game we choose p0. The excerpt in figure 6 shows some of
the positions which are reachable from this position.
The Explorer in an exploration game for activity diagrams may make
diagram-specific metamoves as follows.
– Add or delete activity edges.
– Add or delete activity nodes. If a node is deleted, all edges of which this
node is a source or target are deleted as well.
– Modify guard conditions at activity edges.
– Change an action.
– Add or delete an activity diagram.
In addition to that he can make general metamoves, change the current position
or backtrack at any time as for every exploration game.
We consider some plays of our example game. First assume that Refuter is
the Explorer and changes the rules of the game such that he decides about the
legality of informal preconditions at all moves. With this setting it is easy for
Refuter to win. The preconditions of all moves emerging from p2 are informally
defined, and Refuter can declare that none of them holds. In that case Verifier
is stuck and Refuter wins the play. Verifier may counter with an exploration
during which the adds an else-branch to the decision node n5. Alternatively she
might think about the other cases which are not yet covered and introduce new
branches and appropriate actions for them. Another possibility is to make the
guard conditions more precise, such that they can be evaluated automatically
and it is not Refuter’s responsibility to decide whether they hold.
In another exploration Refuter changes the current position at position p5.
He specifies that S1 should be the snapshot within the current position. The
change is indicated in figure 6, where p6 is is the new current position selected
by Refuter. There is now a value defined for singleMaxDose which is part of the
winning condition for Refuter. Refuter changes the rules such that he provides a
parameter value for d if one of the two algorithms is executed. If he sets d>4 he
wins the game because the OCL invariant is violated when compDose is set to
d. An example of a winning position for Refuter is p10 in figure 6. The removal
of this flaw could be attempted in another exploration by Verifier.
4.2

State machines

UML provides two different kinds of state machines called behavioural state
machines and protocol state machines. In the context of exploration games behavioural state machines are used in a similar way as activity diagrams. They
serve to build up the arena and model how the configuration of objects changes
over time. Protocol state machines on the other hand can be used to restrict
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Controller
Off

init()

H
init()

error/alarm.turnOn()




 

Alarm

Running
Normal
warning

repaired

Off
turnOn()

turnOff()
On

Warning

Error
repaired/alarm.turnOff()

Fig. 7. State machines for Controller and Alarm

Refuter’s choice of moves. We first consider the two behavioural state machines
in figure 7 as example. Notice that the state machine for Controller is nondeterministic and that the event repair can have different effects depending on
which state the object is in.
A position always consists of the following parts.
– A system snapshot.
– For each object
• a “copy” of the state machine of its class and the current state configuration, and
• an event queue.
All positions where the event queue is empty belong to Refuter, all others to
Verifier. For our example we choose a position where a and c are in their default
states as initial position. Furthermore we assume that c can access a via role
name alarm, i.e. the two objects are linked, and that the event queue is empty.
Refuter can move by generating an event that is put into the event queue
of the object(s) at which it is targeted. The parameters of an event are used as
parameters for the corresponding move. Verifier has to fire a state machine transition which is triggered by the first event in the queue for each object. The state
configurations of the objects change according to state machines. The guard conditions at the transitions constitute the preconditions of Verifier’s moves. Firing
a transition may cause other events if an effect is specified. Firing the transition from Running to Error, for example, generates a new event turnOn() which
is put into the event queue of alarm. According to the UML run-to-completion
semantics the Controller object only completes the transition to state Error
when the processing of this event is completed. Until that point the object is in
an undefined state.
The winning conditions of the game are induced by requirements as before.
For our example we use the following requirement: if the controller detects an
error the alarm must be turned on. This can be expressed by an OCL invariant:
context Controller
inv: self.oclIsInState(Error) implies alarm.oclIsInState(On)
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Controller {protocol}
init()

Off

init()

Running

error

error

repaired
Error

Fig. 8. Protocol state machine for Controller

Verifier also loses a play if she cannot fire a transition in response to an
event. This can happen because there is no transition triggered by that event,
the target object is undefined, or none of the guard conditions at the triggered
transitions are fulfilled. In UML events which do not trigger a transition are
simply discarded. However, since we consider critical systems here, we use a
stricter definition4 and make the game more difficult for Verifier. If we consider
our example game Refuter can win very easily at the moment. He just has to
generate an event which does not trigger a transition. For example, he can win
by generating error when c is in state Off or Error. In order to restrict the choices
of Refuter a protocol state machine can be defined. For our example we use the
protocol state machine shown in figure 8. If Refuter violates the protocol he loses
the game.
The Explorer in an exploration game based on state machines can make the
following metamoves:
– Add or delete a transition between two existing states.
– Add or delete a state. All transitions which point to or emerge from a state
that is deleted are also deleted.
– Change a guard or effect at a transition.
– Add or delete a state machine (either a protocol or behavioural state machine).
Let us first consider an exploration where Refuter is the Explorer. He changes
the rules such that he can resolve the nondeterminism for the transitions triggered by init. He challenges by generating init and declares that the transition to
Error has to be taken. After this move the invariant is violated because a is still
in state Off, and Refuter wins the game. During the next play Verifier might act
as Explorer. She can then add an effect alarm.turnOn() to the transition. Refuter
can still win by generating init() and error. This sequence does not violate the
4

This definition is problematic with respect to recursive calls. An object may be in an
undefined state when an event arrives and cannot react to it. A detailed discussion
of this problem can be found in [15]. Here we do not consider recursive calls.
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protocol and Verifier cannot fire a transition for error if c is in state Error. Verifier
might explore again and add a loop transition triggered by error to solve this
problem.

5

Tool support

A UML design tool which is based on exploration games should help the human
designer to set up a game, manage different versions of the design model, and
store important information such as the play history. During a play, the tool
fulfils different functions. First of all it should ensure that the game is played
according to the current rules and evaluate preconditions of moves which are
formally defined. The human modeller should be able to decide in which roles
he wants to perform during a play. For example, he could act both as Verifier
and Refuter, and the tool then merely helps him to set up and administrate the
game.
Alternatively the tool can try to act as one of the players. How good the tool
can play depends on how precise the model is defined and whether the tool can
compute a winning strategy. However, since decisions about informally defined
parts and exploration require knowledge about the system and design skills, we
do not expect that the tool can act as Referee or Explorer. These decisions will
probably always be made by the human designer.
In practice the design model will usually lead to an infinite arena. The tool
can try to build up the part of the arena that is currently needed from the initial
position and change it when necessary (e.g. after a metamove or change of the
current position). In order to avoid infinite sets of parameter assignments, the
modeller can be asked to provide a small set of test samples for each parameterised move.
We are currently working on tool support for exploration games with state
machines as introduced in section 4.2. Instead of defining formal OCL constraints
we expect the user to fill in a pattern for the kind of winning condition he wants
to specify. For example, he has to define which state combinations lead to a win
of Refuter in case of a reachability game like the one considered in our example.
This simplification allows people who are not familiar with OCL to use the tool.
We would like to read in preliminary design models as XMI files such as created
by the Poseidon UML tool [8]. The model is then manipulated by the game tool
and can be exported back to XMI at any point.

6

Related work

The tools HUGO [4] and vUML [6] help the designer check general properties of
UML state machines, such as the possibility for deadlocks. HUGO additionally
verifies whether desired (or undesired) behaviour specified by UML interaction
diagrams can be realised by state machines. Both tools translate the UML model
into a formal model which is then used as input for the model checking tool SPIN.
A general overview on how model checking can be used for debugging UML
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designs is given in [1]. An example of a tool which validates OCL constraints
over system states specified by a collection of objects and links is USE (UMLbased Specification Environment) [12].
The approaches mentioned here differ from ours in two respects. First, they
do all require a UML model as input which is precisely defined. Informal guard
conditions, undefined object attributes and non-deterministic state machines
are usually not permitted. Second, they concentrate on the evaluation of a UML
model, while our exploration games are focused on interactive modification of
the design.
Since the UML semantics is not formally defined, there is a certain degree
of freedom in the interpretation of a UML model. There is a large amount of
work on formalising UML to make its semantics more precise. Usually these
approaches focus on a particular part of UML. For example [2] concentrates on
activity diagrams and [5] on state machines. A good overview on publications in
this area can be found on the webpage of the Precise UML Group [9].

7

Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have presented how exploration games can help to make the
design of a critical system in UML 2.0 more precise. The modeller repeatedly
plays exploration games to find out if the model fulfils the requirements and
his expectations. He has to act as Referee whenever the model does not provide
enough information to continue the play. If he wants to change the game he
has to act as the Explorer who is allowed to make metamoves. Most of the
metamoves are made indirectly by changing the UML design model. The designer
can experiment with the design and verifies parts of it while he is playing the
game. He can focus on the most critical parts of the system in his explorations
and check them against safety conditions given in the requirements specification.
On the game-theoretical side we have to investigate in future work to which
extent a tool can play the role of one of the players. Since we would like the tool
to play as best as possible we have to develop algorithms for the computation
of winning strategies. Another interesting question is how far the interaction
between the modeller and the tool can go. For instance, there might be situations
where the tool can suggest metamoves or improve its strategy by asking the user
for more information.
Concerning the connection between games and UML, further possibilities for
using the different diagram types could be examined. For example, we have not
considered combinations of state machines and activity diagrams in this paper.
In fact, state machines can invoke activities in various ways, and activities can
generate events which trigger state machine transitions. Another possibility is to
take interaction diagrams into account. These diagrams could be used to specify
both legal and illegal sequences of events which restrict the moves of Refuter. In
contrast to protocol state machines interaction diagrams allow the formulation
of event sequences for a set of objects, not only for a single object.
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Abstract We present a way of incorporating a decentralized label model
into the UML by defining a profile which is the built-in extension mechanism of the UML. Our profile permits specifying confidentiality of data
in UML by offering annotations for classes, attributes, operations, values of objects, and parameters of operations. The profile also supports
generation of Jif (Java information flow) code and the Jif compiler guarantees that the specified confidentiality constraints are not violated. Our
approach is appealing in the sense that it offers the possibility to consider confidentiality in UML and that the obtained code is guaranteed
to behave correctly.

1

Introduction

Our philosophy is that it should be convenient to consider security issues during the system development process, and that security should be automatically
verifiable at code level. Addressing both of these aspects is important in order
to build a secure software system.
The UML [25] has become the de facto standard for the development of
object-oriented software systems in industry. There are several reasons for this:
it is relatively easy to understand and to learn and it offers several views on a
system giving a good overview on its architecture. We aim to make it possible
to consider security issues1 during the industrial development process—so UML
is a suited starting point.
One of the main problems with UML is that the focus has been more on
functionality than on constraints such as security. In this paper we adapt the
UML by defining a profile offering security annotations for a seamless integration
of security aspects into a UML-based development process. But how can the
1

In this work we concentrate on confidentiality. “Security” has a lot of other aspects,
like e.g. authenticity, data integrity, non-repudiation, access control, or availability
which are not considered here.
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required rigor for handling security be obtained? Here, language-based checkers
play an important role where security information is derived from a program
written in a high-level language during the compilation process and is included
in the compiled object. This extra security information can take several forms,
e.g. a formal proof or type annotations. There have been several overview papers
in this area, e.g. [17,27,26].
Our UML profile (addressing the specification of secure systems) is intended
to be used together with a language-based checker to validate that the code
really satisfies the security constraints. We decided to use the Java information
flow (Jif) system [21,22]. Jif handles a large subset of the object-oriented2 language Java [11] but also contains some additional language constructs, e.g. to
control the propagation of confidential data. The Jif type checker guarantees
that confidential data can only leak in a controlled manner. What kind of data
is allowed to leak should already be part of the specification3 . A prerequisite for
that is, of course, that the specification language supports such constraints. It is
important to notice that UML diagrams cannot be validated on the same level
as code. The code is needed to consider for example indirect information flow [8]
and covert channels [18].
In standard security models, like the Bell-LaPadual model [2] and the Biba
model [4], the security policy is separated from the code. In this respect Jif differs
since the policy is incorporated into the code in form of labels, implementing
a decentralized label model [23,21]. Data is annotated with labels that specify
the ownership and read permissions. The Jif type checker guarantees that the
confidentiality policies declared in the labels are not violated.
The decentralized label model gives fine-grained control of data based on
decentralized labels. So, it can be guaranteed that a program working with confidential data propagates information only in a controlled manner. Other approaches, like e.g. access control [3], give you all or nothing: they help to prevent
information release but do not control information propagation, i.e. do not control how a program distributes confidential data that it is allowed to read. Also
not suited for many applications is the sandbox model which e.g. is used for the
execution of Java applets that can be downloaded from the internet. It prevents
access to data outside the sandbox which is often too restrictive.
Java is not adequate for developing programs which require tight control of
confidentiality. That is why we use Jif instead. Similarly, UML is not suited for
specifying such programs. That is why we have previously created an extended
version of UML called UMLS [12] (UML for Security). UMLS is also based on
the decentralized label model. The purpose of that work was to demonstrate
that the combination of model-based and language-based security is compelling.
However, we did not extend UML in the standard way by defining a profile. This
has serious drawbacks: UMLS is not UML-compliant, general UML tools cannot
2

3

Object-orientation is important because the UML is tailored to the development of
object-oriented systems.
In fact, this information should already be identified during the analysis phase since
the customer usually knows exactly which information has to be kept confidential.
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be used and the interchangeability of models is harmed. The aim of this paper is
to offer support for confidentiality in UML by casting UMLS in a UML profile.
In order to obtain an implementation from the model that satisfies the security constraints, Jif code skeletons can be generated automatically. A type
checker then can automatically verify that the (manually) added implementation does not violate the specified confidentiality constraints. In this paper, we
concentrate on class diagrams but the profile can be extended to the other diagram types considered in UMLS (interaction diagrams, use cases, and activity
diagrams).
Structure of the paper. In Sect. 2 we shortly present the decentralized label
model. The built-in extension mechanism of UML is introduced in Sect. 3. Our
security profile UMLsProfile is defined in Sect. 4 where we also show some examples and discuss the profile. In Sect. 5 we mention related research before we
draw conclusions and point out future work in Sect. 6.
Due to space restrictions we do not give an introduction to Jif. Rather, we
introduce Jif bit by bit when needed. For more information on Jif, the reader is
referred to [21,22].

2

Decentralized Label Model

The decentralized label model [23] is a security model that improves existing
models by allowing users to declassify information in a decentralized way and
by supporting fine-grained data sharing. Its main elements and ideas—labels,
constraints, and declassification—are shortly explained in the following.
2.1

Labels

The central element of the decentralized label model is the label. Labels are used
to annotate data in order to guarantee confidentiality—they specify ownership
and read permission of data helping to control the propagation of (confidential)
data.
Jif is an extension of the Java language [11] implementing the decentralized
label model. In this paper we will incorporate the decentralized label model into
UML, so UML can be used for deriving Jif code skeletons.
A label consists of a possibly empty set of policies where a policy consists
of a list of principals (e.g. users, groups, or roles). Each policy has a dedicated
principal as its owner. Each owner controls a set of readers that are allowed to
read the data. By definition, an owner is implicitly contained in its reader set.
A principal is allowed to read data if and only if it is contained in the reader set
of all policies of the label attached to the data.
Example 1. The label {Bob : Lise} consists of only one policy where the owner
is Bob and the readers are Bob (the owner is always a reader) and Lise. The
label {Bob : Lise, Lars; Lise :} consists of two policies. Only Lise is allowed to
read the data. She is the only one contained in the reader set of both policies.
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Label = {Components | }
Components = Component | Components; Component
Component = principal : Principals | identifier | *identifier | this
Principals = principal | Principals, principal | 
Figure 1. Syntax of Labels in BNF.

In Example 1 labels and principals are static. The advantage of static labels
is that they can be checked at compile-time. Working only with static labels is
however sometimes too restrictive. Thus, there is a need for two new primitive
types label and principal and first-class values of these types represent labels and
principals, respectively. We will see examples of how to use these types later.
Fig. 1 shows the syntax of label expressions where  denotes the empty word
and symbols in bold represent literals. As can be seen, a label may be empty
(meaning that the data is not confidential) or consist of different components
which we explain in turn.
A component can be a variable denoted by an identifier. Let us consider the
following Jif code:
int{Bob :} x;
int{x} y;
Here the variable x is owned by Bob. In the label for y we have variable x,
meaning that y has the same label as x —in this case {Bob:}. A component can
also be a reference to a label. Let us consider the Jif code:
label{Bob :} lb;
int{∗lb} y;
The label {∗lb} denotes the label stored in lb rather than the label of lb (which
is denoted by {lb} and would be {Bob:} here). Finally, the reserved label {this}
represents the label of an object of the class.
Principals can be arranged in hierarchies where a principal can act for another
principal (“A can act for B” means that A can do anything that B can do
assuming his power). Jif contains an actsFor clause which executes a statement
only if a certain constraint on the principal hierarchy is satisfied. There is also an
actsFor constraint on methods which guarantees that certain defined hierarchies
hold in the method body. The actsFor constraint will be contained in our profile.
For more information on principal hierarchies see [21,22].
In Sect. 4 we will need the join of two labels, which is the least restrictive
label that maintains all restrictions expressed by the two labels. Due to lack of
space we omit a formal definition here (it can be found in [23]), we just give the
following example.4
4

Intuitively, the joined label is built from the union of the owners and the intersection
of their reader sets.
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Example 2. The join of labels {Bob : Lise} and {Bob : Lise, Lars; Lise :} from
Example 1 is {Bob : Lise; Lise :}.
2.2

Declassification

Labeling of data guarantees that information does not leak to users without
appropriate authority. Having only labels at hand is however often not sufficient. Sometimes it is necessary to consciously weaken the confidentiality of
data, e.g. when an operation processes confidential data but the result should
be made less confidential to permit the caller to use it. The problem is solved by
giving authority (which consists of a list of principals) to classes and operations
using the Jif keyword where (see example in Fig. 2). An operation must not be
given more authority than its owning class5 . Giving the authority (p1 , . . . , pn )
to a method means that the method can act on behalf of the principals pi
(even if the caller of the method has lower authority than pi ). This can be used
for the declassification of data if the owner of the data is one of the principals
p1 , . . . , pn . So, any principal p1 , . . . , pn is allowed to relax its own policy (e.g. add
readers) without weakening policies of other principals. E.g. the Jif statement
declassify(e,L) relabels the result of expression e with label L.

class PasswordFile {
private S t r i n g [ ] nameList ;
private S t r i n g { r o o t : } [ ] p a s s w o r d L i s t ;
public boolean check ( S t r i n g u s e r , S t r i n g password )
where a u t h o r i t y ( r o o t ) {
boolean match=f a l s e ;
try {
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i <nameList . l e n g t h ; i ++) {
i f ( nameList [ i ] . e q u a l s ( u s e r ) &&
p a s s w o r d L i s t [ i ] . e q u a l s ( password ) ) {
match=true ; break ;
}
}
} catch ( N u l l P o i n t e r E x c e p t i o n e ) { }
catch ( IndexOutOfBoundsException e ) { }
return d e c l a s s i f y ( match , { u s e r ; password } ) ;
}
}
Figure 2. Jif Implementation of Class PasswordFile.

Now, we will consider an example (taken from [22]) where declassification
is needed. Fig. 2 shows a class PasswordFile having an operation check which
5

The Jif checker verifies that this property of the least privilege is obeyed.
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takes a login name (user:String) and a password (password:String) and returns
a boolean depending on whether user and password is contained in the arrays
nameList and passwordList, respectively. On the one hand the operation should
return a boolean value (i.e. leaking the information whether the password was
correct), but on the other hand one does not want to leak the whole content
of the array passwordList. To ensure this the elements of the array are labeled
with {root:}. Certainly, one does not want to give the authority root to a normal
user. So, the return value of operation check has to be declassified not to contain
root. This means that principal root is removed from the owners of the return
value (for more information on declassification see [22]). Thus, we have permitted
to leak some information about the array passwordList. Declassification should
be used with care. E.g. the above method can in fact leak all information in
passwordList if the user is given the opportunity to call it repeatedly. We will
come back to this issue later.

3

UML Extension Mechanism

The UML is a general purpose specification language. It can be adapted to
particular domains by defining a profile. A profile is a conservative extension in
the sense that it is not allowed to modify the metamodel. The application of
a profile always results in a model that is still compliant with the metamodel.
Thus, problems concerning semantics and interchangeability between tools are
avoided.
The means for defining a profile are stereotypes, tag definitions, and constraints. A stereotype is used for extending metaclasses (defined in the metamodel) or other stereotypes. Like classes, a stereotype may have properties (in
that context called tag). When a stereotype is applied to a model element, the
values of its defined tag may be referred to as tagged values.
Finally, constraints can be used to define or refine the semantics of model
elements. Constraints can be stated informally (e.g. using natural language) or
formally using an adequate language (e.g. using the Object Constraint Language [24] which is an integral part of the UML).

4

Profile for Decentralized Label Model

In this section we define our profile which we call UMLsProfile (profile for security in UML). Like our previous UML extension UMLS [12], it is built on the
decentralized label model. It permits confidentiality aspects to be considered in
class diagrams.
4.1

Stereotypes

The aim of our profile is to provide stereotypes for annotating classes, attributes,
operations, parameters, and return types of operations with confidentiality labels
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and constraints. Tab. 1 shows the metaclasses that are extended (first column)
by stereotypes (second column). The tags of the stereotypes are defined in the
third column. The meaning of the stereotypes is explained in the following.

Metaclass, Stereotype Stereotypes

Tags

TypedElement

confidential

l:label

Class

authorityConstraint authority:principal[*]

Operation

authorityConstraint
actsForConstraint
callerConstraint
beginLabel
endLabel
sendConfidential

<< send >>

authority:principal[*]
actsFor:(principal,principal)[*]
caller:principal[*]
l:label
l:label
l:label

Table 1. Metaclasses extended by Stereotypes.

By using stereotype confidential, labels can be attached to instances of TypedElement which are attributes, formal parameters and return type of operations,
and the values of objects.
As described in Sect. 2.2 classes might be given authority to permit declassification. In Tab. 1 we can see that this is achieved by extending the metaclass
Class with stereotype authorityConstraint.
In addition to authorityConstraint, the profile (and Jif) offer the callerConstraint and actsForConstraint which extend metaclass Operation. The callerConstraint allows a caller to dynamically grant authority to the invoked operation.
An operation with a callerConstraint may be called only if the caller possesses
the required static authority.
In a hierarchy of principals, some principals can act for some other principals. This can be specified using the stereotype actsForConstraint which can be
attached to operations. Then the operation can only be invoked if the specified
constraint holds at the call site.
To prevent information leaks through implicit flows, the compiler associates
a program-counter label with every statement and expression, representing the
information that might be learned by their evaluation. A beginLabel can be
specified to restrict the program-counter label at the point of invocation of a
method—preventing a method from causing side-effects that have lower security
than the value of beginLabel. Stereotype endLabel specifies what information can
be learned from the fact that the method terminates normally. We will see an
example on how to use them later.
It is also possible to give labels to individual exceptions which an operation
might throw. In UML there already exists a stereotype send which can be applied to dependencies whose source is an operation and whose target is a signal,
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specifying that the source sends the target signal. In Tab. 1, stereotype sendConfidential extends stereotype send. This permits us to attach labels to exceptions
that are potentially sent by an operation.
The whole profile UMLsProfile is depicted in Fig. 3. The figure also shows the
tags (and their types) of the stereotypes.

Figure 3. The Profile UMLsProfile.

The tags defined for the stereotypes above are of type label, principal, or are
arrays of the respective type. The syntax of values of these types is defined in
Fig. 1.
4.2

Examples and Default Values

In this section we first consider an example which involves labels and explain
which default labels apply if no label is given. Thereafter, we consider declassification and shortly discuss the profile.
Labels. Fig. 4 shows an example of UMLsProfile applied to a class Account.
In a UML diagram, the tagged values of a stereotype are denoted by UML
notes attached to the element that is adorned with the stereotype. Consider
for example attribute x annotated with stereotype confidential. A UML note is
attached to attribute x defining its label {Bob:}. Attribute y is annotated with
a label containing variable x. This means that the value of the label will be
the same as for attribute x —in this case {Bob:}. Attribute z has no label. For
attributes the default label is the empty label meaning that the attribute does
not contain confidential data.
Next, let us consider the annotation of operation parameters. The formal
parameter of operation set has the static label {Bob: Lise}. According to Jif,
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Figure 4. Example of Applying the Profile to Attributes and Operations.

this means that the set operation can only be invoked with arguments having
this label. It would be quite tedious if one had to define a specific operation
for every static label. The solution to that problem is label polymorphism. For
example, in Fig. 4 the parameters x and y of operation add have no labels. This
means that add can be called with any labels for its arguments—x and y will
get the same labels as the arguments.
The first parameter of method compute shows how one can access the label
contained in a variable of type label. The syntax is similar to the dereference
operator * in the programming language C. Thus, the label {∗lb} denotes the
label contained in lb rather than the label of lb (which is denoted by {lb}). When
compute is invoked with the label value {Bob:} for parameter lb, parameter x
will also have the label {Bob:}. The second parameter lb of method compute is
of type label. lb is a dynamic label and it would be legal to annotate it with a
static label (e.g. {Bob : Lise}) since lb is a normal operation parameter.
Operation compare is an example for the use of a begin-label. A begin-label
attached to an operation prevents the operation to be be called from a context
with lower security. The default value for this kind of label is the programcounter label of the caller. In the example, the begin-label is {Bob:}. It forbids
any assignment to attribute z in the body of compare since the empty label of z
has lower security then the begin-label {Bob:}.
In the operation add we have attached the label {x ; y} to the return type. It
was not necessary to explicitly state the return label in this case since the default
label of the return value is the join of the parameter labels and the end-label,
which in our case is {x ; y}.
If an operation throws an exception, by default the exception has the same
label as the end-label. However, it can also be given a different label as operation
compute shows. Here, the label {Bob:} is attached to the exception.
Declassification. In Sect. 2.2 we considered the class PasswordFile with the
operation check that takes a login name (user:String) and a password (pass-
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word:String) and returns a boolean. We argued that the class PasswordFile and
the operation check needed the authority root to be able to declassify the boolean
return value. Fig. 5 shows the class annotated with the authority constraint.
Given this specification the code skeleton in Appendix A is generated automatically, where the type Array < String, {root:} > of passwordList is translated
into an array of type String whose elements are labeled with {root:}.

Figure 5. Example for a Class containing an authorityConstraint.

4.3

Notation

In a UML model the tagged values of a stereotype are denoted by UML notes attached to the element that is adorned with the stereotype. The example in Fig. 4
clearly shows that the default notation for stereotypes and tagged values clutters
up the UML model and makes it hard to read. Fortunately, UML allows a profile
to define its own notation that can be used instead of the standard notation of
the model element which the stereotype is applied to [25, Sect. 18.3.7]6.
Our notation for the extended metaclasses follows the one in UMLS [12] and
is depicted in Tab. 2. For the notation of values of labels and principals we use
the syntax defined in Fig. 1.
Fig. 6 shows the example from Fig. 4 using the new notation. The advantages
of our notation compared to the default notation are obvious.
Since we follow the UML standard, it is possible to use our profile with
any UML-compliant tool. If a tool allows for adapting the concrete syntax, it is
possible to use our more convenient notation. To guarantee interchangeability, it
is however important that the XMI representation of the diagrams is independent
of the chosen notation.
6

Note, that we follow the “UML 2.0 Final Adopted Specification” which has not been
finalized yet.
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Metaclass

Notation

TypedElement element label
Additional compartment for authority (see Fig. 5)
Class
Operation
visibility name begin-label (parameter-list) end-label
:return-type-expression return-label constraints
Table 2. Notation for Metaclasses.

Figure 6. Application of UMLsProfile Notation to the Example shown in Fig. 4.

Parameterized Classes. The language Jif offers parameterized classes with
respect to labels and principals. The UML 2.0 (final adopted specification) supports parameterized classes via the package Template as well. We give a little example here since parameterized classes play an important role in making
reusable data structures with respect to labels and principals.

Figure 7. Vector parameterized on Label L.

Figure 7 shows a class Vector parameterized on a label L (in the dashed
box). This label can be used to annotate attributes and operations of the class
and makes it possible to instantiate Vector with different labels. In the example,
attribute length is annotated with the parameter label L. Attribute element is
of an array type which can have two labels: one for the array elements of type
Object (here {L}) and one for the array reference (here {Bob:}).
4.4

Discussion

The decision on what data is confidential is usually not (and should not be) a
programmer’s job. Rather the customer/domain expert has to know which data
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is confidential. Our profile permits this decision to be moved from code to the
analysis/design level. We believe that this is crucial for building systems working
with confidential data.
In some cases declassification is needed for being able to intentionally leak
information (as the example from Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 showed). Note, that declassification is extremely powerful but therefore also very dangerous. Again, the
question when to use declassification is an issue to be addressed on the analysis/design level. Also giving authority to classes or methods should be used with
care. The places with authorities are spots where extra care has to be taken.
Finally, a short note on current UML tools. The idea behind producing a
profile is that it can be applied by any UML-compliant tool. However, we encountered that most tools are not fully UML-compliant. For example, they do
not allow to attach notes to arbitrary model elements (which is permitted according to the UML specification).

5

Related Work

Considering security in UML is a relatively new idea. Blobel, Pharow, and RogerFrance [5] used use cases to consider security in a very informal way in a medical
setting. We find it difficult to say anything about use cases since their semantics is
not very well understood [10]. Furthermore, there has been work on developing
a framework for model-based risk assessment of security-critical system using
UML [13].
In our previous work [12] which was mainly focused on a case study we
have already considered the treatment of confidential data in UML. However,
we extended UML in a non-standard way. Furthermore, some features were left
out, for example the treatment of caller and actsFor constraints. In this paper
we give a more complete treatment of the decentralized label model in a UMLcompliant manner.
The connection between language-based security and security on the specification level has been previously established by Mantel and Sabelfeld [20]. Their
approach is more theoretical than ours. We hope that by choosing a more practical approach we will be able to reach more designers.
Closely related to our research is Jürjens’ work on modeling confidentiality
in UML [15,14,16]. Jürjens also uses the built-in extension of UML to define a
profile called UMLsec. For checking constraints associated with the stereotypes
of his profile, Jürjens defines a precise semantics for a restricted and simplified
fragment of the UML building on a state chart semantics based on abstract state
machines [6].
This approach has some limitations. The developer has to convince himself
that the system is correct by examining the—possibly quite complex—UML
diagrams. Furthermore, it is uncertain that the code created from these diagrams
is correct. However, both problems can be eased by providing tool support.
A more serious problem are covert channels which arise from the concrete
implementation of a program. For example, control flow or information about
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termination of a program may reveal confidential information. So, even if confidentiality properties are proven on the UML level, which might be quite difficult
in itself, there might be covert channels in the code. Our approach combining
UML and Jif addresses this problem of indirect information flow [8]. The main
difference between the two approaches is that Jürjens verifies security properties on specification level while we are working on the code level using the Jif
type checker. So, both techniques should be complementary to each other. Furthermore, the decentralized label model permits more fine-grained control of
confidential data than Jürjens’ approach.
There has been some work that considers role-based access control in a UML
setting [9,19]. Even though we have focused on information flow, there are some
interesting parallels to this research. UMLsProfile/Jif permits declassification of
data which can perhaps be considered as a form of access control.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a profile UMLsProfile incorporating the decentralized label model into the UML. The profile allows fine-grained control of
confidential data.
The decisions on which data must be kept confidential should be made at
an early stage. This work permits confidentiality to be considered in the design
phase of the development process. Using our profile in combination with Jif
therefore contributes to building secure software systems. Jif code skeletons can
be automatically generated from a class diagram making use of UMLsProfile.
In this paper we focused on class diagrams, probably the most important diagram type with a clear semantics that allows for code generation in a straightforward way. The next step in this line of work is to extend the profile UMLsProfile
the other diagram types considered in UMLS. How Jif code can be generated
from other diagram types needs further investigation.
There is one area we have not addressed in this paper, but which is important
for our work: secure environments. Here, the deployment diagram in UML might
be very useful when specifying secure environments for Jif programs. Furthermore, it would be interesting to look at state charts as well because they can be
used to generate additional code which considers confidentiality. In particular,
Jürjens’ work [15] might be useful to take into account here.
Finally, Jif supports dynamic labels, but only in a restricted way to make
sure that static checking of confidentiality is still possible. The restriction is that
variables of type label may only be used to construct labels if they are immutable.
We believe that this restriction could be dropped if in addition to type checking
a theorem prover is used. The KeY tool [1] seems to be suited for that task for
several reasons. KeY is a tool that supports the specification and verification
of object-oriented software. It supports the specification languages UML/OCL
and the implementation language Java. Thus, KeY seems to fit very well to
UMLsProfile and Jif. Last but not least, KeY has already been successfully used
to analyze secure information flow [7].
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A

Jif Code Skeleton for PasswordFile

The following Jif code skeleton can be automatically generated from the UML
class diagram depicted in Fig. 5.
class PasswordFile {
private S t r i n g [ ] names ;
private S t r i n g { r o o t : } [ ] p a s s w o r d s ;
public boolean check ( S t r i n g u s e r , S t r i n g password ) { }
}
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Abstract. The EU IST-project CORAS has developed an integrated
risk management and system development process for security-critical
systems based on AS/NZS 4360, RUP, and RM–ODP. The approach presented in this paper is based on the concepts of risk-driven development
and extends the CORAS framework by using aspects to specify security
risk treatment options. This enhances the evaluation of the treatment options since aspects models are decoupled from the primary model. The
result is an aspect-oriented risk-driven development approach, in which
security requirements or security risks may be identified in each phase
of the development. The treatments that addresses these requirements
or security risks are specified and implemented as aspects. Using aspects
makes it easier to develop and evaluate security treatments options and
to evolve the treatments.
Keywords:Risk-driven development (RDD), Aspect-oriented modeling
(AOM), Security risk assessment, and Trade-off analysis

1

Introduction

Developers of security-critical systems must cost-effectively identify and address
security risks throughout the development. Along with implementing functional
requirements the development of such systems involves specifying and implementing security solutions or treatments that address the identified risks. The
pervasive nature of security concerns often results in treatments that are spread
across and tangled with elements in design modules. The crosscutting nature
of these security risk treatments poses a significant challenge when considering alternative treatment options or whenever one have to modify or evolve the
treatments.
Aspect-oriented modeling (AOM) techniques allow system developers to describe solutions that crosscut a design in separate design views called aspects [7].
An aspect is a pattern that characterizes a family of concern realizations and an
aspect model consist of a set of UML diagrams, both structural and behavioral,
specifying the internal structure and the behavior of the aspect. An AOM design
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model consist of one or more aspects models and a primary model, which is specified using a set of UML diagrams. The aspect models describe solutions that
crosscut the modular structure of the primary model. Using the AOM approach,
developers of security-critical systems can separate the treatment of security
risks from the treatment of other concerns: security treatments are described by
aspects, while other design concerns are described by the primary model. This
separation eases the task of evolving the security treatments and makes it easier
to swap in and out and evaluate alternative treatment options.
This paper described an risk-driven AOM-based approach to manage security
risks called the aspect-oriented risk-driven development (AORDD) approach.
The approach is a result of integrating AOM techniques into the iterative system development and risk management process of CORAS [1]. Security risk
assessment is performed as part of each iteration in the AORDD approach and
involves identifying potential mis-uses that pose security risks, and evaluating
the mis-uses using security risk acceptance criteria to determine which mis-uses
need to be treated. The result of a security risk assessment are aspects that
describe security risk treatments.
The reminder of this paper is structured as following. Section 2 gives a brief
overview of related work. In Section 3 we describe the AORDD approach. Section
4 outlines how the approach, and in particular the use of aspects, can be used to
support cost-benefit trade-off analysis evaluating alternative treatment options,
while Section 5 gives an small example to illustrate how to use the AORDD
approach. Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines further work.

2

Related Work

Risk-driven development combines development and risk management to effectively handle security issues throughout the development. The main goal is to
cost-effectively achieve a correct level of security. There are currently few approaches targeting risk-driven development. However, there are a number of specialized risk assessment methodologies targeting the security domain. Within the
domain of health care information systems the Central Computer and Telecommunication Agency (CCTA) in Britain has developed CRAMM, CCTA Risk
Analysis and Management Methodology[3]. CRAMM offers a structured approach to manage computer-based systems. CRAMM is asset-driven, meaning
that the focus is on identifying the main assets connected to the system as well
as identify and assess risks to those assets.
The CORAS framework [17] is inspired by CRAMM and has adapted the
asset-driven strategy. CORAS uses UML as their modeling language in the context of model-based risk assessment (MBRA). The objective of the approach is to
provide methods and tools for precise and efficient risk assessment of securitycritical systems using semi-formal models. It is a risk-driven approach where
models are used to describe the target of assessment, as a medium for communication between different groups of stakeholders involved in a risk assessment,
and to document risk assessment results and the assumptions on which these
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results depend. CORAS also supports the evaluation of alternative treatment
options, but does not provide any guideline as such. The risk-driven approach
described in this paper makes use of aspects and the concept of aspect-oriented
modeling (AOM) to address this issue.
A growing number of researchers are developing approaches that supports
multidimensional separation of concerns throughout development. Clarke et al.
[4] describe an approach where requirements are addressed as themes before
composed to obtain a comprehensive design. Rashid et al. [21] build on this
work to produce an aspect-oriented approach to requirement analysis. Their
work supports modularization of crosscutting properties at the requirements
level to support early trade-off analysis. In the AOM approach developed by the
AOM team at Colorado State University (CSU) [7, 10, 9, 8] aspect models are
used to describe crosscutting solutions that address dependability concerns such
as security.
The work described in this paper makes use of the asset-oriented approach
of CRAMM and is based on the integrated system development and risk management process of CORAS [26]. The CORAS approach is integrated with the
AOM approach developed at CSU to provide support for specifying and implementing security risk treatments as aspects and thereby support the process of
evaluating alternative treatments as input to a cost-benefit trade-off analysis.

3

Aspect-Oriented Risk-Driven Development (AORDD)

The iterative system development and risk management process developed by
CORAS [6] is structured according to the phases of the RUP (Rational Unified
Process) [25]. In each iteration, one can design, analyze, and compose a part of
the system or the system as a whole according to a particular RM-ODP (Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing) viewpoint [11]. Risk assessment
is an integrated activity of each iteration and security are thereby addressed as
early as possible.
Table 1 depicts the activities of the CORAS risk management process. Subprocess 2 addresses the security risk identification, while sub-process 5 addresses
the allocation and evaluation of security risk treatments. Figure 1 illustrate
the relationship between the concepts involved in security risk identification,
evaluation, and treatment. This represent the security risk assessment ontology
and are used when assessing the effect of alternative treatment options.
The AORDD process extends the CORAS process by providing techniques
and notations for describing security risk treatments as aspects, and for composing the aspects with a primary design model. Modeling the security treatments
as aspects eases the task of developing and evaluating alternative treatment
options in sub-process 5, and enhance software evolution and reusability.
Figure 2 illustrates the iterative nature of the AORDD process, consisting of
a requirement phase, a design phase, implementation phase, deployment phase,
and a maintenance phase. Development spirals through requirements to maintenance, and in each phase development activities are structured into iterations.
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Sub-process 1: Identify Context

Sub-process 3: Analyze Risks

– Activity 1.1: Identify areas of relevance – Activity 3.1: Consequence evaluation
– Activity 1.2: Identify and value assets – Activity 3.2: Frequency evaluation
– Activity 1.3: Identify policies and evalSub-process 4: Risk Evaluation
uation criteria
– Activity 1.4: Approval
– Activity 4.1: Determine level of risk
– Activity 4.2: Prioritize risks
Sub-process 2: Identify Risks
– Activity 4.3: Categorize risks
– Activity 2.1: Identify threats to assets – Activity 4.4: Determine interrelation– Activity 2.2: Identify vulnerabilities of
ships among risk themes
assets
– Activity 4.5: Prioritize the resulting
– Activity 2.3: Document unwanted incirisk themes and risks
dents
Sub-process 5: Risk Treatment
– Activity 5.1: Identify treatment options
– Activity 5.2: Assess alternative treatment approaches

Table 1. Sub-processes and activities of the CORAS risk management process [23]

Work moves from one phase to the next after first iterating through various subphases that end with acceptable analysis results. In the following we will only
focus on the requirement and design phase of the AORDD process. Details on
the main steps in these two phases is provided in Figure 3. The activities of the
security risk management step of each phase is as follows.
– Sub-process 1: Context identification
• Activity 1.1: Identify purpose, scope, the target of assessment, business
perspectives, and the system environment
• Activity 1.2: Identify and value assets, identify stakeholders, and create
the asset-stakeholder graph
• Activity 1.3: Identify policies and security risk acceptance criteria
– Sub-process 2: Risk identification
• Activity 2.1: Identify security threats to assets
• Activity 2.2: Identify vulnerabilities in ToA, business processes, and the
system environment
• Activity 2.3: Document mis-use scenarios
– Sub-process 3: Risk analysis
• Activity 3.1: Impact estimation
• Activity 3.2: Frequency estimation
– Sub-process 4: Risk evaluation
• Activity 4.1: Determine level of risk
• Activity 4.2: Categorize risk in risk themes
• Activity 4.3: Determine interrelationships among risk themes
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Fig. 1. Concepts and their relationship in security risk assessment

• Activity 4.4: Identify conflicts
• Activity 4.5: Prioritize risk themes and risks
• Activity 4.6: Solve conflicts
– Sub-process 5: Risk treatment
• Activity 5.1: Identify risk treatment option
• Activity 5.2: Identify effect and cost of treatment options
• Activity 5.3: Create aspect models for each treatment option
• Activity 5.4: Assess alternative treatment options using the aspect models as input to the cost-benefit trade-off analysis
The main difference from the activities of the CORAS risk management process is the refinement of the activities in sub-process 1; the context description,
the use of the concept mis-use rather than unwanted incident, and the activities
of sub-process 5; risk treatment, where we use aspects and cost-benefit trade-off
analysis. Each iteration in a phase starts with specifying the system according
to a RM-ODP viewpoint at different levels of abstraction. The process moves to
security risk assessment as soon as sufficient amount of information of the system
is gathered (depending on the phase, viewpoint, and the level of abstraction).
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In security risk assessment one perform two types of security risk identification; vulnerability and security threat identification (for more information see
AS/NZS 4360 [2] and the Common Criteria [5]). A mis-use scenario is defined
as the composition of a vulnerability and a security threat, meaning that we
have a mis-use if there exist a vulnerability and a security threat such that the
security threat might exploit the vulnerability as illustrated in Figure 4. The
result from a security risk assessment are a set of security treatment aspects.
Security risk treatment aspects are solutions to the mis-use scenarios. As part
of the security risk assessment we perform a cost-benefit analysis (sub process
5; risk treatment) where we evaluate alternative treatment options. This is done
by assessing the effect and cost of each treatment option. The use of aspects
in the trade-off analysis makes it easy to swap in and out treatment options to
evaluate their effect. More information on the trade-off analysis is given in the
next section.
In order to identify design stress points and design flaws we need to compose
the aspect and primary models. A design flaw is undesirable emergent behavior
arising as a result of integrating aspects with primary model, while a design
stress point is a non-robust part of a design that can be exploited to produce
unauthorized behavior (which gives input to the vulnerability identification in
security risk assessment). The main difference between the analyze and security
risk assessment activity is that in risk assessment one looks at how the system
environment may influence the system, while the analyze activity looks at the
system and flaws within the system. Composed aspect and primary models are
analyzed to determine their validity. The methods used in the analyze activity
depends on the size and the criticality of the system and might involve model
checking, different types of testing, etc. utilizing formally defined operational
semantics for UML models that supports rigorous static and dynamic analysis.
The main purpose of the analyze activity is to ensure that the security risk
treatments are consistent with the system quality objectives.
In the requirements specification phase, security risk assessment is done using
the functional and security requirements as the target of assessment. The result
of security risk assessment is a set of unresolved security issues. These issues
are either treated in sub-process 5, or transformed into security requirements for
the next iteration. In the design phase the security risk assessment is done using
the available design specification as the target of assessment. The result is either
treated in sub-process 5 of the assessment by a design decision, or transformed
into security requirements. This means that whenever new security requirements
are introduced, the relevant parts of the system go through a new requirement
security risk assessment and analysis (refers to the analyze activity in Figure 2)
before proceeding.
Security risk assessment in all phases is done by identifying critical assets
and assigning asset values before doing a security risk identification (sub-process
2). In security risk identification threats, vulnerabilities, and mis-use scenarios
are identified as described earlier. The result from the risk identification is then
evaluated in the risk analysis sub-process, where impact and frequency values are
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Fig. 2. Outline of the aspect-oriented risk-driven development process

estimated. In sub-process 4; risk estimation, the security risk level is evaluated
against a set of security risk acceptance criteria. Describing the security risk
acceptance criteria is part of activity 1.3, but are often also provided at later
stages in the assessment. The security risk level is evaluated against these criteria,
where security risk level is composed by one mis-use, one frequency, and one
impact. An impact describes loss or gain (opportunities) of value for one or
more assets. A security risk treatment addresses the security risk level and can
either reduce frequency, impact or both, or transfer the impact to a third party.

4

Trade-off analysis

Security risk treatment is a trade-off between minimizing risk and optimizing
benefit [20]. This is supported through the cost-benefit trade-off analysis in activity 5.4; assess alternative treatment options using the aspect models as input
to the cost-benefit trade-off analysis. Figure 5 illustrate the relationship between
impact loss and impact gain. The up-arrows represent opportunities and downarrows represent security risks. The main idea is to balance the security risks
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Fig. 3. Details for the requirement specification and design phase of the aspect-oriented
risk-driven development process

Mis-use
Security threats

Security vulnerabilities

Fig. 4. Relation between threat, vulnerability, and mis-use

and the opportunities. The trade-off analysis consist of two main phases; (1)
evaluate security risks, and (2) trade-off according to prioritizes. The security
acceptance criteria must be evaluated prior to the trade-off analysis, since the
security acceptance criteria has the highest priority and must be meet. The result from step 1 is a list of security risks in need of treatment. The prioritizing of
these security risks is done during the security risk assessment and is also used
as input to the evaluate security risk step.
Loss of asset value is the main measure used in security risk assessment. However, when one assesses the trade-off between different properties of a system it
is also necessary to look into potential gains. When evaluating which risks to
treat and which security treatments to implement, one needs to assess the security risks against the prioritizing algorithm before doing the trade-off analysis
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and looking into maximizing the effect of the resources spent. In addition to
making sure that the security risk acceptance criteria is meet, one also need to
consider relevant and mandatory standards, policies, and laws before performing
economic maximization. We will not describe or illustrate the trade-off analysis
in this paper, but rather focus on giving a small example applying the AORDD
approach.

ImpactGain
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Marginal Gain
Negligible Gain

Likelihood
Impact Loss

Negligible Loss
Marginal Loss
Critical Loss
Catastrophic Loss

Fig. 5. The relationship between frequency and impact loss and impact gain

5

Developing e-Commerce system using AORDD

An aspect-oriented design model consists of a set of aspects and a primary model.
An aspect model describes how a single objective is addressed in a design, and the
primary model addresses core functional concerns. The aspects and the primary
model are composed before security risk assessment and analysis is performed,
as well as before implementation or code generation. In the following we give a
small example illustrating the use of aspects to specify security risk treatments
in the AORDD approach.
Consider an e-commerce system for online purchase of travel tickets running
over the Internet with a front-end web server and a back-end database server
located on the LAN (local area network) inside the Internet router. The router
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Fig. 6. Overview of the trade-off procedure

is configured to accept all incoming and outgoing requests. Figure 7 provide an
overview of the network.

Internet

Database
Router

Web Server

Fig. 7. Overview of the network

The system is defined as the software running the e-Commerce system as
well as the network the e-Commerce application is running on, meaning the
LAN including the router. The system environment is The Internet. The system
currently has no security mechanism implemented and there is no enforcement
of security policies, laws, and regulations. The focus of the example is on the security risk assessment part of the AORDD approach, and how treatment options
can be represented as aspects.
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In the first iteration of the development process we specify the functional requirements and perform the requirement security risk assessment based on these
requirements (sub-process 1). In this example we consider the functional requirement ”Consumers pays for services online” [18]. This clearly represent a problem
since the communication is not encrypted or in any other way secured. The security risk identification and analysis (sub-process 2 and 3) is performed using
appropriate security risk analysis methods. In this example we used securityHazOp [27], where one does security risk identification using the negation of the
security attributes combined with traditional HazOp guidewords such as to late,
never, altered, to early etc. [19].
The result from the requirement security risk assessment gives statement regarding potential treatment solutions. These solutions is evaluated in sub-process
5 using the cost-benefit trade-off analysis. Security risks identified are evaluated
against the security risk acceptance criteria. Security risks are measured in terms
of security risk levels, which is a combination of the impact and the frequency
value. In this context the security risk acceptance criteria is defined such that
all security risks with risk level equal to or higher than ”High” must be treated
(scale Low, Medium, High, and Extreme [19]). Table 2 gives an overview of the
main result of the assessment.
Threat
Risk Level
Payment information is dis- High
closed to unauthorized party

Payment is prohibited by unau- High
thorized party (DOS or similar)

Security risk treatment
Encrypt link (using VPN is sufficient) OR Encrypt data (encrypted data sent on unsecure
channel) OR use TSL
Use time outs and session ID

Table 2. Main result of the security risk assessment

The treatment option suggested for the two security risks in need of treatment
is encryption (see Table 2). Encryption is crosscutting and may be used in various
modules in a system. Another important issue with encryption is to be able to
easily change the encryption algorithm. In AORDD treatment options is modeled
as aspects in order to swamp treatment solutions in and out during trade-off
analysis and whenever the treatment solutions evolve or need to be replaced.
Results from security risk assessment in one iteration of the development is
either treated in that iteration or transferred into security requirements in the
subsequent iteration. To specify security requirements one may use UMLsec [16],
[15], the UML extension for secure systems development. For further explanation on how to use UMLsec in a risk-driven development context the reader is
referred to [24]. Figure 8 gives one example of security risk treatment solution
using a UML behavioral diagram. The diagram shows encryption of payment
information using a simple secrete key encryption protocol. In this example we
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only focus on the behavioral aspects. A complete aspect design covers all design views and consist of a set of structural and behavioral diagrams. The set
of structural and behavioral diagrams is then weaved with the primary model
before coding.
– Security requirement: Ensure confidentiality of payment information.
– Specified using UMLsec: To ensure confidentiality we use the UMLsec stereotype secrecy for the all payment information.

Payment <<data security>>
{secrete={K SP-1 , K j , K C-1 , s}}

Client:

Front-end server:
init(N i, K C , Sign KC-1 (C::K C ))
resp({Sign

KFES-1

(K j::N')}K', Sign

KC-1

(S::K SP ))

xchd({s}k)

xchd({s}k)

Encryptk(M1)
M1 := payment information
N’ := args,1,1
K’ := args,1,2
K - secret key of C and FES

Fig. 8. Security risk treatment aspects for encryption of payment information

6

Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper we have presented an AORDD approach based on the CORAS
framework for risk assessment of security critical systems and AOM. Aspects are
used to describe security risk treatments, while core functionality is described
in the primary model. The process handles security issues in all phases of the
development. Security is addressed using security risk assessment and static and
dynamic system analysis. Security risks identified in one phase is treated in that
iteration and analyzed in the following iteration. Before system analysis, aspects,
and the primary model is composed and the analysis is done on the composed
model. This makes sure that consistency of the system is maintained and that
the system fulfills its requirements, both functional and security requirements,
as well as reveal potential stress points and errors throughout the development.
By treating security risk treatment as aspects one gain a great degree of
reusability and a low degree of coupling. This opens for the ability to assess
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different security treatment options. A aspect-oriented design does also enhance
the ability to do cost-benefit trade-off analysis as part of the security risk assessment. The goal of the trade-off analysis is to minimize the resource spent on
managing security risks or at least to make effective use of the resources spent.
The current version of the AORDD approach is preliminary and we are currently working on extending and refining all phases of the approach. Further
work includes extending and refining the trade-off approach to handle both fault
tolerance and security issues. We will also extend the risk assessment phase in the
AORDD approach to include assessment of fault tolerance. An important issue
to consider in this work is to look into standards targeting these two attributes
and incorporate guidelines and recommendation from domain specific standards.
Relevant standards targeting security is IEC13355 [14], ISO17799 [13], and Common Criteria [5]. Important standards targeting fault tolerance is IEC61508 [12],
DO-178B [22], MoD 00-56 [19], and similar safety relevant standards.
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Abstract. The UML 2.0 integrates a dialect of High-Level Message Sequence
Charts (HMSCs) for interaction modelling. The most noteworthy addition of
UML 2.0 interactions to HMSCs is the introduction of negated specifications
which can be used to rule out behaviour from implementations. A trace-based
semantics for UML 2.0 interactions is proposed which captures both the standard
composition operators for UML 2.0 interactions from HMSCs, and the proprietary negation and assertion operators. The semantics lays the ground for discussing several alternatives for treating negation in interactions. In particular, the
semantics decides whether a trace is positive or negative for a given interaction;
all other traces are deemed to be inconclusive. Based on these verdicts, notions
of implementation and refinement for interactions are defined.

1

Introduction

UML interactions describe possible message exchanges between system instances. In
UML 2.0, a dialect of High-Level Messages Sequence Charts (HMSC [4]) replaced the
quite inexpressive notion of UML 1.x interactions [5]. Besides integrating the standard
HMSC primitives like sequential, parallel, and iterative composition of interactions,
UML 2.0 provides means to specify negative behaviour, i.e., behaviour forbidden in
system implementations. The ensuing increase in expressiveness makes UML 2.0 an acceptable choice for modelling safety-critical systems. However, in order to put UML 2.0
interactions on an equal footing with HMSCs or Live Sequence Charts (LSC [2]), a formal understanding of the semantics of its interaction language is indispensable. Moreover, the notion of implementation and refinement, based on the formal semantics, form
a necessary prerequisite for using UML 2.0 interactions as a formal design language.
In fact, the UML 2.0 specification document [6] is rather vague on the innovative
features of the interaction language, like negation. The semantics of what may be called
the positive fragment of UML 2.0 interactions, i.e., the language part that does not contain negation, can be equipped straightforwardly with a formal semantics following the
specification [9]. Not surprisingly, however, different interpretations of negative interactions have been proposed in the literature. According to the specification, a UML 2.0
interaction describes valid (or positive) and invalid (or negative) traces of event occurrences where invalid traces are induced by using the unary interaction operators neg(−)
and assert(−). The set of positive and negative traces defined by an interaction need
not cover all possible interactions, so the remaining traces may be called inconclusive
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for the interaction. Störrle [8] discusses several alternatives for the negated interaction
neg(S ) ranging from “not the [valid] traces of S” over “anything but the [valid] traces of
S” to exchanging the valid and the invalid traces of S; he finally adopts the last view in
order ensure that double negation is the identity. Each of these interpretations shows a
drawback: In general, the first and the last approach assign no positive traces to neg(S )
and thus the combination of negation with non-negated interaction fragments leads to
an empty set of positive traces. The second approach discards the possibility of inconclusive traces. In contrast, Haugen and Stølen [3] interpret the valid traces of neg(S ) as
consisting just of the empty trace; a formal definition of valid and invalid traces of an
interaction, however, is not given.
We propose a trace-based, formal semantics for UML 2.0 interactions including
part of the positive fragment but concentrating on the language constructs for specifying negative traces. For the definition of the semantics we employ Pratt’s framework
of partially ordered multisets or pomsets [7] for modelling concurrency. On the one
hand, this framework simplifies the definition of the various composition operators for
interactions; on the other hand, traces are subsumed by linear pomsets. The semantics
decides if a trace is positive or if it is negative for an interaction. We only briefly summarise the semantics of the positive interaction fragment which coincides with Störrle’s
interpretation [9]. For negated interactions, we build on Haugen and Stølen’s view [3]
and define the negative traces of combined interaction fragments. We detail the consequences of this approach and contrast it with Störrle’s interpretations. Moreover, we
provide means for reducing the semantics to only calculating the positive traces of an
interaction, albeit at the expense of a classical not-operator. The semantics is put to use
by introducing a notion of an implementation of an interaction as a process that shows
a least one positive trace of the interaction and no negative trace. In particular, our interaction semantics implies that a trace may be simultaneously positive and negative for
the same interaction. We discern between such overspecified interactions and interactions that are contradictory in the sense that they do not admit an implementation. Based
on interaction implementations, we introduce a model-theoretic notion of refinement of
interactions.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we briefly recall the
notion of pomsets and traces. The fragment of the interaction language of UML 2.0
considered here is introduced in Sect. 3, together with its abstract syntax. In Sect. 4
the language of interactions is equipped with a trace-based formal semantics, which includes both valid and invalid traces. In Sect. 5 the reduction of the semantics of negation
to the semantics of valid traces is studied. The semantics is used in Sect. 6 to define the
concepts of implementation and refinement of interactions. In Sect. 7 we analyse implications of the introduced notions with respect to related work. We conclude in Sect. 8
with an outlook to future research.

2 Preliminaries
We briefly review the basic definitions on partially ordered, labelled multisets as introduced by Pratt [7] for modelling concurrency. In particular, we define sequential and
parallel composition operators and the notion of traces and processes.
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A partially ordered, labelled multiset, or pomset, is the isomorphism class [(X, ≤X ,
λX )] of a labelled partial order (X, ≤X , λX ) w.r.t. monotone, label-preserving maps.
A trace is a pomset whose ordering is total. We write lin(p) for all possible linearisations of a pomset p, i.e., all traces that extend the ordering of p: [(X 0 , ≤X 0 , λX 0 )] ∈
lin([(X, ≤X , λX )]) if, and only if X 0 = X, λX 0 = λX , and ≤X ⊆ ≤X 0 where
x1 ≤X 0 x2 or x2 ≤X 0 x1 for all x1 , x2 ∈ X 0 .
The empty pomset, represented by (∅, ∅, ∅), is denoted by ε. Let p = [(X, ≤X , λX )]
and q = [(Y, ≤Y , λY )] be pomsets such that X ∩ Y = ∅. The concurrence of p and q,
written as pkq, is given by [(X ∪Y, ≤X ∪≤Y , λX ∪λY )]. The concatenation of p and q,
written as p ; q, is given by [(X ∪ Y, (≤X ∪ ≤Y ∪ (X × Y ))∗ , λX ∪ λY )]. Given a binary,
symmetric relation <
> on labels, the <
>-concatenation of p and q, written as p ;<
> q, is
given by [(X ∪Y, (≤X ∪≤Y ∪{(x, y) ∈ X ×Y | λX (x) <
> λY (y)})∗ , λX ∪λY )]. Note
that concatenation and <
>-concatenation are associative, and concurrence is associative
and commutative.
A process is a set of pomsets. An n-ary function f on pomsets is lifted to processes
P1 , . . . , Pn by defining f (P1 , . . . , Pn ) = {f (p1 , . . . , pn ) | p1 ∈ P1 , . . . , pn ∈ Pn }.

3

UML 2.0 Interactions

UML 2.0 interactions describe message exchanges between instances. Consider the
sample basic interaction in Fig. 1(a) which specifies two instances x and y which exchange the messages a and b. The dispatch of a message (depicted by the arrow tail)
and the arrival of a message (arrow head) on the lifeline of an instance (dashed line)
are called event occurrences. The pictorial representation of a basic interaction carries
the intuitive meaning of a partial order of event occurrences: The dispatch of a message
occurs before the arrival of the same message; and the event occurrences on the lifeline
of an instance are ordered from top to bottom. Thus, the interaction in Fig. 1(a) defines
a single valid trace in which the following event occurrences appear in this order: a is
sent from x to y; a is received by y from x; b is sent from y to x; b is received by x
from y. In particular, all other traces are inconclusive for this interaction. On the other
hand, the interaction in Fig. 1(b) defines both negative and positive traces. The trace of
first sending and receiving a and then sending and receiving b is negative, whereas the
trace just consisting of sending and receiving a is positive. Again, all other traces are
inconclusive, as the interaction provides no verdicts on these traces.

sd

sd
x:X

x:X

y:Y

y:Y
a

a
neg

b

(a) Basic interaction diagram

b

(b) Interaction diagram with negation

Fig. 1. Sample interactions
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More generally, a UML 2.0 basic interaction consists of event occurrences and a
general ordering relation which induces an arbitrary partial order on the set of event occurrences, subject to the following constraints: The dispatch of a message occurs before
the arrival of the message; and all event occurrences for the same lifeline are totally ordered. Moreover, UML 2.0 puts a number of interaction-building operators at disposal.
In sequential composition, the behaviour of the resulting interaction is the behaviour
of the first given interaction followed by the behaviour of the second given interaction.
There are two kinds of sequential composition which differ in the meaning of the word
“followed”. Strict composition requires the behaviour of the first interaction to be completely performed before starting with the behaviour of the second interaction. Weak
composition only requires the behaviour specified for an instance in the first interaction
to be completely performed before starting with the behaviour for that instance in the
second interaction. Other operators are parallel composition, disjunction, loop, ignore,
assert, and negation. Two parallel interactions are to be executed simultaneously. Disjunction means to execute any one of two given interactions. Loop repeatedly executes
its interaction argument, as long as given by two additional natural numbers m and n
passed as parameter: at least m and at most n times, where n can also be ∞ meaning an
arbitrary number of times. Ignore allows additional messages to occur besides the ones
specified in its interaction argument. Finally, assertion discards inconclusive traces, and
negation prohibits the behaviour specified by its argument.
We define the abstract syntax of the fragment of the language of UML 2.0 interactions introduced above, by first characterising basic interactions as pomsets and then
capturing the interaction operators by a context-free grammar. We assume two primitive
domains for instances I and messages M. An event e is either of the form snd(s, r, m)
or of the form rcv(s, r, m), representing the dispatch and the arrival of message m from
sender instance s to receiver instance r, respectively. The set of events is denoted by E.
We say that the instance s is active for snd(s, r, m) and, similarly, that the instance r is
active for rcv(s, r, m). We define a binary, symmetric conflict relation <
> on events: If
an instance is active for both events e and e0 then e <
> e0 .
A basic interaction is given by an event-labelled pomset [(E, ≤E , λE )] such that
conflicting events do not occur concurrently, i.e., if e1 , e2 ∈ E with λE (e1 ) <
> λE (e2 ),
then e1 ≤E e2 or e2 ≤E e1 .
Interaction ::=
|
CombinedFragment ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Basic
CombinedFragment
strict(Interaction, Interaction)
seq(Interaction, Interaction)
par(Interaction, Interaction)
loop(Nat, (Nat | ∞), Interaction)
ignore(Messages, Interaction)
alt(Interaction, Interaction)
neg(Interaction)
assert(Interaction)

Table 1. Abstract syntax of interactions (fragment)
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The abstract syntax of interactions is given by the grammar in Tab. 1. Therein, Basic
ranges over the basic interactions, Nat ranges over the natural numbers, and Messages
over the subsets of M.
From the notion of basic interactions and the interaction operators in Tab. 1 a number of auxiliary interaction operators can be derived. We use the name skip for the
empty (basic) interaction, which is given by the pomset [(∅, ∅, ∅)]. The operator opt(−)
is defined by opt(S ) = alt(skip, S ), the operator consider(−, −) by consider(M , S ) =
ignore(M \ M , S ). In fact, the UML 2.0 specification defines several other interaction
operators, in particular break and critical; these operators, as well as message parameters
and conditions, are not considered in this work.

4

Semantics

We define a classical satisfaction relation between traces and interactions that do not
contain occurrences of the operator for negation. We afterwards extend this definition
for negation, and complement it with a negative satisfaction relation. After presenting
some notorious examples, we show some properties of the notions introduced so far.
4.1

Semantic Domains

The domain P comprises all pomsets [(E, ≤E , λE )] labelled with events from E
such that if e1 , e2 ∈ E with λE (e1 ) <
> λE (e2 ), then e1 ≤E e2 or e2 ≤E e1 .
The subdomain T of P comprises all pomsets in P that are traces. In particular, the
empty pomset ε is in T. When representing a finite pomset in P we will also use a
more concrete, set-based notation like writing {snd(s, r, m) ≤ rcv(s, r, m)} instead of
[({e1 , e2 }, {(e1 , e1 ), (e1 , e2 ), (e2 , e2 )}, {e1 7→ snd(s, r, m), e2 7→ rcv(s, r, m)})]. Similarly, for the representation of finite traces in T, as in the example above, we also
employ the more succinct notation snd(s, r, m) · rcv(s, r, m).
On pomsets in P, the filtering relation filter (M ) : P → ℘P removes some elements of p whose labels show a message in M . More precisely, we first define
filter (M ) on event-labelled sets: Let E be a set and λ : E → E a labelling function; then E 0 ∈ filter (M )(E, λ) if E 0 ⊆ E and, if e ∈ E \ E 0 , then (λ(e) =
snd(s, r, m) ∨ λ(e) = rcv(s, r, m)) ∧ m ∈ M . For an event-labelled partial order (E, ≤E , λE ) we set (E 0 , ≤E ∩ (E 0 × E 0 ), λE E 0 ) ∈ filter (M )(E, ≤E , λE ) if
E 0 ∈ filter (M )(E, λE ). Finally, we extend these definitions to event-labelled pomsets by setting [(E 0 , ≤E 0 , λE 0 )] ∈ filter (M )([(E, ≤E , λE )]) if (E 0 , ≤E 0 , λE 0 ) ∈
filter (M )(E, ≤E , λE ), which is obviously well-defined. Note that filter (M ) restricted
to traces delivers traces, i.e., filter (M ) is also a relation filter (M ) : T → ℘T.
4.2 The Positive Fragment
Let us begin considering interactions with no occurrence of negation or assertion, which
we call the positive fragment of the language. The positive satisfaction relation between
traces and interactions, denoted by t |=p S and read t positively satisfies S, where t
is a trace and S an interaction of the positive fragment, is inductively defined on the
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t |=p B

if t ∈ lin(B)

t |=p strict(S1 , S2 )

if ∃t1 , t2 . t = t1 ; t2 ∧ t1 |=p S1 ∧ t2 |=p S2

t |=p seq(S1 , S2 )

if ∃t1 , t2 . t ∈ lin(t1 ;<
> t2 ) ∧ t1 |=p S1 ∧ t2 |=p S2

t |=p par(S1 , S2 )

if ∃t1 , t2 . t ∈ lin(t1 k t2 ) ∧ t1 |=p S1 ∧ t2 |=p S2

t |=p loop(0, 0, S )

if t = ε

t |=p loop(0, n + 1, S )

if t = ε ∨ t |=p seq(S , loop(0, n, S ))

t |=p loop(m + 1, n + 1, S )
t |=p loop(m, ∞, S )

if t |=p seq(S , loop(m, n, S ))

if ∃n ≥ m . t |=p loop(m, n, S )

t |=p ignore(M , S ) if ∃t1 . t1 ∈ filter (M )(t) ∧ t1 |=p S
t |=p alt(S1 , S2 )

if t |=p S1 ∨ t |=p S2
(a) Semantics of the positive fragment

t |=p neg(S )

if t = ε

t |=p assert(S )

if t |=p S

t |=n strict(S1 , S2 )

if ∃t1 , t2 . t = t1 ; t2 ∧ (t1 |=n S1 ∨ (t1 |=p S1 ∧ t2 |=n S2 ))

t |=n seq(S1 , S2 )

if ∃t1 , t2 . t ∈ lin(t1 ;<
> t2 ) ∧ (t1 |=n S1 ∨ (t1 |=p S1 ∧ t2 |=n S2 ))

t |=n par(S1 , S2 )

if ∃t1 , t2 . t ∈ lin(t1 k t2 ) ∧ ((t1 |=n S1 ∧ t2 |=n S2 ) ∨
(t1 |=n S1 ∧ t2 |=p S2 ) ∨ (t1 |=p S1 ∧ t2 |=n S2 ))

t |=n loop(0, n + 1, S )

if t |=n seq(S , loop(0, n, S ))

t |=n loop(m + 1, n + 1, S )
t |=n loop(m, ∞, S )

if t |=n seq(S , loop(m, n, S ))

if ∃n ≥ m . t |=n loop(m, n, S )

t |=n ignore(M , S ) if ∃t1 . t1 ∈ filter (M )(t) ∧ t1 |=n S
t |=n alt(S1 , S2 )
t |=n neg(S )
t |=n assert(S )

if t |=n S1 ∧ t |=n S2

if t 6= ε ∧ t |=p S
if t 6|=p S
(b) Extended semantics for negation
Table 2. Semantics of interactions

structure of S as shown in Tab. 2(a). Therein, B ranges over basic interactions. This
semantics is a reformulation of Störrle’s definition [9] using pomsets.
In particular, the only trace positively satisfying the emtpy interaction skip is the
empty pomset. A basic interaction B = {snd(s, r, m) ≤ rcv(s, r, m)} is positively
satisfied solely by the trace tB = snd(s, r, m) · rcv(s, r, m).
4.3

Negation

The semantics of a negated interaction neg(S ) is classically defined by making positive
for neg(S ) all those traces that are not positive for S and making negative for neg(S ) all
those traces that are positive for S. Such a definition, however, rules out inconclusive
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traces. In general, thus, we need to distinguish positive, negative, and inconclusive runs
for an interaction. We write t |=n S if t negatively satisfies S. The inductive definition
of |=p is extended and the relation |=n is inductively defined on the structure of S as
shown in Tab. 2(b).
In particular, we define |=n for all combined interaction fragments and, in accordance with Haugen and Stølen [3], we regard the empty trace as being positive for
neg(S ). For the combined fragments strict(−, −) and seq(−, −) we adopt the view that
only those traces are negative that either run through the first operand negatively or fulfil
the first operand positively but the second operand negatively. A similar stance is taken
towards par(−, −) where either both operands have to be run through negatively or one
of the operands negatively the other one positively in order to make a run negative. In
alt(−, −) both operands have to be run through negatively. Our semantics for assertion
is the “assertion as affirmation” interpretation of Störrle [8].
Störrle [8] considers three different interpretations of neg(S ). All of them coincide
in declaring negative for neg(S ) all those traces that are positive for S. For the positive
traces of neg(S ), interpretation (1), called “not the [valid] traces of S”, assigns no positive traces to neg(S ); interpretation (2), called “anything but the [valid] traces of S”,
makes all traces that are not positive for S the positive traces of neg(S ); interpretation
(3) declares the negative traces of S to be the positive traces for neg(S ). Employing
the interpretations (1) or (3), the usage of negation inside combined fragments leads to
the undesirable consequence that the overall interaction shows no positive traces at all.
Interpretation (2) excludes the possibility of inconclusive traces for neg(S ).
4.4

Examples

Let Bi be the basic interactions {snd(si , ri , mi ) ≤ rcv(si , ri , mi )} (i = 1, 2, 3), where
all mi are different, and let ti be the traces snd(si , ri , mi ) · rcv(si , ri , mi ) (i = 1, 2, 3).
We then have that
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

t1 |=p strict(B1 , neg(B2 ))
t1 ; t2 |=n strict(B1 , neg(B2 ))
t1 ; t2 |=n strict(B1 , strict(neg(B2 ), B3 ))
t1 ; t3 |=p strict(B1 , strict(neg(B2 ), B3 ))
t1 ; t2 ; t3 |=n strict(B1 , strict(neg(B2 ), B3 ))
t2 |=p par(neg(B2 ), B2 ) and
t2 6|=n par(neg(B2 ), B2 ).

A more interesting case is given by the following two facts:
– t2 |=p strict(neg(B2 ), B2 ) and
– t2 |=n strict(neg(B2 ), B2 ).
Thus, t2 is simultaneously positive and negative for strict(neg(B2 ), B2 ). We therefore
call strict(neg(B2 ), B2 ) an overspecified interaction.
Definition 1. An interaction S is overspecified if there exists a trace t with t |=p S and
t |=n S.
For the same B2 , a further overspecified interaction is par(assert(B2 ), neg(B2 )). The
trace t2 satisfies this interaction both positively and negatively.
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4.5

Properties

It is easy to check that both forms of sequential composition are associative, and that
parallel and alternative composition are associative and commutative.
Lemma 1. Let S1 , S2 , and S3 be interactions, and t be a trace.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

t |=p
t |=p
t |=p
t |=p
t |=p
t |=p

strict(S1 , strict(S2 , S3 )) iff t |=p strict(strict(S1 , S2 ), S3 )
seq(S1 , seq(S2 , S3 )) iff t |=p seq(seq(S1 , S2 ), S3 )
par(S1 , par(S2 , S3 )) iff t |=p par(par(S1 , S2 ), S3 )
par(S1 , S2 ) iff t |=p par(S2 , S1 )
alt(S1 , alt(S2 , S3 )) iff t |=p alt(alt(S1 , S2 ), S3 )
alt(S1 , S2 ) iff t |=p alt(S2 , S1 )

Furthermore, all these propositions also hold when replacing |=p by |=n .
By abuse of notation we thus abbreviate e.g. strict(S1 , strict(S2 , strict(. . . , Sn ))) to
strict(S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn ) and alt(S1 , alt(S2 , alt( . . . , Sn ))) to alt(S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn ).
Basic interactions are not negatively satisfiable.
Lemma 2. t 6|=n B for any basic interaction B and any trace t.
The satisfaction relations |=p and |=n as defined in Sects. 4.2 and 4.3 are not conclusive, that is, there exist inconclusive traces.
Lemma 3. There exist a trace t and an interaction S with t 6|=p S and t 6|=n S.
Proof. Take for S the basic interaction B = {snd(s, r, m) ≤ rcv(s, r, m)} and for t the
trace rcv(s, r, m) · snd(s, r, m).
The operator assert(−) discards inconclusive traces of its operand, that is, it establishes the link between the semantics of interactions and classical two-valued logic.
Lemma 4. Let S be an interaction and t be a trace. Then t |=p assert(S ) or t |=n
assert(S ).
On the syntactic structure of interactions we define a well-founded ordering, which
can be used to demonstrate further properties of interactions by induction.
Definition 2. We define a partial order on interaction terms as the reflexive and transitive closure of the following binary relation:
skip ≤ S
S1 ≤ strict(S1 , S2 )
S1 ≤ seq(S1 , S2 )
S1 ≤ par(S1 , S2 )
S1 ≤ alt(S1 , S2 )
S ≤ ignore(M , S )
seq(S , loop(m, n, S )) ≤ loop(m, n + 1, S )

S ≤ neg(S )
S2 ≤ strict(S1 , S2 )
S2 ≤ seq(S1 , S2 )
S2 ≤ par(S1 , S2 )
S2 ≤ alt(S1 , S2 )
S ≤ assert(S )
loop(m, n, S ) ≤ loop(m, ∞, S )

where S, S1 , and S2 are arbitrary interactions, and m and n natural numbers.
Lemma 5. The above defined ordering ≤ on interactions is well founded, i.e., there
exists no infinite descending chain S1 ≥ S2 ≥ · · · ≥ Sn ≥ · · · .
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5

Negation Revisited

The non-classical interpretation of negation is difficult to deal with. Above all, the need
for two satisfaction relations, one positive and one negative, makes it hard to decide
what kind of trace is a given one for an interaction, i.e., if the trace is positive, inconclusive, or negative for the interaction. When reconsidering the semantics introduced in the
previous section, we firstly discover that negation is unnecessary for testing positive satisfaction. Secondly, when handling negative satisfaction, negation is of course needed,
but it can be replaced by a classical version. We introduce therefore the language of
interactions in the classical sense as opposed to the language of UML 2.0 interactions
considered so far.
We begin by reinvestigating the interplay between negation and positive satisfaction.
Observe that a negative interaction can only be positively satisfied by the empty process,
the same as skip. It therefore seems natural, when it comes to check positive satisfaction,
to replace any negative subinteraction by skip.
Definition 3. The function σ from interactions to interactions of the positive fragment
is given by induction on the syntactic structure of its argument as follows:
σ(B) = B
σ(strict(S1 , S2 )) = strict(σ(S1 ), σ(S2 ))
σ(seq(S1 , S2 )) = seq(σ(S1 ), σ(S2 ))
σ(par(S1 , S2 )) = par(σ(S1 ), σ(S2 ))
σ(loop(m, n, S )) = loop(m, n, σ(S))
σ(ignore(M , S )) = ignore(M , σ(S))
σ(alt(S1 , S2 )) = alt(σ(S1 ), σ(S2 ))
σ(neg(S )) = skip
σ(assert(S )) = σ(S)
where B ranges over basic interactions, S, S1 , and S2 over interactions, M over sets
of messages, m over the natural numbers, and n over the natural numbers or ∞.
Lemma 6. Let S be an interaction and t be a trace. Then, t |=p S iff t |=p σ(S).
This means that the positive fragment of the language and the positive satisfaction
relation defined for it as given in Sect. 4.2 and in Tab. 2(a) are sufficient for testing
positive satisfaction of arbitrary interactions.
Now we turn our attention to negative satisfaction. The question is if something
similar cannot be done for it as well. More precisely, it would be advantageous to get
rid of the negative satisfaction relation by defining it in terms of the positive one. This
is obviously true for a sublanguage, namely for sequences of interactions involving a
negated subinteraction.
Lemma 7. Let S = strict(S1 , neg(S 0 ), S2 ) be an interaction with S1 , S 0 , and S2 from
the positive fragment and t be a trace. Then, t |=n S iff there exists a prefix t0 of t such
that t0 |=p strict(S1 , S 0 ).
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This result, however, cannot be generalised to the full language of interactions: a
binary logic without negation is not enough. A binary logic with classical negation,
on the contrary, does suffice. We add an operator not(−) to the positive fragment of
UML 2.0 interactions, which gives rise to the so-called interactions in classical sense.
This new unary operator is provided with the classical semantics of negation. We define
a transformation from UML 2.0 interactions to interactions in the classical sense, and
show that the positive satisfaction of the resulting interaction is equivalent to negative
satisfaction of the given one.
Definition 4. The syntax of interactions in the classical sense is given by the syntax in Tab. 1 where neg(−) and assert(−) are removed and not(−) is added to
CombinedFragment.
The positive semantics of interactions in the classical sense is given by the semantics
for the positive fragment of UML 2.0 interactions in Tab. 2(a) and
t |=p not(S ) if t 6|=p S
We furthermore use the following abbreviations:
Any = ignore(M, skip)
None = not(Any)
and(S1 , S2 ) = not(alt(not(S1 ), not(S2 )))

Definition 5. The function ν from UML 2.0 interactions to interactions in the classical
sense is given by induction on the syntactic structure of its argument as follows:
ν(B) = None
ν(strict(S1 , S2 )) = alt(strict(ν(S1 ), Any), strict(σ(S1 ), ν(S2 )))
ν(seq(S1 , S2 )) = alt(seq(ν(S1 ), Any), seq(σ(S1 ), ν(S2 )))
ν(par(S1 , S2 )) = alt(par(ν(S1 ), ν(S2 )), par(ν(S1 ), σ(S2 )), par(σ(S1 ), ν(S2 )))
ν(loop(m, n, S )) = and(loop(m, n, ν(S)), not(skip))
ν(ignore(M , S )) = ignore(M , ν(S))
ν(alt(S1 , S2 )) = and(ν(S1 ), ν(S2 ))
ν(neg(S )) = and(σ(S), not(skip))
ν(assert(S )) = not(σ(S))
where B ranges over basic interactions, S, S1 , and S2 over interactions, M over sets
of messages, m over the natural numbers, and n over the natural numbers or ∞.
Lemma 8. Let S be a UML 2.0 interaction and t be trace. Then t |=n S iff t |=p ν(S).
Proof. By induction on the partial ordering ≤ on UML 2.0 interactions.
Summarising, a closer look at negation leads to the following two results:
t |=p S
t |=n S

if t |=p σ(S)
if t |=p ν(S)
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where S is an arbitrary UML 2.0 interaction, σ(S) is an interaction of the positive fragment of the language of UML 2.0 interactions obtained in terms of S, and ν(S) is an
interaction in the classical sense in terms of S. Notice that the positive fragment of the
language of UML 2.0 interactions is also the positive fragment of the language of interactions in classical sense. More importantly, by means of these two transformations, σ
and ν, we do not need to test negative satisfaction. This observation may be useful for
checking overspecification, but we defer a closer investigation to future work.

6

Implementation and Refinement

Having a formal semantics for interactions, further concepts can be defined in terms
of it. We introduce the notions of implementation of an interaction by a process, of
equivalence of interactions, and of refinement of an interaction by another one. These
notions show a number of useful properties, and are intended for formal verification.
Definition 6. A process I is an implementation of an interaction S, written I |= S, if
1. there exists t ∈ lin(I) with t |=p S, and
2. t 6|=n S for every t ∈ lin(I).
An interaction S is implementable if there is a process I such that I |= S; it is contradictory if it is not implementable.
The following lemma ensures that any interaction admits positive traces and thus
that the first condition of the implementation relation is always satisfiable.
Lemma 9. For every interaction S there exists a trace t with t |=p S.
Proof. By induction on the partial ordering ≤ and the fact that ε |=p neg(S ).
This lemma, however, does not imply that any interaction is implementable.
Indeed, having a positive trace is not enough, since this very trace may also be
negative for the same interaction. Take for instance the overspecified interaction
strict(neg(B2 ), B2 ) of Sect. 4.4: its only positive trace t2 is at the same time negative. Nonetheless, an overspecified interaction may be implementable, that is, overspecified interactions are not necessarily contradictory. Take for instance the interaction
S = alt(seq(neg(B2 ), B1 ), seq(neg(B2 ), B2 )) with B1 and B2 as in Sect. 4.4. The trace
t2 is both positive and negative for S, i.e., both t2 |=p S and t2 |=n S, whereas the
trace t1 is only positive for S, i.e., t1 |=p S and t1 6|=n S. Thus {t1 } |= S.
Moreover, note that a combination of interactions, each equipped with its own implementation, not necessarily is implemented by the same combination of the corresponding implementations. Take for instance S1 = neg(B1 ), S2 = neg(B2 ), I1 =
{t2 , ε}, and I2 = {t1 , ε}, with Bi and ti as defined in Sect. 4.4 (i = 1, 2). It is easy to
check that, while Ii |= Si (i = 1, 2), it is not true that I1 k I2 |= par(S1 , S2 ).
A notion of implementation allows the definition of an equivalence relation.
Definition 7. Two interactions S1 and S2 are equivalent, denoted by S1 ≡ S2 , whenever I |= S1 iff I |= S2 for any process I.
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Furthermore, the implementation relation gives rise to a model-theoretic notion of
refinement.
Definition 8. An interaction S 0 refines an interaction S, written S ; S 0 , if any implementation of S 0 is also an implementation of S, i.e., if I |= S 0 implies I |= S for any
implementation I.
Lemma 10. Refinement is a partial order w.r.t. the equivalence on interactions, i.e.,
refinement is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric w.r.t. ≡.
An example of an interaction refinement is provided by the removal of disjunctions.
Lemma 11. alt(S1 , S2 ) ; Si for i = 1, 2.
Proof. Let I |= S1 . On the one hand, there exists t ∈ lin(I) with t |=p S1 and thus
t |=p alt(S1 , S2 ). On the other hand, t 6|=n S1 and hence t 6|=n alt(S1 , S2 ) for all t ∈
lin(I). The case I |= S2 is treated analogously.
Let us now investigate the properties of the refinement relation. As the following
lemma shows, in refinement the set of genuine positive traces cannot be enlarged, negative traces remain negative, and at least one positive trace is kept.
Lemma 12. Let S and S 0 be interaction with S ; S 0 .
1. For all traces t, if t 6|=p S or t |=n S, then t 6|=p S 0 or t |=n S 0 .
2. If S 0 is implementable, then for all traces t, t |=n S implies t |=n S 0 .
3. If S 0 is implementable, then there is a trace t such that t |=p S and t |=p S 0 .
Proof. For claim (1), suppose t |=p S 0 and t 6|=n S 0 . Then {t} |= S 0 , and also {t} |= S
since S ; S 0 . Thus t |=p S and t 6|=n S which contradicts t 6|=p S or t |=n S.
For claim (2), suppose t 6|=n S 0 and let I be any process such that I |= S 0 . Then
also I ∪ {t} |= S 0 , and thus I ∪ {t} |= S because S ; S 0 , which contradicts t |=n S.
For claim (3), assume that t 6|=p S for all t |=p S 0 . Since S 0 is implementable, there
is a trace such that t |=p S 0 but t 6|=n S 0 . Then {t} |= S 0 , but {t} 6|= S.
An inconclusive trace can indeed become negative. Recall for instance the interaction B2 and the trace t2 from Sect. 4.4: trace t2 is inconclusive for skip and negative
for neg(B2 ), where skip ; neg(B2 ). On the other hand, a positive trace may become
inconclusive, as witnessed by Lemma 11.
A desirable property of refinement is that the operators be monotonic with respect
to it. For instance, for a proof of monotonicity of disjunction w.r.t. refinement, we need
to show that a process implementing alt(S10 , S2 ) also implements alt(S1 , S2 ) if S1 ; S10 .
Unfortunately this is not true. Consider the following constellation:
S1 = B 1
S2 = B 3

S10 = alt(seq(neg(B2 ), B1 ), seq(neg(B2 ), B2 ))
t = t2

where B1 , B2 , B3 , and t2 are the interactions resp. trace of Sect. 4.4; in particular,
S1 ; S10 . We have then the following facts:
t |=p S10 and t |=n S10
t 6|=p S2 and t 6|=n S2

t 6|=p S1
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S1 ;p S10

S2 ; S20

strict(S1 , S2 ) ;p strict(S10 , S2 )

strict(S1 , S2 ) ; strict(S1 , S20 )

S1 ;p S10

S2 ; S20

seq(S1 , S2 ) ;p seq(S10 , S2 )

seq(S1 , S2 ) ; seq(S1 , S20 )

S1 ;p S10

S1 ; S10

par(S1 , S2 ) ;p par(S10 , S2 )

alt(S1 , S2 ) ; alt(S10 , S2 )

S ; S0

S ; S0

neg(S 0 ) ; neg(S )

assert(S ) ; assert(S 0 )

Table 3. Compositional refinements of interactions

that is, {t} |= alt(S10 , S2 ) and {t} 6|= alt(S1 , S2 ), i.e., alt(S1 , S2 ) 6; alt(S10 , S2 ).
When restricting ourselves to refinements by non-overspecified interactions, disjunction indeed is monotonic w.r.t. refinement.
Lemma 13. Let S1 , S10 , and S2 be interactions and let S10 be implementable and not
overspecified. If S1 ; S10 , then alt(S1 , S2 ) ; alt(S10 , S2 ).
Proof. Let I be a process such that I |= alt(S10 , S2 ). Let t ∈ lin(I) be a trace of I. Then
t 6|=n alt(S10 , S2 ). In particular, t 6|=n S10 or t 6|=n S2 and thus, by Lemma 12(2), t 6|=n S1
or t 6|=n S2 , that is, t 6|=n alt(S1 , S2 ).
Moreover, there is a t ∈ lin(I) with t |=p alt(S10 , S2 ), i.e., t |=p S10 or t |=p S2 . If
t |=p S2 then t |=p alt(S1 , S2 ). If t |=p S10 then t 6|=n S10 , as S10 is not overspecified, and
thus t |=p S1 by Lemma 12(1); hence again t |=p alt(S1 , S2 ).
However, for proving the monotonicity of the sequential operators in the first argument w.r.t. refinement, the restriction to refinements by non-overspecified interactions is not enough. In fact, in demonstrating that S1 ; S10 implies strict(S1 , S2 ) ;
strict(S10 , S2 ), we have to assume that all positive traces of S1 are still positive in S10 : If
a positive trace of S1 becomes inconclusive in S10 , there may be more negative traces in
strict(S1 , S2 ) than in strict(S10 , S2 ). We therefore introduce a restricted refinement relation ;p that keeps all positive traces.
Definition 9. An interaction S 0 positively refines an interaction S, written S ;p S 0 , if
S 0 refines S and for all traces t it holds: if t |=p S then t |=p S 0 .
Some results on the monotonicity of interaction operators w.r.t. the refinement relations ; and ;p are summarised in Tab. 3, where S, S1 , S2 , S 0 , S10 , and S20 are interactions and S 0 , S10 and S20 are implementable and not overspecified. A more complete
calculus for interaction refinement is subject of future study.

7 Discussion
Lemma 7 concludes that, for a given interaction, any trace is negative if it completely
traverses a negative region, independently of the steps performed afterwards, if any. The
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proposal of Haugen and Stølen [3] states that “[. . . ] any trace that [completely traverses
a negative region] is a negative scenario. Anything may happen [afterwards], it will
never make it positive.” It is not explicitly said that further steps cannot make the trace
inconclusive. If in particular their proposal allows the trace to become inconclusive,
then the semantics of Sect. 4 above is more restrictive.
Indeed, this is not a merely speculation of ours. The example used there is that of a
restaurant, where a customer orders and is served a beef, including an inbetween negative subinteraction that forbids to burn the meat. Intuitively, hence, if in fact the meat
burns in the oven, the obvious thing to do is to take it from the oven and not to bring
it to the customer’s table. This means that a trace is only negative if, after traversing
the negative region, the next positive region is exhaustively traversed as well. It therefore seems that a trace is negative if it traverses all positive regions plus at least one
negative region. A big disadvantage of this interpretation is that a semantic definition
for it cannot be compositional. Compositionality is not just a comfortable mathematical
property, it allows for instance an on-the-fly recognition of a negative trace (or to warn
a running system from generating a negative trace), since decisions are taken locally,
i.e., independently of what happened before or what will happen henceforth.
The semantics of Sect. 4, plainly worded, states that “the trace is bad as soon as it
leaves a negative region, it is good if both it is exhaustive (i.e., the interaction does not
specify any event beyond the trace’s last event) and it only traverses positive regions,
and it is inconclusive otherwise.” The key point here is that a trace, which has completely traversed a negative region, is definitively negative. We do think that this is a
better choice, and hence put it at the community’s disposal for discussion.
A further deviation from the proposal of Haugen and Stølen [3] is the existence
of overspecified interactions. The cited work states that “the same trace cannot be both
positive and negative.” We dispute the convenience of this requirement. Consider any of
the overspecified interactions shown above, and a trace that is both positive and negative
for the interaction. It is by far not obvious how to rule out one of both possibilities (i.e.,
deciding if the trace is positive or negative) in a non-arbitrary manner, and making this
trace inconclusive is capricious.
Let us finally consider the concepts of supplementing, narrowing and detailing by
Haugen and Stølen [3]. Supplementing means reducing the set of inconclusive traces
by making some of them either positive or negative; in doing so, positive (negative)
traces remain positive (negative). Narrowing means reducing the set of positive traces
by making some of them negative; inconclusive (negative) traces remain inconclusive
(negative). Detailing consists in providing a translation from a more detailed (concrete)
interaction to a given (abstract) interaction; it leaves the sets of positive, negative, and
inconclusive traces unchanged. These notions are colloquially defined using the three
types of traces associated with an interaction; as with our refinement relation, there is
no clue on how to define those in syntactical terms. Our refinement relation is somehow supplementing and narrowing at the same time; supplementing cannot be defined
in terms of refinement, since supplementing may make positive an inconclusive trace.
The spirit behind all these concepts, however, makes them difficult to compare, since
supplementing and narrowing address design evolution, whereas refinement is a tool for
formal verification.
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Conclusions and Outlook

The contribution of the present article is twofold. On the one hand, it defines a semantics for UML 2.0 interactions that is both formal and consistent with the standard [6].
This proposal is compared with earlier ones. On the other hand, a formal semantics allows a mathematically precise definition of implementation and of refinement, such that
these relations can be formally proved. These notions show some desirable and some
questionable properties, so that they may be subject to further adjustments. They nevertheless set the ground for lifting UML 2.0 to a formal design technique, a sine qua non
for its use in the development of critical systems.
Some UML 2.0 operators for interactions were disregarded, namely break and
critical, and also message parameters, conditions, and time. We plan to extend the semantics above to include these other features of UML 2.0. The semantics for OCL/RT
of [1] can be a good starting point for traces which include time and on which conditions are checkable. A calculus for formal verification is the utmost challenge. This
matter can be addressed once implementation and refinement have reached a stable, i.e.,
broadly accepted, definition.
Acknowledgements. We thank Øystein Haugen and Harald Störrle for fruitful discussions.
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Abstract. Automatic analysis of UML models constrained by OCL invariants is still an open research topic. Especially for critical systems,
such tool support is important for early identification of errors in modeling, before functional requirements are implemented. In this paper,
we present ideas on an approach for automatic analysis of UML class
diagrams, according to a precise semantics based on Alloy, a formal
object-oriented modeling language. This semantics permits the use of
Alloy’s tool support for class diagrams, by applying constraint solving
for automatically finding valid snapshots of models. This kind of automation helps the identification of inconsistencies or under-specified models
of critical software, besides allowing checking of properties about these
models.

1

Introduction

As in other engineering fields, modeling can be a useful activity for tackling
significant problems in software development. As a de-facto standard, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [1] plays a significant role. In particular, the
development of high-quality critical systems can benefit from features offered by
a standard visual modeling notation like UML, since traditional code-driven
approaches are highly risky and often error-prone for such complexity. Further, business rules can be precisely expressed by Object Constraint Language
(OCL) [2] invariants attached to class diagrams, enabling the specification of
constraints over complex states of critical systems.
As the use of OCL for critical systems substantially grows, the lack of standardized formal semantics for the language does not stimulate the development
of tools supporting analysis and verification of OCL expressions in UML models. When using class diagrams for modeling critical systems, the absence of tool
support restrains the developer’s task, since subtle structural modeling errors
may be considerably hard to detect. For instance, inappropriate OCL invariants
may turn a model over-constrained, or even inconsistent (i.e. the model allows
no implementation). Likewise, models lacking important constraints may allow
incorrect implementations.
In this paper, we propose an approach for automatic analysis of class diagrams, according to a precise semantics based on Alloy [3], a formal objectoriented modeling language founded on first-order logic. Alloy is suitable for
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object modeling, employing sets and relations as a simple semantic basis for
objects and its relationships. We defined a number of mapping rules between
UML/OCL and Alloy elements, resulting in equivalent Alloy models from UML
class diagrams annotated with OCL invariants. By using this approach, we can
leverage to UML/OCL the benefits from the powerful tool support offered by
the Alloy Analyzer [4].
Alloy’s simple semantics allowed powerful tool support represented by the
Alloy Analyzer, which is a constraint solver that finds instances of formulae representing models, backed by an off-the-shelf SAT solver [4]. This approach allows
automatic generation of snapshots satisfying model constraints, which can be
significantly useful for verifying whether models are over or under-constrained.
Similarly, assertions can be made against models, which are checked by exhaustive search for counterexamples refuting the assertions. Due to the undecidability
of such analysis, they are parameterized by a scope (provided by the user), which
assigns a bound of objects to each entity.
Since the search for a solution is limited by a scope, the absence of an instance
does not automatically show that a formula is inconsistent. However, such level of
automation can cover significantly more cases than any kind of testing, allowing
early identification of bugs in functional requirements of critical systems. More
specifically, this analysis is able to generate all valid snapshots of a model within
a given scope. The Alloy language and its analysis has been successfully used for
modeling critical systems, including air-traffic control [5] and a proton therapy
machine [6]. We believe that similar benefits can be achieved by applying this
automatic analysis to UML/OCL.
A proposed tool support is closely related [7]. The USE tool offers a useful evaluation of a user-provided snapshot of a model, checking whether this
instance satisfies the model invariants. In contrast, the Alloy Analyzer offers
solving, which involves searching for instances satisfying a given constraint. The
latter may be more effective as an instrument for finding unexpected problems
in scenarios where it is unfeasible to supply a representative set of test cases.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
Alloy language and the underlying tool support. In Section 3, we show the mapping rules for transforming UML class diagrams into Alloy specifications. Section 4 describes how the Alloy’s tool support can be useful for analyzing UML
class diagrams. Section 5 describes related work, whereas Section 6 presents our
conclusions and future work.

2

Alloy

Alloy is a formal modeling language based on first-order logic, allowing specification of – primarily structural – properties in a declarative fashion. In general,
models in Alloy are described at a high level of abstraction, ignoring implementation details. With Alloy, one can apply object modeling in a similar fashion to
UML class diagrams, with the additional benefit of a simple semantics, allowing automatic analysis. Logical formulae can be used to enforce business rules,
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playing a role similar to OCL invariants. In this section, we first discuss the
language, and then provide more detail on its automatic analysis.
2.1

The Alloy Language

The language is strongly typed, assuming a universe of objects partitioned into
subsets, each of which associated with a basic type. An Alloy model is a sequence
of paragraphs of two kinds: signatures, used for defining new types; and formula
paragraphs, such as facts and predicates, used to record invariants. Analogous
to classes, each signature denotes a set of objects. These objects can be mapped
by the relations (associations) declared in the signatures. A signature paragraph
may introduce a collection of relations.
As an example, we show an Alloy model for part of the banking system,
where each bank contains a set of accounts and a set of customers. An account
can only be a checking account. The next Alloy fragment declares four signatures
representing system entities, along with their relations:
sig Bank {
accs: set Account,
custs: set Customer
}
sig Customer {}
sig Account {}
sig ChAcc extends Account {}

In the declaration of Bank, the set keyword specifies that the accs relation
maps each object in Bank to a set of objects in Account, exactly as a 1-N
association in UML. ChAcc denotes one kind of account. In Alloy, one signature
can extend another one by establishing that the extended signature is a subset
of the parent signature. For example, the set of ChAcc objects is a subset of the
Account objects.
A fact is a formula paragraph. It is used to package invariants about certain
sets. Differently from OCL invariants, a fact may not introduce a context for its
formulae, allowing expression of global properties on models. Also, fact formulae are declared as a conjunction. The following code introduces a fact named
BankProperties, establishing general properties about the previously declared
signatures and relations.
fact BankProperties {
Account = ChAcc
all a:Account | lone a.~accs
}

The first formula states that every account is a checking account; the second
one states that every account is related to at most one bank by accs. The all
keyword is the universal quantifier. The expression ~accs denotes the transpose
of accs, while lone states that a.~accs yields a relation with at most one object.
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The join of relations1 . a.~accs is the set of all elements for which there exists
an element of a related to it by the relation ~accs (direct relation image). The
expression yields the bank in which the a account is stored. Figure 1 shows how
this model could be represented by a UML class diagram annotated with OCL
invariants.

Fig. 1. Banking Analogous UML Class Diagram.

2.2

The Alloy Analyzer

Alloy was simultaneously designed with a fully automatic tool that can simulate
models and check properties about them. The tool translates the model to be
analyzed into a boolean formula. This formula is transferred to an SAT solver,
and the solution is translated back by the Alloy Analyzer into Alloy. The two
kinds of analysis consist in binding objects to signatures and relations, searching
for a combination of values that make the translated boolean formula true [4].
In particular, simulation generates structures without requiring the user to
provide sample inputs or test cases. If the tool finds a binding of objects making
the formula true, this binding constitutes a valid snapshot. If we consider, from
the previous banking example, the Bank and Account signatures, along with
accs relation, a valid snapshot is shown below:
Bank = {(B1),(B2),(B3),(B4),(B5)}
Account = {(A1),(A2),(A3),(A4),(A5)}
accs = {(B1,A1),(B1,A2),(B2,A3),(B3,A4),(B5,A5)}

In this representation, the Bx and Ax symbols represent Bank and Account
objects, respectively. The parentheses are used for tuples (scalar elements are
one-element tuples). Notice that every Account object is related to at most one
1

In Alloy, set elements are designed as singleton unary relations.
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Bank object in accs, as modeled in the second formula of the BankProperties
fact.
On the other hand, assertion checking generates counterexamples - valid
snapshots for which an expected property does not hold. The tool searches for
a binding of objects which makes true the formula representing the model conjoined with the negated formula of a given logical assertion. A valid snapshot is
a counterexample to that assertion. Considering the previous Alloy model, and
an assertion stating that each account is associated with one bank (in Alloy:
Account in Bank.accs), a possible counterexample could be as follows, where
the A3 account is not related to any bank:
Bank = {(B1),(B2)}
Account = {(A1),(A2),(A3)}
accs = {(B1,A1),(B2,A2)}

The tool does not provide a complete analysis. Instead, it conducts a search
within a finite scope chosen by the user, bounding the number of elements in
each basic type [4]. For instance, the examples above were analyzed within a
scope of five (5). The output is either a snapshot or a message that no snapshot
was found in the given scope. When checking a given property, a snapshot is a
counterexample and indicates that the asserted formula was not valid. Theoretically, nothing can be inferred when no snapshot is found. However, gradually
increasing the scope can give the user a greater confidence during the modeling
of critical systems, which helps finding inconsistencies or lack of constraints before implementation. Billions of state combinations for a model’s signatures and
relations can be covered within a predetermined scope in a matter of seconds,
not requiring any input of test cases from the user. This bounded analysis might
still constrain models involving numeric types [8].

3

A Semantics for UML Class Diagrams

We offer a semantics for UML class diagrams by translation to correspondent
Alloy models. Alloy constructs can represent a number of UML static or dynamic constructs, contributing with a semantics to a subset of UML that may
be automatically analyzed. Furthermore, translating a representative subset of
OCL expressions to Alloy is straightforward, since they are both defined for
expressing constraints in object modeling, based on first-order logic.
In order to define mapping rules between UML and Alloy, we focused on
structural properties of class diagrams including OCL invariants, thus exploiting Alloy’s expressiveness for modeling complex state properties of a system.
For that reason, we did not consider some UML constructs, such as operations
(methods) and their effects, besides timing constraints (e.g. {frozen}). Although
this may seem restrictive, we initially focused on aspects that may be extremely
useful in finding problems when modeling complex states. Moreover, Alloy and
its supporting tool have also been used for modeling properties over state transitions [6, 9], which shows the language’s usefulness in behavioral modeling as well.
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We believe that related UML constructs, even other diagrams, can be similarly
analyzed by means of analogous mapping.
Regarding OCL, we only consider class invariants, due to the reasons explained above. Since recursive operations have an undefined semantics [10], we
do not deal with those in our semantics. Also, numeric types (except integer)
are ignored, due to the nature of Alloy’s analysis, which is scope-limited. Nevertheless, the latest version of the language introduces an improved support for
integer types [8]. Likewise, string type and operations, loop constructs or packaging operations are not considered, since they are implementation-specific (we
are primarily concerned with abstract models). The keyword self is considered mandatory when expressing context-dependent invariants. We also require
role names for each navigable end in binary associations, which simplifies the
translation.
Our translation rules are divided into two categories: from UML diagrammatic constructs to Alloy constructs and from OCL invariants to logicallyequivalent Alloy formulae. Most UML diagrams do not offer an agreed precise
semantics, due to its broad applicability in unlimited modeling contexts [11].
We adapted class diagrams to Alloy semantics (sets of objects with relations
as fields), with the purpose of modeling abstract structural aspects of critical systems. Regarding OCL constraints, we based our translation on the OCL
specification version 1.5 [10]. Basic set theory and predicate calculus guided the
translation rules, neglecting OCL formulae that may present undefined semantics
(such as recursion).
Figure 2 depicts a class diagram describing an extended version of the banking system. The invariant over Customer states that a customer identifier must
be unique, while the invariant over Account states that it is an abstract class.

Fig. 2. Extended Class Diagram for the Banking System.

Regarding diagrammatic constructs, classes and interfaces are translated to
signatures in Alloy. In addition, binary associations are translated to relations
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declared with the set qualifier. Similarly, attributes also translate to relations.
In our example, Customer and BankCard can be represented in Alloy as follows:
sig Customer {
card: set BankCard,
id: set String
}
sig BankCard {
owner: set Customer
}

A relation is created for each navigable association end, using the opposite
role name. This rule is required due to the limitation in representing navigability
constraints with binary relations in Alloy (a binary relation is bidirectional by
definition). In case we have two navigable ends for an association, each signature declares a relation for its opposite navigable end, as exemplified by owner
and card. A constraint is added, stating that a relation is the transpose of its
opposite counterpart. Furthermore, multiplicity constraints, such as one (1) for
card and id, are expressed as formulae over signatures’ relations. The composition between Bank and Accounts is transformed into a constrained binary
relationship. The added multiplicity constraint (‘1’) on Bank represents coincident lifetimes between a bank and its accounts, in addition to forbidden sharing
of an account between different banks. These constraints will be all within the
BankProperties fact. The following Alloy fragment describes this fact.
fact BankProperties {
card = ~owner
all c:Customer | #(c.card) = 1
all a:Account | one a.~accs
...
}

The # symbol is the cardinality operator. For example, the second formula
in BankProperties states that there is exactly one object of BankCard mapped
by each customer. In addition, generalization is translated to Alloy’s extends.
The subsequent Alloy fragment shows SavAcc translated signature:
sig SavAcc extends Account {}

OCL invariants are translated to equivalent Alloy formulae, being universally
quantified on self. This limits expression of global properties in OCL, since
universally quantified formulae can be true either if the formula is valid or the
quantified set is empty. Even though Alloy allows global properties without
quantification, we do not intend to fix the problem, as we provide a semantics
for OCL.
Next, we show an Alloy fragment that translates the invariants from the
Account and Customer contexts, which will be defined within BankProperties.
The oclIsTypeOf operation is translated to set membership and isUnique to
an equivalent quantified formula.
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all self: Account | (self in ChAcc) || (self in SavAcc)
all self: Customer | all disj c,c’:Customer | c.id != c’.id

The || operator corresponds to logical disjunction, while in denotes set
membership and ! denotes negation. The disj keyword states that the declared
variables are distinct. As an example, Table 1 formulates these and aditional
mapping rules for OCL expressions, where X,Y denote collections, P,Q denote
logical formulae, a and r denotes a variable and a attribute, respectively.
Table 1. Examples of Mapping Rules from OCL to Alloy.
OCL
Alloy
X.oclIsTypeOf(Y)
X in Y
X->includes(Y)
Y in X
X.allInstances
X
X.isUnique(r) all disj a,a’:X | a.r != a’.r
P or Q
P || Q
P and Q
P && Q
X->isEmpty()
no X
X->exists(a|P)
some a:X | P
X->forAll(a|P)
all a:X| P
X.size()
#X

Currently, the translation is performed systematically, but manually. Nevertheless, the process was designed to be decidable, allowing automatization. Both
languages can be defined by meta-modeling, and transformations can be implemented as a correspondence between meta-model elements, using an approach
similar to OMG’s Model-Driven Architecture [12]. XML-based representations,
such as XMI [13], can certainly help obtaining Alloy paragraphs from UML
classes and OCL invariants. Furthermore, OCL constraints can be translated
into Alloy formulae as source-to-source transformations, involving a parser for
OCL and manipulation of abstract syntax trees. Having an automatic translator
from UML to Alloy, constraint solving from the Alloy Analyzer can be provided
for a subset of UML class diagrams, as explained in the next section. As the
last step of the process, the results yielded by the Analyzer must be transformed
back to UML. They could be appropriately represented by object diagrams [1],
by integrating instances yielded by the Alloy analyzer with UML CASE tools,
such as Rational Rose [14].

4

Class Diagram Analysis

In this section, we present how our approach could be used by developers to
improve modeling, adding reliability to the development of critical systems. First,
we present, through our banking example, some of the benefits of constraint
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solving for UML class diagrams. Next, we describe a number of case studies
using Alloy and its tool support on modeling of critical systems, which could
apply to UML/OCL by our approach.
4.1

Example

Considering the class diagram depicted in Figure 2, a number of unspecified
properties could be uncovered by constraint solving in a straightforward way. For
instance, if we translate this diagram into an Alloy model with same meaning, by
the mapping rules given in Section 3, the simulation of the resulting model may
yield the snapshot depicted in Figure 3 (represented as a UML object diagram).

Fig. 3. First Generated Snapshot.

This simulation uses a scope of at most two objects for each entity. The
generated snapshot shows that customers and their personal accounts are not
related within one bank. Assuming that this is a functional requirement, the
model should be modified in order to accommodate the required relationship.
The modeler could, for instance, add a directed binary association between these
two classes (as depicted in Figure 4), with no multiplicity constraints, then executing a new simulation. A possibly generated snapshot for the new model is
showed in Figure 5.

Fig. 4. Modification to the Banking Class Diagram.
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Fig. 5. Second Generated Snapshot.

Although customers and accounts are related, the model allows a snapshot
where a customer and its (savings) account are within distinct banks. Assuming
that it is a undesirable situation, the modeler can then include the following
OCL invariant to the Bank context:
context Bank inv customersAccountsInBank:
self.custs.owned_accs->includes(self.accs)

which, according to the mapping rules, translates to Alloy:
all self:Bank | self.accs in self.custs.owned_accs

The translated model possibly yields the snapshot depicted in Figure 6. A
number of similar executions, with gradually greater scopes, can increase confidence on the modeled properties.

Fig. 6. Third Generated Snapshot.

Additionally, our approach can help identification of over-constrained class
diagrams, usually leading to inconsistent models that are not implementable. In
the resulting class diagram from the previous example, a functional requirement
could be added to the system, allowing customers temporarily without a bank
card to be registered into any bank. If we add the following OCL constraint to
the Customer context:
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context Customer inv customersNoBankCard:
Customer.allInstances->exists(c | c.card->isEmpty())

No snapshots are found by the Analyzer for the translated Alloy model, even
if we increase the scope. This result is due to the newly-added constraint, which
contradicts with the multiplicity constraints between Customer and BankCard
objects, stating the existence of an one-to-one correspondence. One of the two
constraints must be removed in order to include the desired property to the
model.
Finally, one may want to investigate the relationship between BankCard and
Account objects. For a tool implementing our approach, users should be able to
enter OCL formulae by means of a dialog box, which may be similar to the USE
tool [7]. These formulae would be translated to Alloy assertions, then passed on
to the Alloy Analyzer as input. In our example, the following OCL formula could
be checked against the diagram:
context Customer inv cardsAndAccountsAssertion:
self.card->notEmpty() implies self.owned_accs->notEmpty()

This assertion tests whether every customer that has a card owns at least
one account, which could be a new functional requirement. The analysis yields
a counterexample, depicted in Figure 7. The snapshot denotes a state with one
customer owning a card and no accounts, refuting the assertion. Further changes
can fix this requirement, possibly a new constraint relating accounts and customers’ bank cards.

Fig. 7. Generated Counterexample.

Besides showing how our approach can be useful for finding problems in class
diagrams, this example shows an additional benefit of this automatic analysis:
incremental modeling. A diagram can be written, along with some constraints.
Simulation can then give feedback to the modeler regarding the current status of
the constraints, indicating the next changes that will accommodate the desired
functional requirements. In the same way, assertions offer greater confidence that
the model follows those requirements adequately.
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4.2

Applications of Alloy and Constraint Solving to Critical
Systems

The banking example was used as a simple illustration of our ideas. However,
Alloy has been used as a useful approach for finding problems in safety-critical
systems. These examples are applicable in the context of this paper, due to the
semantics proposed for class diagrams and OCL constraints.
In a recent case study, Alloy was used for specifying a system controlling a
radiation therapy machine [6]. This machine produces beams of photons for treating a number of diseases. The system was previously modeled in UML/OCL, and
its translation to Alloy uncovered a number of errors. Automatic analysis helped
verify whether machine operations were commutative (the order of execution do
not affect the final result). It was observed that several pairs of operations did
not commute, revealing potential problems during system activity.
Related examples of applying Alloy to critical systems include modeling of
access control for information systems [15] and a railway system [9]. In the latter,
an Alloy model was built for checking the policy for controlling the motion of
trains of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). The analysis was performed in
order to check the existence of any condition (state configuration) which could
cause train collision.
In addition, an air-traffic control system build by NASA has been modeled
using Alloy, which explored new ideas for the design and analysis of such systems [5]. These applications show the potential use of constraint solving and
Alloy for understanding critical systems, which can lead to the early discovery
of bugs in modeling.

5

Related Work

Our approach allows generation of snapshots and counterexamples to claims
over UML class diagrams and OCL invariants, by means of the Alloy Analyzer
tool [4]. Related tool support have been developed for similar purposes [16, 17],
although allowing syntax and type checking for OCL formulae. In particular, the
USE tool [7] also makes OCL machine-analyzable. It contains a useful and easyto-use model animator, which can uncover bugs by checking snapshots against
UML class diagrams constrained with OCL. Our approach differs from USE
in the sense that in the latter modelers must provide the verified test cases.
Using our approach, snapshots can be automatically generated within a given
scope, becoming amenable to automatic simulation. Besides, this analysis allows
assertion checking by searching a snapshot that refutes the asserted property
(which could be provided as an OCL formula by the user).
Regarding the semantics we provided for UML/OCL, Bordeau and Cheng [18]
define a similar approach for a related modeling notation. They automatically
map models to algebraic specifications, allowing formal reasoning on the semantics of the translated specification. In contrast, Alloy admits a more direct
mapping from UML, since both are similarly suitable to object modeling, as
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reported by another work [6]. Also, automatic simulation and analysis in Alloy
may be more appealing to software architects and designers. In other related
approach [19], a systematic approach for translating UML class diagrams with
OCL constraints is provided. The translation rules are similar to ours, although
they use an additional intermediate language for the translation.
There have also been a number of efforts on proposing formal semantics
for UML and related modeling languages, in order to clarify the meaning of
its diagrammatic constructs, supporting tool development. For example, related
approaches [20, 21] give a formal semantics to a subset of UML class diagrams.
We defined a semantics for UML class diagrams and OCL invariants with the
specific purpose of leveraging Alloy’s automatic analysis to UML.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an approach for automatic analysis of UML class
diagrams, according to a semantics based on Alloy, employing the capabilities
offered by its analysis tool. This approach provides an option for automation
regarding UML/OCL, which can be useful for early identification of problems
in critical systems’ models, including under- and over-constrained models and
undesired properties, which may compromise correctness.
The analysis provided by the Alloy Analyzer is sound but not complete. Since
it is based on a user-provided scope, if no snapshot is found, nothing can be
inferred (same with counterexamples for assertions). However, small scopes may
suffice for improving confidence in modeling and finding relevant problems [22].
Furthermore, the analyzer can generate all possible snapshots for a model within
the scope, not requiring any user input. Therefore, many more states can be
covered than any testing activity. In this context, Alloy was used as a test case
generator for Java programs [23]. We believe that our approach can leverage the
benefits of this analysis to UML class diagrams, improving modeling of critical
systems using UML. Although the support for numeric types is limited in Alloy,
in order to make bounded analysis feasible, a wide range of complex structural
properties can still be modeled and analyzed. Such analysis may not even be
possible in class diagrams using all features from UML and OCL specifications.
It may be argued that constraint solving might be applied to UML directly,
without the need of Alloy as an intermediate language. For example, this can be
done through an analysis tool that maps UML class diagrams to a SAT solver,
allowing simulation and analysis. However, due to their complex and unresolved
semantics, we would still need to map UML and OCL to a formal language, whose
boolean formulae are given as input to a SAT solver. For effective analysis, this
language should also be sufficiently simple to allow scope-limited analysis over
classes and associations. In this context, Alloy is a reasonable choice, since it was
developed for constraint solving. Furthermore, we have on-going work on defining
an equivalence notion for object models in Alloy, which support the specification
of semantics-preserving transformations and refactorings for models [24]. These
results can be directly leveraged to UML by our translation to Alloy.
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Alloy provides a simple semantics to UML class diagrams and OCL invariants. However, Alloy cannot represent implementation-oriented UML constructs.
For instance, attributes are mapped to simple binary relations, disregarding
properties such as visibility and default value. Nevertheless, the chosen subset is
representative to a number of problems that can be abstractly modelled. Similarly, our approach regards only a subset of UML at first, since Alloy was designed
to primarily model structural properties. However, recent work [6, 9] shows use
of Alloy for modeling behavioral properties. The extension of our semantics on
that topic is considered as future work.
The automation of our approach is an on-going work. The mapping rules
between UML/OCL and Alloy can be implemented using well-founded transformation techniques. Analysis is performed on the resulting Alloy model, and the
results can be presented as UML object diagrams. This tool support may be
integrated to leading UML tools, such as Rational Rose [14], aiming at straightforward application to UML class diagrams with OCL annotations.
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Abstract. The reuse of reliable, domain-specific software components is a
strategy commonly used in the avionics industry to develop safety critical
airborne systems. One method of achieving reuse is to use domain specific
languages that map closely onto abstractions in the problem domain. While this
works well for control algorithms, it is less successful for some complex
ancillary functions such as failure management. The characteristics of device
failures are often difficult to predict resulting in late requirements changes.
Hence a small semantic gap is especially desirable but difficult to achieve.
Object-oriented design techniques include mechanisms, such as inheritance,
that cater well for variations in behaviour. However, object-oriented notations
such as the UML lack the precision, and rigor, needed for safety critical
software. UML-B is a profile of the UML for formal modelling. In this paper
we show how UML-B can be used to model failure management systems via
progressive refinement, and indicate how this approach could utilise UML
concepts to cope with high variability, while providing rigorous verification.

1

Introduction

Developers in the avionics industry are interested in the use of object-orientated
technology (OOT) [1, 2] as a way to increase productivity. In particular, concepts,
such as inheritance and design patterns, enable more flexible reuse of software. The
emergence of the UML [3] as the de-facto standard modelling language for objectoriented design and analysis, and the subsequent development of supporting tools, has
promoted the modelling and design of applications in the UML. Due to concerns over
safety certification issues, OOT has not seen widespread use in avionics applications.
One reason for this is that the controlling standards used in the industry, such as
RTCA DO-178B [6] and its European equivalent, EUROCAE ED-12B [7], do not
consider OOT. In order to address this, a new version of the standard, DO-178C/ED
12C, is planned. A significant contribution to this new standard will come from the
findings of the Object Orientated Technology in Aviation (OOTiA) initiative [8],
which was set up by the FAA and NASA to develop guidelines for the safe use of
object-oriented technology in avionics software development.
*
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Application development based on a combination of UML and formal methods will
improve safety and provide flexibility in the design of software for aviation
certification. The combination of UML and formal methods at an abstract modelling
stage will enable the reuse of reliable software components both at the specification
and code levels. We indicate how we can exploit the reuse features of the UML and
the reliability provided by formal methods. The development process will benefit
from a reduction in the semantic gap by defining a vocabulary of entities that maps
closely onto abstractions in the problem domain. UML class diagrams assist greatly
with this, especially in complex application domains where the use of features such as
inheritance caters for variation of subtypes. The use of formal methods to address the
rigorous verification required for safety critical applications has been advocated
before [5] but adoption within industry has been limited partly due to the need for
industrial strength tool support. One formal method that has been developed for
practical use in industry and enjoys good tool support is the B method [9].
1.1

B and B tools

The B method is based on a set theoretic approach and provides the ability to perform
rigorous proof, thus ensuring a self-consistent specification. The B method’s Abstract
Machine Notation (AMN) is used to describe the state and behaviour. Underspecification in assignments or choices is possible via non-deterministic constructs,
which must be resolved in later refinements prior to implementation. An invariant
clause describes properties of the system that must hold at all times. The B
verification tools [11] generate proof obligations (POs) and then attempt to
automatically discharge (prove) them. Invariably there are a number of PO’s that
remain to be discharged semi-automatically using the interactive prover [10]. The
user guides the proof by suggesting strategies and sub-goals. Discharging POs with
the interactive prover often leads to a greater insight into the specification and
inaccuracies can be identified and addressed at an early stage of development.
Discharging proof obligations can be difficult and time consuming, but once complete
the specification is known to be self-consistent. A model checker, ProB [13], that
searches for deadlocks and invariant violations may be used as a preliminary
verification of the specification before commencing proof. Refinements are related to
the previous level of abstraction in such a way that a valid refinement always satisfies
the abstract specification. Proof provides confidence that the refinement is not only
self-consistent but also reflects the behaviour of the abstract specification it refines.
Event B [12] is a derivation of the original B Method that uses the notion of predicate
guards that enable or disable events. The event driven approach of Event B begins
with the abstraction of the observable events that ‘may’ occur in a system. The
abstraction is refined in a number of steps, adding new events and state information at
each iteration. The aim is to move towards a consistent model, with enough detail to
fully describe the behaviour of the system. There are a number of additional
requirements for the event driven approach, firstly, the added events of a refinement
are not allowed to permanently take control of the system so that the events of the
more abstract model are eventually enabled; secondly, a concrete event must not be
enabled more often than its abstract counterpart; but the abstract event must not be
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enabled more than the disjunction of the concrete event together with the new events.
That is, the abstract event is replaced by a sequence of new events culminating in the
refined event.
Validation of specifications is just as important as verification. ProB [13] can also be
used to animate B machines. The list of currently enabled operations is displayed in a
pane. The current state of variables is displayed in another pane. The user may choose
sequences of enabled operations in order to explore the behaviour of the specification.

2

Failure management

A common functionality required of many systems is to manage failure of its inputs.
This is particularly pertinent in aviation applications where lack of tolerance to failed
system inputs could lead to loss of aircraft. The role of failure management in an
embedded control system is shown in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Context diagram for failure management subsystem

The inputs are tested and, if good, are passed unaltered to the control subsystem;
otherwise the failure of the input is managed. This may involve substituting values,
and taking alternative actions. There are two aspects to the subsystem; detection and
remedial action. Failure detection involves checking for input validity, including out
of range checks, rate of change checks, and comparison with other conditions in the
system. A failed condition must persist for a period of time before a failure is
confirmed. If the invalid condition is not confirmed the input recovers and is used
again. When setting the persistence conditions for confirmation of a failure, a balance
must be sought between achieving a fast response to failures and over sensitivity to
spurious interference. Once a failure is confirmed it is latched until power is reset.
Remedial actions vary, depending on the input’s function and importance within the
system, and the state of the system when the failure occurred. Temporary remedial
actions, such as relying on the last good value, or suppressing control behaviour, may
be taken while a failure is being confirmed. Once a failure is confirmed, more
permanent actions are taken such as switching to an alternative source, altering or
degrading the method of control, engaging a backup system or freezing the controlled
equipment. Tables 1 and 2, show some typical failure management activities.
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Table 1. Detection

Signal

High
Low
120%
0%
ESa
120%
10%
120%
50%
120%
0%
ESb
120%
10%
120%
50%
ESa - ESb
5%
-5%
ESa – Engine speed (main input)
ESb – Engine speed (alternative input)

Rate
100%/sec
100%/sec
100%/sec
100%/sec
100%/sec
100%/sec
-

Conditions for test
Engine Stood
Engine Starting
Engine Running
Engine Stood
Engine Starting
Engine Running
ESa or ESb >30%

Table 2. Remedial Actions

Signal
ESa
ESb
ESa/ESb diff

Procedure
Select ESb if available
else Switch to backup system
ESb not available
Use highest value sensor

code
ES1
ES2
ES3

Experience has shown that failure management systems can be difficult, and
expensive, to develop and maintain due to their complexity and vulnerability to
change. Changes often occur late in the development cycle, since requirements are
redefined based on empirical performance under failure conditions. The semantic gap
between control algorithm design notations and coding constructs has been addressed
successfully by the development of domain specific languages. Unlike control
algorithms failure management has no successful domain specific language. The
nature of failure management is that different control actions and behaviour are
required, dependent on the outcome of conditional logic for each of many inputs; this
can result in complex overall behaviour. Failure management can become
functionally complex due to the following: the rate of decay of an input depends on
sensor device characteristics, the application of a test depends on engine and input
conditions, a test may depend on the sampling rates of inputs, a test may vary
according to outcomes of other tests, the detection of a failure may require hysteresis
to avoid oscillation, the sequence of tests may depend on temporal interdependence of
input sampling, remedial actions depend on the system state.
One approach, to improve flexibility, is to model a failure management subsystem
using the UML; this will improve configurability and, if combined with formal
methods to ensure consistency, will be particularly suited to the safety critical
applications found in aviation. Modelling functional behaviour will provide the
ontology to convey functional understanding and, through formal techniques, provide
a way to map this to the code, reducing the semantic gap.
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3

Overview of the UML-B profile and U2B translator

The UML-B [17] is a profile of UML that defines a formal modelling notation. It has
a mapping to, and is therefore suitable for translation into, the B language. UML-B
consists of class diagrams with attached statecharts, and an integrated constraint and
action language based on the B AMN notation. The UML-B profile uses stereotypes
to specialise the meaning of UML entities to enhance correspondence with B
concepts. The profile also defines tagged values (UML-B clauses) that may be
attached to UML entities to provide formal modelling details that have no counterpart
in UML. Several styles of modelling are available within UML-B. Here we use its
event systems mode, which corresponds with the Event B modelling paradigm. In
event systems mode, UML operations represent spontaneous events. Since events are
parameterless, operation parameters represent non-deterministic selection of local
variables. UML-B provides a diagrammatic, formal modelling notation based on
UML. It has a well defined semantics, as a direct result of its mapping to B. There are
barriers to the acceptance of formal methods in industry. The popularity of the UML
enables UML-B to overcome some of these barriers. Its familiar diagrammatic
notations make specifications accessible to domain experts who may not be familiar
with formal notations. UML-B hides B’s infrastructure, it packages mathematical
constraints and action specifications into small sections, each being set in the context
of its owning UML entity. The U2B [18] translator converts UML-B models into B
components (abstract machines and their refinements). Translation from UML-B into
B enables verification and validation tools to be utilised.
In many respects B components resemble an encapsulation and modularisation
mechanism suitable for representing classes. A component encapsulates variables that
may only be modified by the operations of the component. However, to ensure
compositionality of proof, B imposes restrictions on the way variables can be
modified by other components (even via local operations). Translating classes into B
components imposes corresponding restrictions on the relationships between classes.
Therefore we translate a complete UML package (i.e. many classes and their
relationships) into a single B component. This option allows unconstrained (nonhierarchical) class relationship structures to be modelled. Since the B language is not
object-oriented, class instances must be modelled explicitly. Attributes and
associations are translated into variables whose type is a function from the class
instances to the attribute type or associated class. For example a class A with attribute
x of type X would generate the following B:
SETS
VARIABLES
INVARIANT

A
x
x : A --> (X)

Operation behaviour may be represented textually in a notation based on B, as a state
chart attached to the class, or as a simultaneous combination of both. Further details
of UML-B are given in [17]. Examples of previous case studies using UML-B and
U2B are given in [14,15,16 and 19].
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4

UML-B model of failure management

As an example of using UML-B to develop failure management systems we show a
simplified model and its verification. Our first abstract model captures the overall
states of the system. in subsequent refinements we model the stages in confirming a
failure, the mechanism for freezing the system and the relationship between
individual inputs and the collective state of the system. In these early stages we leave
many aspects of the system under specified, saying only, for example, that an input
may be detected as an unconfirmed failure and then may either recover or become a
confirmed failure; but saying nothing about how or why these choices are made.
Despite this (non-deterministic) under-specification the model embodies important
properties about the interaction of the states of inputs that we verify by proof. In
practice, inputs have differing levels of sensitiveness and importance to the control
system operation. However, to simplify the example we only consider inputs to which
the controller is sensitive (i.e. freezes while a failure is unconfirmed) and can not
continue to control without (i.e. hard fault).
4.1

Machine fman_a

This first abstract model of failure management considers the overall state of the
system. It defines the three main states of the controller in response to input validity
conditions, which are; a) normal operation, b) frozen while attempting to confirm a
possible input error, and c) hardfaulted when an input error has been confirmed. Note
that once the system has hard faulted no further events may occur (the model is
intentionally deadlocked). The following state diagram is attached to a class utility
(within the fman_a <<machine>> package) and hence represents a simple variable.
freeze
normal

frozen

hardfault

hardfaulted

unfreeze

Fig. 2. Statechart diagram of the abstract machine

Since this level is a simple expression of the permitted transitions between the three
states of the system, the only verification is that there are no other states. The B
produced by U2B for this model is shown in the appendix.
4.2

Refinement fman_r1

In this refinement we recognise that the system state is actually an abstraction of the
states of many instances of input failure management (Fig.4). Each input has three
possible states; ok, suspect, and confirmed. Each input can have a good event
(corresponding to a valid input value being detected) or a bad event (when an invalid
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value is detected). Some of these good and bad events (depending on the state of the
full collection of inputs) refine the freeze, unfreeze and hardfault events from
the abstract model. These are first_bad (the first input to enter the suspect state),
last_good and confirm respectively. When an input has confirmed detection of an
invalid value, a guard on each transition prevents further events from being enabled.
This models the intentional deadlock in the abstract model. The refinement relation
(Fig. 6.) specified in a REFINEMENT_RELATION clause attached to the package,
fman_r1, gives the correspondence between the equivalent states of the two models.
The system is normal when no inputs have detected invalid values (confirmed or
suspect), frozen when at least one input has detected an invalid value but no
inputs have been confirmed invalid, and hardfaulted when an input has detected
and confirmed an invalid value. Note that we use a ‘Petri’ style interpretation of the
state model (where each state is a variable whose value is the set of instances in that
state) since this makes it easier to specify the collective state of the class in transition
guards. Verification proves that the collective state of the inputs behaves in
accordance with the overall system states; normal, frozen and hardfaulted. The
B produced by U2B for this model is shown in the appendix.
INPUT
first_bad()
last_good()
bad()
good()
confirm()

Fig. 3. Class diagram of the first refinement

first _bad[ sus pect={} ]

ok

bad[ suspect/={} ]

suspect

confirm

confirmed

good[ suspect/={self} ]

last_good[ suspect={self} ]

all transitions have the additional
guard, confirmed = {}

Fig. 4. Statechart diagram of the INPUT class

REFINEMENT_RELATION
((control_state=normal) <=> (ok=INPUT)) &
((control_state=frozen) <=> (suspect/={} & confirmed={})) &
((control_state=hardfaulted) <=> (confirmed/={}))
Fig. 5. Refinement relation between abstraction and first refinement.
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Table 3. - Event refinement in first refinment

event in refinement r1

refines event in abstraction a
freeze

first_bad
Bad

(new event)

first_good

unfreeze

Good

(new event)

Confirm

hardfault

4.3

Refinement fman_r2

In this refinement we introduce the idea that each input consists of several tests and
each test is in a passed, failed or latched state. This is modelled as a class TEST which
has a state model, and an association to its owning input. INPUT no longer has any
events or a state model. Its state is derived from its associated collection of TESTs.
The state of an input is ok when all its tests are passed, confirmed when one of its
tests is latched and suspect otherwise.

TEST
detect_first()
detect_first_thisInput()
detect()
recover()
recover_last_thisInput()
recover_last()
latch()

<<constant>>
+test s

+input

1.. *

INPUT

1

Fig. 6. Class diagram of the second refinement

detect_first
detect_first_thisInput
detect
passed

confirmi ng

recover
recover_last_thisInput
recover_last

Fig. 7. state diagram of the TEST class
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latch

latched

The guards for the transitions (events) are given in Fig 9. (Where a|>s restricts the
association a to links whose targets belong to the set s. E.g. (tests |>
confirming)[{i}] is the set of instances of TEST that are associated with the input,
i, that are in the state confirming).
detect_first:
latched={} & confirming={}
detect_first_thisInput: latched={} & confirming/={} &
(tests|>confirming)[{input}]={}
detect:
latched={} &
(tests|>confirming)[{input}]/={}
recover_last:
latched={} & confirming={self}
recover_last_thisInput: latched={} & confirming/={self} &
recover:

(tests|>confirming)[{input}]={self}
latched={} &

latch:

(tests|>confirming)[{input}]/={self}
latched={}
Fig. 8. Guards on events in second refinement

The refinement relation defines the set of inputs in each of the r1 level states based on
the state of its collection of tests. (where s<<|a restricts the association a to links
whose source do not belong to the set s).
REFINES fman_r1
REFINEMENT_RELATION
ok =
ran(confirming\/latched<<| input) &
suspect =
ran(confirming-latched <| input) &
confirmed =ran(latched <| input)
Fig. 9. Refinement relation between first and second refinement.

The events of the class INPUT are re-specified as events of the class TEST and in
terms of the conditions of the collection of tests belonging to the input. Two new
events, detect and recover, are added to model the transitions of subsequent tests
detecting failures when another test on the same input has already done so. These new
events had no effect in the previous level of refinement.
Table 4. Event refinement in second refinement

event in refinement r2

event in refinement r1

detect_first
detect_first_thisInput
detect
recover_last
recover_last_thisInput
recover
latch

first_bad
bad
last_good
good
confirm
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event in abstraction
a
freeze
unfreeze
hardfault

4.4

Adding further details to Test

In subsequent refinements we introduce further detail to the model in many stages that
we summarise here. This includes events and a counter attribute for confirming (or
recovery of) a test. We add a parameter, pval, and a corresponding limit for
deciding when detect, recover and latch events occur for a particular test.
Having verified the previous refinement stages we no longer need to distinguish
separate events for the differing conditions when a test detects an invalid input. We
therefore merge detect, detect_first and detect_first_thisInput using a
three branch guarded choice (SELECT substitution). Subsequently we also merge in
the confirmation counting events and latching event with further guarded branches of
the same event. In this way the correspondence of actions taken under different
conditions is verified to represent the abstract event model before being merged into a
conditional single event, as the model is refined towards an implementation. The B
produced by U2B for the merged operation, test, is shown in the appendix.
test[ pval>limit & count<climit ] / count:=count+inc

test[ pval<=limit ]
tes t[ pva l>lim it ] / count=inc
ok

counting

test [ pval >lim it & count >=cl imi t ]

latch ed

test[ pval<=limit & count<=dec ] / count:=0
test[ pval<=limit & count>dec ] / count:=count-dec

Fig. 10. Statechart diagram of refinement with counting and merged events

4.5

Defining subtypes of Test

Having rigorously developed a generic test class this can be specialised in further
refinements to perform several sub-types of test, such as magnitude tests, rate of
change tests and difference comparison tests. There are now three subclasses of TEST.
TEST is an abstract class having no instances other than those that belong to one of its
subclasses. The inheritance is modelled in the B produced by U2B as disjoint subsets
of TEST. MAG represents a magnitude test that reuses the behaviour of its superclass.
DIFF is a test that compares the associated input with another input (represented by
association, comp). It overrides the test event by ‘calling’ the superclass’ test
passing it the difference in the values of the 2 inputs. To achieve this we add a value
attribute to the class INPUT with an update event to change its value. RATE is a rate
of change test that compares the current value of its associated input with the last
value it tested. It has an additional attribute to record the last value and overrides the
test operation as shown.
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TEST
count
<<constant>>
<<constant>>
<<constant>>
<<constant>>

inc : NATURAL
dec : NATURAL
climit : NATURAL
limit : NATURAL

1.. *

<<constant>>

+t est s

+input

test(pval : NATURAL)

MA G

+comp

RATE
last : NATURAL = 0

test()

1

INPUT
value : NATURAL = 0
update(inv : NATURAL)

1

DIFF
test()

test()

Fig. 11. Class diagram for refinement with subclasses of test

The overriding of the test event is shown below. This is modelled in the
corresponding B by collating the three specialised test events into a single event with
three guarded branches. The guard for each branch tests the instance for membership
of a subclass.
MAG:test
= super.test(input.value)
DIFF:test = super.test(abs(input.value-comp.value))
RATE:test = last:=input.value ||
super.test(abs(input.value-last))
where abs(i,j)= max(i-j,j-i)
Fig. 12. Overriding of the event, test

5

Discussion

To verify an event refinement it is required to show that any new events lead
(eventually) to the enabling of one of the original events. When we attempted to
verify our first refinement we found that this wasn’t possible. Our initial attempt at a
model as presented above doesn’t ensure that if the system enters the freeze state it
will ever be able to leave it, (a requirement imposed by Event B). The problem is that,
although an individual input must leave the unconfirmed state after entering it,
another input might also enter the unconfirmed state before the original one leaves it.
In this way, inputs could take it in turns to be unconfirmed leaving the system
permanently frozen. This would be an undesirable outcome since the frozen state is
intended to be a temporary stage before confirming or recovering. A limiting
mechanism that forced the system into the hardfaulted state after a certain number of
unconfirmed inputs would prevent this and enable us to prove the event refinement.
Even with this grossly oversimplified example the event modelling approach
increased our understanding of the problem at the earliest stages of development.
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6

Future work

This paper describes our first attempt using an event based modelling approach, with
UML-B, to improve the reusability and portability of failure management systems.
We are in the preliminary stages of a three-year research programme that aims to
investigate this area. Within the project we will develop UML-B, to better support the
use of UML features such as inheritance, and to provide modelling mechanisms that
aid the refinement and transformation of UML-B models. We plan to re-implement
the U2B translator within eclipse in order to achieve better integration with the B
validation and verification tools, which will also be ported to eclipse. We will test and
develop the ideas presented in this paper, on a larger scale example, in the following
stages. Model a small but realistic, imaginary failure management application. The
model may consist of several levels of refinement but be platform independent. We
will then validate and verify the model via translation to B. Following validation and
verification; we will investigate methods for abstracting away from the specific
example to obtain a generic UML-B model that is application independent. New ideas
for the development, using B# [20], may be used in this stage. Further development of
UML-B and U2B may be needed to support this kind of model. Finally, we will
investigate mechanisms for model transformation to obtain application and domain
specific models from the generic model.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we have illustrated an approach to rigorous development of critical
complex systems, such as failure management, in a manner that results in a high
degree of re-usable verified components. The approach provides rigorous consistency
verification through a sequence of refinement steps starting from a very abstract
expression of overall system behaviour. This process of refinement can be continued
through requirements development, design and into implementation. The process
involves a, UML based, formal modelling notation, UML-B and utilises the tools
available for the formal notation B. The refinement process inherently provides a high
degree of reuse of verified specifications due to the deferment of specific application
details. The genericity features of the UML may be used to provide re-usable
common components within each refinement level. In this way we hope to provide a
library of component classes that have a flexible but simple mapping with application
domain concepts. The hierarchy of class models can then be instantiated with an
object model for different applications thus achieving a specification and
implementation language with small semantic gap that is suitable for the target
complex problem domain; in this case, failure management systems. This approach
could similarly be used for other complex systems problems.
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Appendix - B produced by U2B
B machine for first abstract level
MACHINE
fman_a
SETS
CONTROL_STATE={normal,frozen,hardfaulted}
DEFINITIONS
type_invariant == ( control_state : CONTROL_STATE ) ;
invariant == (type_invariant)
VARIABLES
control_state
INVARIANT
invariant
INITIALISATION
control_state :(invariant & control_state = normal )
OPERATIONS /*EVENTS*/
hardfault =
SELECT control_state=frozen THEN
control_state:=hardfaulted
END ;
freeze =
SELECT control_state=normal THEN
control_state:=frozen
END ;
unfreeze =
SELECT control_state=frozen THEN
control_state:=normal
END
END

B refinement for the first refinement:
REFINEMENT
fman_r1
REFINES
fman_a
SETS
INPUT
DEFINITIONS
tests == input~ ;
type_invariant == (
ok : POW(INPUT) &
suspect : POW(INPUT) &
confirmed : POW(INPUT)
) ;
INPUT_invariant == (
ok /\ suspect={} & ok /\ confirmed={} &
suspect /\ confirmed={} &
ok \/ suspect \/ confirmed = INPUT ) ;
invariant == (type_invariant & INPUT_invariant) ;
refinement_relation == (
((control_state=normal) <=> (ok=INPUT)) &
((control_state=frozen) <=> (suspect/={} &
confirmed={})) &
((control_state=hardfaulted) <=> (confirmed/={})) )
VARIABLES
ok, suspect, confirmed
INVARIANT
invariant & refinement_relation
INITIALISATION
ok, suspect, confirmed :(invariant &
ok=INPUT & suspect={} & confirmed={} )
OPERATIONS /*EVENTS*/
first_bad =
ANY thisINPUT WHERE thisINPUT:INPUT THEN
SELECT confirmed={} THEN
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SELECT thisINPUT : ok & suspect={} THEN
ok:=ok-{thisINPUT} ||
suspect:=suspect\/{thisINPUT}
END
END
END ;
etc.

B for the operation test:
ANY thisTEST,pval WHERE thisTEST:TEST & pval:NATURAL
THEN
SELECT thisTEST : ok & pval>limit(thisTEST)
THEN
ok:=ok-{thisTEST} ||
counting:=counting\/{thisTEST} ||
count(thisTEST)=inc(thisTEST)
WHEN
thisTEST : ok & pval<=limit(thisTEST)
THEN
skip
WHEN
thisTEST : counting & pval>limit(thisTEST) &
count(thisTEST)<climit(thisTEST)
THEN
count(thisTEST):=count(thisTEST)+inc(thisTEST)
WHEN
thisTEST : counting & pval>limit(thisTEST) &
count(thisTEST) >=climit(thisTEST)
THEN
counting:=counting-{thisTEST} ||
latched:=latched\/{thisTEST}
WHEN
thisTEST : counting & pval<=limit(thisTEST) &
count(thisTEST)<=dec(thisTEST)
THEN
counting:=counting-{thisTEST} ||
ok:=ok\/{thisTEST} || count(thisTEST):=0
WHEN
thisTEST : counting & pval<=limit(thisTEST) &
count(thisTEST)>dec(thisTEST)
THEN
count(thisTEST):=count(thisTEST)- dec(thisTEST)
END
END
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Abstract. Misuse and abuse cases are important concepts in software
security, as they provide a major beneﬁt to systems designers: the ability
to think about abnormal scenarios. We present an approach that extends
the misuse concept to software design artifacts. Through well–deﬁned
steps, we provide a mechanism to describe misuse behavior in collaboration diagrams. The formal semantics of such diagrams are positive and
negative graphical constraints based on typed attributed graphs. The
methodology can be eﬀectively used, in conjunction with misuse cases,
to develop more secure systems. The underlying semantics can be used
to detect and remove redundancies and conﬂicts.

1

Introduction

Information security is mostly concerned with malicious behavior and unexpected failures of systems. Thinking only about functionality does not address
most of the security aspects of software systems. The security of a system constitutes a subset of the non-functional requirements (NFR); other NFRs include
availability, reliability and safety [1] . Functional requirements are well understood in the software community and there is a wealth of literature on how to
derive and document them. NFRs are less understood and there is no agreedupon standard that can be used uniformly by system’s engineers.
From our experience in the ﬁeld, NFRs typically take a lower priority than
functional requirements, as customers are driven by the need for certain functionality. It is the job of the system designer to ensure that the system adheres
to a certain set of NFRs. Security requirements in software systems are often
overlooked and customers become aware of the need for secure systems only after a security incident (the system is attacked). This after the fact realization is
often costly, resulting in attempts to retroﬁt the system with security controls.
Misuse cases were presented in [17]. The concept of misuse or ”what a system
should not do” is applicable to a variety of systems including software systems.
Unexpected failures and ﬂaws in the software design are hard to detect, and
just thinking about potential abuse and misuse of system functions provides
a good starting point to address security ﬂaws in software systems. Use case
relationships are extended with prevents and detects in [17] and mitigates and
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threatens in [2]. These additional relationships are needed to express the new
concept of misuse and describe counter measures to prevent (or at least reduce
the eﬀect of) such misuse.
Software security is a process that is tied to all phases of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Misuse cases provide a mechanism where developers
can think about the system security during requirements analysis. It can be argued that use and misuse cases generally beneﬁt all phases of the SDLC, as they
provide a reference for architects and developers to validate many of their design
decisions. To our knowledge, misuse and abuse have only been addressed in use
and misuse cases and there have been no attempts to extend misuse concepts
to other UML artifacts. Identifying bad actors and their potential behavior is
only a start: to make this approach eﬀective, software engineers need to address
misuse cases in their design, development and testing activities. Hence the need
to extend misuse cases to other SDLC phases and related UML artifacts.
Security ﬂaws and bugs are hard to prevent by looking at one phase of the
SDLC. While proper requirements engineering is essential for developing secure
systems, design ﬂaws and code bugs make up the majority of the security vulnerabilities that exist today. The need for secure coding practices cannot be
overemphasized. In [20] and [6] the authors present valuable practical knowledge
to designers and developers, but oﬀer little formal methods.
Diﬀerent methods have been recommended to address software security at
various levels. Principles and best practices [20] are discussed at length and
should be used in all software systems development. There are generic principles
that apply to all systems and platform- or language-speciﬁc best practices [15]
that need to be followed.
Other approaches deal with the need to check the artifacts produced by the
diﬀerent phases of the SDLC. Architectural reviews are used to locate potential
ﬂaws that may lead to security vulnerabilities. Code reviews present a way to
eliminate potentially dangerous calls in programming languages and security
bugs. Security testing veriﬁes the proper functionality of the system’s security
controls, while penetration testing, a special case of security testing, simulates
attacks on a target system by insiders and outsiders to evaluate its defenses.

2

Related Work

In [16] the authors propose a reusable approach using standard use and misuse
cases. It is a novel approach and may gain some ground based on the potential
savings as a result of reuse. The diﬃculty arises from deﬁning a standard set
of reusable use and misuse cases. Such standard set should be large enough to
cover most common situations, but at the same time practical enough for average
systems designers to use. Discussion on misuse case templates and structure is
detailed in [18]. Proper templates and descriptions are essential to the use of
this concept. While primarily text-based, use and misuse cases accompanied by
diagrams are easier to understand and follow. Both [18] and [5] provide useful
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suggestions on what to include in misuse cases, but their analysis stops at the
requirements level.
In [1] further analysis is done that elaborates on the feasibility of misuse cases
in non-functional requirements. Speciﬁcally, security requirements, described in
Shall not statements or Shall statement with qualiﬁers, are derived based on
the analysis of misuse cases. Interactions between misuse and abuse cases is also
discussed in [13] and it is easy to see why misuse cases may be integrated with
use cases. Since a software system’s own functionality is often used to break
into the system, it is necessary to utilize use cases as well as misuse cases in
describing potential malicious behavior.
With regards to security engineering, we have identiﬁed two attempts at extending UML: UMLsec and SecureUML. In [8] UML is extended as UMLsec
to provide useful mechanisms for describing security properties for software systems. UMLsec does not perform a security analysis, but rather aids in conducting
such analysis. SecureUML [12] deﬁnes a Meta model for the speciﬁcation and
modeling of security aspects of a software system in UML diagrams. Access control modeling is analyzed in [12] using the well known Role-Based Access Control
Model (RBAC).

3

Trust and Mistrust

Trust lies at the heart of security engineering and software systems are often
built with many assumptions about trust that may cause costly security problems, as developers often mishandle trust relationships leading to a variety of
security bugs [19]. Decisions about trust can be made at diﬀerent levels in a software system: software components trust each other, trust the operating system
and most often trust the users of the system. Questions about whom to trust
when developing software systems are numerous, and there usually are no simple
answers.
Trust is context sensitive. To make valid assumptions, it is important to
analyze the environment in which a software system is intended to operate. In
many cases, this environment is not well deﬁned at the early stages of the SDLC,
and a complete implementation description is often not available while design
decisions about the system are being made. In other cases, users deploy systems
in ways never imagined by its creators. Ultimately, it is the users who deﬁne
how a system is deployed based on their needs and environmental and budget
constraints. Both situations lead to the same outcome: assumptions about trust
relationships (and other assumptions) may no longer be valid. This exposes the
system to attacks as a result of misplaced trust.
Since some trust is inevitable, how does a software architect deﬁne how much
trust is appropriate? Incorporating misuse concepts in this scenario adds great
value, as misuse cases clarify many trust relationships and their susceptibility to
abuse. Once an initial set of use cases has been developed, another pass is needed
to analyze misuse cases. A thorough analysis should reveal unacceptable trust
assumptions and allow software designers either to incorporate countermeasures,
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or to remove such trust relationships. This process is iterative and can be extended into collaboration diagrams that can also be employed to express misuse
behavior. However, even the use of this methodology does not account for the
lack of information on environmental details or on users’ actions that violate
recommended implementation parameters.

4

Misuse in Collaboration Diagrams

Collaboration diagrams 1 show detailed interactions between objects [14]. In
combination with sequence diagrams, class diagrams and state machines, they
allow the visualization of data ﬂow paths and information exchange between
system objects and components. A collaboration diagram is typically developed
for a certain task, and deﬁnes the participants with their roles and interactions
to accomplish a common objective. Its ability to show participants as well as
messages exchanged allows us to analyze trust relationships more easily.
4.1

Methodology

In this subsection, we present our methodology to extend misuse behavior to
collaboration diagrams. The misuse concept can be extended into collaboration
diagrams in the following manner:
– Use cases should be fully reﬂected in collaboration diagrams detailing the
functionality of the system
– Misuse cases should be incorporated into collaboration diagrams using an
inverted format [17]
– The mapping of mis–actors does not constitute designing such actors and
their actions in the system, but rather an acknowledgement of their existence
and their potential behavior. This serves two purposes: ﬁrst, the ability to
visualize malicious behavior by the system designers should prompt them to
design mitigation techniques to counter such behavior; second, the expression
of mis–actors and their behavior provides a record that helps in explaining
certain design decisions
– Collaboration diagrams that represent undesired behavior should be ﬂagged
as such. Security controls to eliminate or reduce the eﬀects of the undesired
behavior should be incorporated in further design reﬁnements
– In cases where a potential mitigation mechanism is feasible and can be architected into the system, such mitigation should be implemented. Mis–actors
need not exist in further reﬁnements of the collaboration diagrams once such
mitigation has been implemented.
– In cases where mitigations are not feasible (e.g. too costly) mis–actors and
their behavior should remain in further reﬁnements of the collaboration diagrams. This allows for a real reﬂection of the system’s behavior and accepted
risks that are attached to such behavior
These steps may be applied iteratively until an acceptable design is reached.
1

communication diagrams in UML 2.0 [3]
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4.2

Example

To illustrate our methodology, we present a simple example that includes a use
case and a misuse case integrated into one diagram. Figure 1 shows a typical
access control mechanism where a user is asked to login to the system. The user
supplies the login credentials to be validated by the system, and the system
either accepts or rejects the login attempt. In the same diagram, a potential

Try Multiple Logins

Login
includes

includes

extends
Obtain ID/Password

Validate Login
Credentials

includes

Intercept
Communication

Fig. 1. Use and Misuse Case Diagram.

misuse is illustrated. This is a common situation we run into in software systems
that we analyze for various organizations. A mis–actor may intercept the login
credentials of a valid user and subsequently use such credentials to login to the
system. Alternatively, the mis–actor may try a brute force attack on the system
trying every possible password in successive login attempts. Both scenarios may
lead to unauthorized access to the system. Further technical details about these
types of attacks including feasibility, protocols and infrastructure are beyond
the scope of this paper. Figure 2 shows two collaboration diagrams illustrating use and misuse behavior2. The misuse diagram represents the brute force
attack scenario, showing, out of an unbounded number of login attempts, one
with only 3 attempts. Based on this diagram, a design decision may be made to
limit login attempts to two attempts (the number of attempts would be based
on a careful evaluation of the system users, of the environment and of the support mechanisms). The objective is to mitigate a brute force attack. Notice that
this behavior can also be a legitimate one, since users often forget (or misplace)
their passwords. Figure 3 shows a further reﬁnement of our collaboration dia2

Other related,non misuse, diagrams (Class, sequence and state machine) are omitted
for space considerations
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9: login (id, pswd3)
5: login (id, pswd2)
1: login (id, pswd1)

1: login (id, pswd)

:Input Interface
:Input Interface
4A [out=BAD] : error
12 : error
8 : error
4 : error

4B [out=OK] : continue

2: send (id, pswd)
3: out /= check
(id,pswd)

10: send (id, pswd3)
6: send (id, pswd2)
2: send (id, pswd1)

11: BAD /= check (id,pswd3)
7: BAD /= check (id,pswd2)
3: BAD /= check (id,pswd1)

:Password Verifier

:Password Verifier

Fig. 2. Normal Logins and Repeated Attempts.

1: login (id, pswd)

2.1: login (id, pswd)

:Communication
Channel
6A.2 [out=BAD] : error
6B.2 [out=OK] : continue

:Input Interface
5A [out=BAD] : error
5B [out=OK] : continue

6A.1 [out=BAD] : error
6B.1 [out=OK] : continue
2.2: login (id, pswd)

3: send (id, pswd)
4: out /= check (id,pswd)

:Password Verifier

Fig. 3. Collaboration Diagram: eavesdropping.

gram in Fig. 2, obtained by adding another object, Communication Channel (a
conceptualization of several communication channels, including keyboard cable,
computer bus, electromagnetic waves (wireless networks) and network cables),
to illustrate the ability of an attacker to intercept traﬃc between users and the
system. To mitigate the risk presented in Fig. 3, we add two new objects, Encrypter and Decrypter, to the diagram. Figure 4 shows how the addition of these
two objects reduces the risk of interception through the use of encrypted traﬃc.
The previous collaboration diagrams illustrate two general views on misuse behavior: the diagram on the right of Fig. 2 indicates an unwanted behavior and
can be viewed as a negative constraint on the system; the diagrams in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 can be viewed, combined, as a positive constraint, requiring a mitigating
factor (encryption in Fig. 4) on a dangerous scenario (eavesdropping in Fig. 3).
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2: encryptlogin(id,pswd)

1: login(id,pswd)

:Encrypter

:Decrypter

2.2: encryptlogin(id,pswd)

3: login(id,pswd)

:Communication
Channel

:Input Interface
6A [out=BAD] : error
6B [out=OK] : continue

6A.2 [out=BAD] : error
6B.2 [out=OK] : continue

6A.1 [out=BAD] : error
6B.1 [out=OK] : continue
2.1: encryptlogin(id,pswd)

4: send (id,pswd)
5: out /= check (id,pswd)

:Password Verifier

Fig. 4. Collaboration Diagram: mitigating intercept.

4.3

Semantics as Graphical Constraints

Constraints put limitations on the acceptable system states (in this context represented by collaboration diagrams) by either requiring a property or by forbidding a certain conﬁguration. Model constraints can be either speciﬁed graphically
or by OCL constraints. The latter ones, although part of UML, lack the visual
appeal and intuition provided by diagrams and graphs.
Viewing the collaboration diagrams resulting from misuse cases as constraints
on the system allows the (re)use of established results on graphical constraints
[11, 10]. Due to the graphical notation, UML diagrams can be represented as
attributed typed graphs.
Each class in a UML class diagram is a node of type class. The class name
is stored in the attribute name, the stereotype(s) in the attribute stereotype.
The UML class attributes and operations are represented as sets of tuples in the
attributes attributes and operations, respectively. Each tuple for a UML class
attribute contains information about the attribute’s name and the attribute type.
The tuple for the UML class operations has tuple elements for the operation’s
name, the parameter list and the return type. UML objects are represented in
a similar way. The graph node for a UML object has the graph attributes name
for the object name, class for the class name of which the object is an instance,
and attribute for the attribute values.
A positive graphical constraint is a total and injective graph morphism c :
X → Y and a graph G satisfies c if for all total and injective graph morphisms
p : X → G there exists a total and injective graph morphism q : Y → G so that
q
p
c
X → Y → G = X → G. Informally, if G contains X, then it must also contain
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Y \ c(X). A negative graphical constraint is a graph C and a graph G satisﬁes
C if there does not exist a total, injective graph morphism p : C → G.
The use of this formalism, then, allows the analysis of the constraints to determine possible conﬂicts between wanted and unwanted behavior, and to discover
redundancies among constraints. Although previously applied to access control
policies [10], there are several results to systematically determine whether a positive constraint requires entities or patterns prohibited by negative constraints
and, if so, how to modify either one to remove the conﬂict.
The graphical representation can be given by a collaboration diagram using
the stereotype <<exists>> to distinguish between positive and negative constraints:
positive constraint A collaboration diagram is a positive constraint if it contains an object or a link with stereotype <<exists>>. The intended meaning
of this diagram is that whenever the object structure without the stereotype <<exists>> occurs, then the object structure with the stereotype
<<exists>> must also be present.
negative constraint A collaboration diagram is a negative constraint if there
are no objects or links with stereotype <<exists>>. The intended meaning
of this diagram is that the diagram in its entirety must not occur.
The framework in [10] can also be used by considering a reﬁnement step (such as
the one from Fig. 3 to Fig. 4) as a rule (in the sense of [9, 11]) and then applying
rule-resolution algorithms in the presence of conﬂicts [10]. More work in this
direction is needed to transform these preliminary ideas into a usable tool.

5

Concluding Remarks

Misuse cases present a valuable tool for security engineering. Building secure systems requires designers to think beyond the system functionality and its intended
users, and to consider potential behavior that violates the system’s security policy. In this paper we propose to extend the misuse concept to other phases of the
SDLC. Speciﬁcally, we incorporate misuse behavior into collaboration diagrams,
and show, using a simple example, how our methodology can be applied. So far
misuse has only been applied to use cases UML artifacts.
The next step is to use a more complex and realistic example to provide
us with feedback on the validity and feasibility of our approach. Another area
that requires further investigation is a formal deﬁnition of our methodology. In
the last section we present an overview of a methodology that can be used to
deﬁne our approach. Further discussion will apply such methodology and derive
speciﬁc semantics for incorporating misuse into collaboration diagrams.
We also believe that further extensions of misuse behavior should be expressed in other UML diagrams. Class diagrams and state diagrams are two
important artifacts where security engineering can beneﬁt from misuse analysis.
There is also a need to adapt our work to the more recent standard UML2.0.
At some point during the design, the boundaries between use and misuse may
disappear, especially when describing regular users that may abuse the system.
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Abstract. When sensitive information is exchanged with the user of
a computer system, the security of the system’s user interface must be
considered. In this paper, we show how security relevant properties of a
user interface can be modelled and specified using the Object Constraint
Language (OCL).

1

Introduction

A large part of the specification of interactive applications is concerned with
the relation between user input and the information shown to the user. For
example, when editing a text, the current (internal) state of the text should be
shown to the user, and user input should cause changes to the text. Usually, the
specification of user input and system output is rather informal. Specifications
declare that something “is shown on the screen” and the user “enters a text.”
In most cases, this informal description is sufficient. However, in security-critical
applications, a precise and formal definition is desirable. In this paper, we show
how security relevant properties of a user interface can be modelled, investigated,
and ensured using formal methods.

2

Environment and Notation

In this paper, we model a text-based user interface. Input comes from the keyboard and output goes to a terminal with a fixed number of rows and columns
for display of characters. Assuming no additional input from other sources (like
a mouse or network card), the behavior of a text-based application can be described as a function from a (finite) sequence of keystrokes to a screen output.
That is, the behavior is specified by what is supposed to appear on the screen
after a particular sequence of keystrokes. We use keyboard to refer to keyboard
input and screenAt to refer to screen output. When we want to refer to a specific
1

This work was partially funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Technology (BMBF) in the framework of the Verisoft project
under grant 01 IS C38. The responsibility for this article lies with the authors. See
http://www.verisoft.de for more information about Verisoft.
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screen position, we use the notation screenAt[x, y] for the character shown at
screen position (x, y).
To refer to keyboard input up to resp. screen output at a particular point t
in time, we use keyboard(t) to denote the list of keystrokes entered up to time t,
and screenAt(t) to denote the screen output at time t.
In a post-condition, t refers to the current time, i.e., the point in time when
the function terminates, while t@pre refers to the point in time when the function
is entered. In this, we follow the common OCL syntax (though standard OCL
does usually not contain explicit references to particular points in time).

3
3.1

Specifying Operating System Requirements
Overview

The operating system provides interfaces between application programs and the
hardware. In the case of simple, text-based user interfaces, which we are examining in this paper, the operating system has to provide access to two resources:
the keyboard and the screen. Most work on secure interface design assumes that
the application runs in a safe and friendly environment. Although some work
takes attacks on input/output facilities from the outside into account, interference with the input/output facilities from within the system (by trojans, worms,
viruses, etc.) is usually not part of the attack scenarios. Here, we assume that
the security critical application is running in a multi-process environment, where
hostile processes may launch attacks on input/output facilities. We provide a formal method that guarantees security against software based man-in-the-middle
attacks.
3.2

Specifying Screen Output Functions

Below, we give constraints specifying the operating system functions for accessing
the screen.
context setChar(character, x,y)
post if ((x ≥ 0) and (x < screenW idth()) and
(y ≥ 0) and (y < screenHeight()))
then
screenAt(t)[x, y] = character and
result = CHAR SET OK
else
result = POSITION OUT OF BOUNDS
endif
3.3

Specifying Keyboard Input Functions

Since user input comes from the keyboard, we can identify all user input during
the lifetime of the application with a list of keystrokes, where a keystroke is a
character (a character code) associated with a timestamp.
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Usually, computer systems have an input buffer. This buffer is filled with the
user’s keystrokes independently of the current application’s activity. When the
application calls the operating system function for retrieving the next keystroke,
the first keystroke of the keyboard buffer is returned. In the scenarios we are
modeling, however, the use of a keyboard buffer is often not advisable. From the
view of security, we want that the user approves or denies an activity only after
he or she is aware of the options available. With a keyboard buffer, a user may
enter commands that are executed at a later point in time. It could then happen
that the user approves or denies an activity before the available options are shown
to him or her. Therefore, we define the operating system function getkeystroke
without using an input buffer. The function getkeystroke is specified to return
the next character typed after its invocation.
context getkeystroke()
post result ∈ keyboard(t) and
timestamp(result) > t@pre and
not ∃k ∈ keyboard(t) :
(timestamp(k) > t@pre and
timestamp(k) < timestamp(result))
3.4

Specifying Security-relevant Properties

Under security aspects, a key requirement for a system using keyboard input
and screen output is the impossibility of man-in-the-middle attacks against the
keyboard and the screen. If an attacker can get in between the legitimate application and its input/output facilities, the attacker can manipulate the user at
will.
There is no easy way to prevent physical man-in-the-middle attacks like, for
example, covering the real keyboard with a faked keyboard as described in [2].
However, the prevention of software-based attacks with trojans, worms, viruses
etc. is possible if the operating system provides means to guarantee exclusive
access to the keyboard and screen. We call the process of acquiring exclusive
access “locking” and the release of the lock “unlocking.”
We consider information on whether screen and keyboard are locked and by
which process to be part of the current configuration (i.e., the status) of the
operating system. In the specification of requirements for the operating system,
one has to refer to this information and other configuration details. For that
purpose, we assume the relevant parts of the operating system configuration to
be stored in a data structure (a class) OSConf with the following class attributes:
OSConf.screenLocked
OSConf.keyboardLocked
OSConf.ioStatus
OSConf.screenLocked and OSConf.keyboardLocked contain the process IDs
(PIDs) of the processes locking the screen resp. the keyboard. A PID of 0 means
that the resource is not locked. The third attribute OSConf.ioStatus can have
the values busy and waiting. It indicates whether the system is busy or is
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Conf.command
Last issued command
Conf.commandResult Result of last command
Conf.applicConf
Application-specific part of configuration
Table 1. Configuration of an application.

waiting for input. While it is busy, all input is discarded (see comment about
input buffers in Chapter 3.3).
Locking a resource is not sufficient to guarantee security. The user must
also know which process locks a resource and whether the system is busy or
not. Therefore, the operating system configuration must be shown to the user
represented by a string of characters. We assume this string representation to
be given by the function OSConfString : OSConf → String , which we do not
further specify here. It must return a string that allows the user to determine
the exact operating system configuration. Its actual implementation depends,
for example, on the language(s) the user is supposed to understand.
We assume that the first line of the screen is reserved for information on
the operating system configuration, i.e., the first line should be identical to
OSConfString(OSConf).
We specify the correct display of the operating configuration resources as an
invariant of OSConf:
context OSConf
inv stringAt(t)[0, 0] = OSConfString(OSConf)
In the following we give a constraint for the operating system call for locking
the screen. The calls for locking the keyboard and unlocking the resources are
equivalent. Here PID refers to the PID of the current application.
context lockscreen()
post if OSConf.screenLocked@pre = 0
then
OSConf.screenLocked = PID and
result = SCREEN LOCKED OK
else
result = SCREEN LOCKED BY OTHER
endif

4
4.1

Security of Interactive Applications
Overview

In Chapter 3, we showed how to specify security-relevant properties of input/output functions provided by an operating system. By ensuring and verifying these
properties, certain types of software-based man-in-the-middle attacks can be
prevented.
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There are, however, other essential aspects of a secure software system. In this
chapter, we are going to introduce a method for specifying properties of applications that are desirable both for security and usability. Namely, the following
properties are considered:
1. The user is always aware of the state of the system.
2. User input is only possible if the screen output is consistent.
3. Results of user actions are communicated to the user.
On an abstract level, the behavior
of text-based interactive applications
Not
Sign Text
Signed
can be described using state charts.
Signed [Key Available]
Edges are labeled with keystrokes, guard
conditions, or both, as shown in FigFig. 1. State Chart Example
ure 1. In this example, the system
transits from state Not Signed to state Signed if the command “Sign Text”
is issued and the guard condition “Key Available” is satisfied. Of course, the
states in such as state chart are abstractions of the application’s actual internal configuration, which is much richer in detail. Nevertheless, we assume that
these states are the right abstraction in that the user has sufficient information
about the internal configuration of the application if he or she knows in what
abstract state the application is. Since, as said above, we also want the user
to know what the result of the last issued command was, we define the configuration Conf of the application to contain—besides an application-dependend
part Conf.applicConf—the last issued command Conf.command, and the result
Conf.commandResult of that command, which can take the special valued none
if the command is not yet completed (see Table 1).
Now, two aspects of the application have to be specified:
1. The way in which the configuration is related to screen output; and how
keyboard input corresponds to commands.
2. The effect that the execution of a command has, which must implement the
abstract behavior specified by the state chart.
4.2

Specification of Input/Output Behavior

For the specifiation of the first aspect (input and output), we assume the following to be given (see Table 2):
– stateAsString(state) is a string that allows the user to determine what the
state of the application is.
– resultAsString(commandResult) is a string that allows the user to determine
what the result of the last issued command is.
– screenOutput(applicConf) is a two-dimensional array of characters. It contains the correct screen output corresponding to applicConf. Its dimensions
are screenW idth() and screenHeight() − 3.
– command (char) is the command that is issued by entering char on the
keyboard.
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Name
stateAsString
resultAsString
screenOutput
command
state
newState
result

Description
Textual representation of the state
Textual representation of a command result
Screen output for a configuration
Command issued by entering a character
State abstraction of a configuration
Next state when a command is issued in a certain
configuration
Result of a command in a certain configuration
Table 2. Functions specifying an application.

We demand that stateAsString(state) is shown on the second line of the screen,
and resultAsString(commandResult) on the third line (remember that the first
line is reserved for the operating system’s status line), which is why
screenOutput(applicConf) must have a height of screenHeight() − 3.
Thus, the function updateScreen can be specified as follows. It is the application’s function for updating the screen contents (using the operating system
function setChar).
context updateScreen()
post stringAt(t)[0, 1] =
stateAsString(state(Conf.applicConf)) and
stringAt(t)[0, 2] =
resultAsString(Conf.commandResult) and
∀k ∈ {3, . . . , screenHeight() − 1} :
stringAt(t)[0, k] =
screenOutput(Conf.applicConf)[k]

4.3

Specification of Command Execution

For the specification of the second aspect (command execution), we assume the
following to be given (see Table 2):
– state(applicConf) is the state abstraction of the application configuration.
– newState(applicConf, command) specifies the state transition. (It has
applicConf as an argument and not, as one might expect, the abstraction
state(applicConf), because it depends on guard conditions that can only be
evaluated using the concrete application configuration.
– result(applicConf, command) is the result of executing command when the
application is in configuration applicConf.
Now, the function execute can be specified. It executes a command and
implements the state transition by changing the application configuration.
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context execute()
post state(Conf.applicConf) =
newState(Conf.applicConf@pre,
Conf.command@pre)
Conf.commandResult =
result(Conf.applicConf@pre,
Conf.command@pre)
4.4

The Application’s Main Algorithm

Now, we have everything at hand to describe how the main algorithm of the
application works: First, screen and keyboard are locked. Then, in the main
loop, commands are read and executed while keeping the screen updated. These
steps are arranged in the following way:
– Screen and keyboard are locked immediately on program start and unlocked
when the program quits. If locking the screen or the keyboard fails, the
program terminates.
– Whenever the program is waiting for user input, the screen is up to date.
Commands can be issued only when the system is waiting. All keystrokes
entered during processing are discarded. By this we ensure that the user
issues a command only when the current configuration of the system is visible
on the screen.
– When processing is finished, the loop starts over again unless the user has
issued the command “quit.”
Pseudo for the main execution loop is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The application’s main algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

if not (lockkeyboard() = KEYBOARD LOCKED OK) then
Exit
end if
if not (lockscreen() = SCREEN LOCKED OK) then
Exit
end if
{OSConf.screenLocked = PID and OSConf.keyboardLocked = PID}
repeat
updateScreen()
Conf.command = command (key (getkeystroke()))
Conf.commandResult = none
updateScreen()
execute()
until Conf.command = QUIT

The consistency of the screen output follows from the algorithm and the specification of getkeystroke. The screen is up to date when the system is waiting
for user input, and immediately after user input, and it may be inconsistent in
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between. Since the operating system displays status information “waiting” when
the system is waiting for user input and “busy” when it is not, the user knows
when the display must be consistent (whenever the system is waiting for user
input). The situation would become more complicated if we used an input buffer.
In that case, there is no longer a direct relationship between waiting/busy status
and the consistency of screen output. It would be necessary to show an extra
“consistency flag” on the screen.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In Chapter 3 we gave a formal specification for text-based input/output functions
of an operating system. This formalism can be extended to other input/output
devices, e.g., card readers and graphical terminals. Additionally, we showed how
to protect against software-based attacks on input/output resources. These security measurements require special functionality of the operating system. It must
be able to grant processes exclusive access to input/output resources. Moreover,
dedicated screen areas must be provided for information on who is locking the
resources. This area must not be writable for anybody except the operating
system.
The method we propose does not make any claims about what happens
outside the realm of software. It cannot guarantee that an output device operates
as intended, nor can it prevent tempering with the hardware of input/output
devices.
In Chapter 4, we described a state-chart-based method for the formal specification of interactive applications. This formalism takes both security and usability aspects into consideration.
Our future work will go into two directions: As part of the Verisoft project
(http://www.verisoft.de), the methods introduced in this paper are used to
formally specify an email client. In Verisoft, both the operating system and the
application program will be formally verified based on that specification.
The other direction of further work is to develop formal methods for the
specification of applications that have richer user interfaces than a purely text
based interface.
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Abstract
We propose a UML implementation of a parallel and communication extension of
stochastic hybrid system. For stochastic hybrid systems we use the model introduced in
[4], namely GSHS (general stochastic hybrid systems). It generalizes the most used models
of stochastic hybrid systems used in control engineering. The stochastic features of the
model make diﬃcult this attempt. From a computer science perspective our approach
uses a mixture of ACP and CCS techniques.
We use the concept of distributed stochastic hybrid systems (DSHS) [5] as an automata
formalism for compositional speciﬁcations of GSHS. A DSHS can be thought of as an
automaton representation of a GSHS, with an extra possibility to interact with other
processes via so-called passive transitions (which are discrete transitions). We sketche
how to extend the syntax of the Charon system, that is an UML implementation, in order
to implement DSHS.
We present the DSHS formalism in a simpliﬁed version (a detailed presentation can
be found in [5]). A DSHS, denoted by DH, is a collection ((Q, d, m, X ), (f,σ),L, A,P )
where: (i) (Q,d,m, X ) describes the state space, which is countable union of open sets
from an euclidean space (modes), each one corresponding to a discrete location. Note that
the dimension of embedding euclidean space might be diﬀerent for diﬀerent locations. (ii)
(f,σ ) gives the continuous dynamics between jumps of the continuous state within the
locations. (iii) L is the set of labels. (iv) A are the set of active transitions. These
are the union of the boundary-hit transitions B and the spontaneous transitions S . The
boundary-hit transitions B depend on the transition-choice function C .
A realization of a DSHS generates a stochastic process. The structure of a DSHS assures
that this process is a GSHS. We will refer to this process as the associated GSHS to the
given DSHS. For the generation of the DSHS executions we assume that no communication
takes place, therefore the passive transitions do not play any role in the generation of
executions.
Parallelism is introduced in an axiomatic manner as in the ACP tradition. Communication is based on dually labelled transitions (where duality means sent/received
transitions or active/passive transitions). Communication takes place as a handshake between dually labelled transitions. A detail presentations of the parallel composition and
communication for DSHS can be found in [5].
General models of stochastic systems are speciﬁed with enough accuracy in the classical
language of continuous mathematics. After adding concurrency the system dynamics
are getting very complex, thus there is the danger of confusion. In this context system
speciﬁcation is becoming increasingly important. A speciﬁc implementation of UML,
1
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considering extensions to support control and hybrid systems is the Charon system [1].
We sketch how it is possible to implement our model in an extension of the modelling
language Charon obtained in a similar manner as in [2]. The language supports the
operations of composition of agents to model concurrency, hiding of variables to restrict
sharing of information, and instantiation of agents to support reuse. To make Charon
suitable for implementation of DSHS, it is possible to extend the current version with
syntax for specifying initial probabilities, jumps, and stochastic diﬀerential equations. In
the terminology of Charon any DSHS is an agent.
The syntax for specifying an invariant is inv <condition> where condition can
depend on the variables of the agent.
A jump can be speciﬁed as follows

<

>
>

<
<

>

jump from source_mode when guard
(to destination_mode do { update_cv } weight

<

>

<weight>)+

where the guard depends on the variables of the agent and deﬁnes a part of the complement
of the invariant assigned to the source mode. The union of the guards of all jumps from
a mode must be equivalent to the complement of the invariant of the mode. A jump
has multiple transition branches. Each branch is speciﬁed by its destination mode, post
jump location, and the weight assigned to it. The weight can depend on the variables
of the agent. The post jump location <update_cv> is an assignment of the following
form: variable_name=f(...) where f is a function specifying the distribution of the
transition measure. Function f can depend on the variables of the agent. The post jump
location speciﬁes the probability measure on the set of valuations of the destination mode.
The function f is built using the predeﬁned distributions.
An SDE is speciﬁed by

<

>

σ

SDE {d( variable name )==f(...)∗dt+ (...)∗dW(t)}

where f (...) and σ (...) are functions which depend on the variables of the agent.
Distribution is deﬁned using the intimate structure of sequential processes. This model
requires a very rich concept of abstract state machine.
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1

Introduction

When dealing with complex developement tasks, numerous requirements have to
be met. Patterns and scenarios are a useful means to reflect both the functional
requirements imposed to a system under developement as well as standardized
general solutions to problems that arise from functional and non-functional requirements. When combined with a reasonable common notation for scenarios
and the system model, it is possible to provide automated tools for the simulation or verification of the model against the requirements. In the following,
the parts concerning the notational and formal aspects of such an approach,
targeting mainly at the scope of hardware near embedded systems, are briefly
described.

2

Approach

Due to its increasing popularity, great versatility and its focus on object oriented
developement, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is used for modeling the
system as well as for the representation of its requirements and patterns. Primarily for practical reasons we fall back upon elements from UML 1.X [OMG01].
For the representation of the model serves a restricted subset of the class and
state chart diagrams as well as possibly object diagrams. The static structure of
the system is specified by a number of active classes and their relationships (i.e.
associations) with each other. Each class must have a state chart diagram attached, which describes the behavior of its instances. For flexibility, a big subset
of typical elements of the UML state charts is supported. Messages between instances are sent in the course of actions associated to transitions or state entries
or exits. To this end, and for guarding expressions of transitions, an appropriate
textual language had to be introduced, which clarifies the UML syntax.
Patterns and requirements are formulated by parametrised collaborations.
Collaborations describe sets of objects, which interact with each other in order
to achieve a certain goal. Each member of a pattern corresponds to a role of
the collaboration. Roles can be associated to each other to provide the paths of
communication between them. The scenarios of the collaboration are described
using interaction diagrams, representing sequences of messages passed between
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the roles. Patterns are typically laid out independently of concrete models and
are bound to the current design later, whereas those collaborations that directly
represent requirements imposed to the system under developement become part
of the model at a relatively early stage of development, as soon as they arise
in the progress of analysis and design. Binding patterns to the system model
is equivalent to the instanciation of parametrised collaborations using the UML
template mechanism.
The lack of a sufficiently formal semantics typical of the UML can be compensated by defining a transformation to a notation that is already endowed with
one. In our case, a transformation to VHDL [IEE93] is proposed. This language
provides a clear semantics, a complete sequential programming language, a rich
set of data types, supports concurrency, instance-level hierarchy, and offers an
elementary concept for the separation of interface and implementation. The rules
of our mapping were particularly laid out in such a way that they reflect the
informal semantics described in the UML standard as closely as possible, especially for the behavioral parts of the model. Each class within the UML model is
mapped to a pair consisting of an ENTITY and an ARCHITECTURE. The ENTITY specifies the classes interface for communication, the ARCHITECTURE
consists of at least one subcomponent, which is derived by transformation from
the associated state chart and contains the actual logic of the class, realised by
complex sequential descriptions. To achieve the message semantics of the UML
state charts, a message buffer and a sequentialiser have to be added to the classes
ARCHITECTURE in most of the cases. The default strategies of these infrastructural parts – FIFO and round robin – can easily be modified by providing
different implementations for their respective ARCHITECTURE.
For simulation purposes it is possible to automatically generate a test bench
based on the directed acyclic graph of send and receive events that are derived
from an interaction connected to the respective collaboration. As an additional
approach it is currently considered to formally verify a system model against its
scenarios using model checking techniques.

3

Ongoing and Future Work

Based on this technical toolkit, a set of stereotypes has already been elaborated
and is more and more extended, addressing the needs of scenario-based test
and verification in the scope of the developement of embedded systems. These
restrictions and extendsions to the UML metamodel are to be collected to form
a UML profile, which is to be complemented by methodical guidance for its
deployment in the design process.
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The unified modeling language (UML) is widely used to describe the behavior of systems. It
provides a suitable framework for requirements elicitation by means of Use Case diagrams and
Interaction diagrams (Sequence diagram, Collaboration diagram or Communication diagram), and
for behavioral specification by means of Statechart (State-Transition diagrams) as an abstract
executable specification of their behavior.
Unfortunately, UML lacks a formal semantics and does not offer semantic relationships
between the diagrams of dynamics. In particular, Sequence Diagrams do not have an operational
semantics describing formally how to execute such diagrams. Therefore, it is not possible to apply
formal techniques for deriving Statecharts from Sequence Diagrams (SD). This lack has attracted
the attention of researchers interested in automatically deriving the behavior of the components of
a system from their interactions. To reach this goal, this article proposes a new semantics for the
UML sequence diagrams based on a relation of causality between the actions of emission and
reception of messages.
Indeed, the definition of SD in UML deals only with the scheduling of messages and does not
say anything about the scheduling of the actions of sending (!m) and receiving (?m) a message m.
While the scheduling of the actions of sending and receiving messages is unambiguous in the case
of a procedural SD including a single focus of control (only one
O1
O2
O3
object is active at the same time), it is not obvious in the context of
1:m
distributed systems including several objects simultaneously active.
For instance, the SD depicted in figure 1 says that message m
2:m'
precedes message m', but it does not say e.g. whether the receiving
action ?m is to be performed before the sending action !m'. The
object O3 does not have enough information to known at which
Figure 1. An UML SD
time it must emit the message m'.
To provide SDs with an operational semantics, we propose to define a partial order relation
among the actions of sending and receiving messages. This semantics is based on the abstract
syntax of Interaction diagrams, i.e. on their definition in term of the metamodel of UML [1]. Any
scheduling of actions must take into account the fact that a message has to be sent before it is
received, thus we always have for any message m: !m before ?m.
There are several semantics – or ways to schedule the sending and receiving actions. It is not
easy to give an exhaustive synthesis. Mainly, there are two kinds of semantics.
The first one consists in to read a SD as a Message Sequence Chart (MSC) [2], that is to ignore
the global ordering of messages and to just consider the total ordering of the actions along the lifeline of each object. According to this definition, we just have for the SD of Figure 1: ?m before
?m' in addition to !m before ?m and !m' before ?m' .
A second way to schedule the actions is defined and studied in a detailed way in [3, 4]. This
semantics is mainly based on the scheduling of messages. It considers that whenever a message m
precedes a message m’, m must exist before m’ and thus we have: !m before !m'. In particular, the
operational semantics proposed by [3] imposes a total serialization on the emission and reception
actions of successive messages sent by different objects. According to this definition, we have an
additional constraint for the SD of Figure 1: !m before !m'.
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In this paper, we introduce a third way to schedule the actions of a SD, based on the causality
relationship between the actions. This semantics is particularly relevant in the context of reactive
systems where two actions a1 and a2 are serialized only if a1 causes a2 in some way. According to
this approach, we just have for the SD of Figure 1: !m before ?m and !m' before ?m'. Indeed,
there is nothing that enables to relate !m performed by O1 and !m' performed by O3, and as a
result there is no reason to assert that the reception ?m of m by O2 is the cause of the reception ?m'
of m’. The main property of this new scheduling of actions is that it orders two actions only if
there is a necessity reason for that.
Beyond the obvious clause: "a message can be received only if it were sent previously", we
briefly describe the three rules of the causality notion :
i) the sending of a message is caused by the reception of the precedent message and thus it is to
be postponed after the reception of all these precedent messages. The intuition under this rule is
that the reception of a message is a call for a reaction that is achieved by sending a message;
ii) if two directly successive messages are sent by the same object, then their respective
emission actions must be ordered. But if they are emitted by two different objects, the emission
actions are independent and thus are not ordered. Thus, this operational semantics does not impose
a systematic serialization on the emissions and receptions of successive messages sent by different
objects;
iii) in the particular case where two messages sent by the same object O are addressed to the
same object O', they are received by O' in the very same order as they were sent by O, to take into
account the intention of the sender's ordering.
There is a family of SDs known as locally controllable [3]: a SD is locally controllable iff for
two directly consecutive messages, either they are sent by the same object or the second message
is sent by the recipient of the first one. A locally controllable SD includes a single thread of control
and each object has enough information to know when a send action must be performed, so that
the global ordering of actions can be ensured by the local controls within each object.
The semantics described in [3] is strongly related to the UML definition of SD. When it is
applied to a SD, if the resulting global ordering reveals the addition of synchronizations, it means
that the SD is not locally controllable. In this case, this ordering does not make sense because it
needs either a centralized controller that activates each object when it has to perform a send action
or the addition of a synchronization message.
The other semantics, the MCS-like and the causality-based ones, are relevant for any SD
(locally controllable or not). In fact, the causality-based semantics is a subset of the MSC-like
semantics; it includes an ordering constraint between two actions only if there is really some
functional necessity for that. Thus, defining the semantics of a SD according to the causality-based
semantics proposed in this paper results in a distributed system having a more robust behaviour,
because it has to satisfy a smaller number of synchronisation constraints.
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